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The ‘Open Road
Program Unique

’

Brigadier-General Immel Likes Wooden

Shoes

[Voters

IS

Number 34

to
ARMY TRUCKS

Check Up On

ANt)

Taxpayers

MORE ARMY TRUCKS

CITY CLERK POINTS TO

FUL WITH CHURCH SPIRES,
WINDMILLS AND KLOMPEN

By Faying

RULES

GOVERNING ELIGIBILITY
OF VOTERS

IN

CLERK PETERSON
•

before.

transfertheir voting address
3. They have moved to the city

from

outside.

white is grinning from ear to ear. that they requested me to present
4. They have not voted in two
Then too, pee the coy smile on that you with a pair of wooden shoes.
years or more and not been reindemure little lassie just over the pic Probably they will serve to divert stated.
ket fence. The audience in the haze the attention of the woodpeckers
5. They will be 21 years old by
Sept. 15 and intend to vote on
backstage also seems immensely from your head to your feet.”
The General, quick with repartee,
pleased. Connelly couldn’t refrain shot back, "Mr. Connelly,undoubted that day.
• • •
from getting in one of his sharp ly you have tried that experiment
Parsons
need
not register if:
puns when he said, "General, the yourself. Leastwise I thank you for
1. They are properly registered
young ladies in our beauty squad the shoes and for the advice." (Proand have voted in the past two
were so impressed by your speech longed laughter and applause.)
yearn.

f

payers were lined up for days near
the close of the date set, anxiouito get "under the wire” before the
“deadline” was reached.
Not alone was there a great
mg to the delinquenttaxpayers,but
city, township, county and' state
receivedlarge sums of money witil
which to conduct affairs of the
County, instead of borrowing money a» is often the case, in faetif
debts are paid by these local government units and at the sama
time this method of paying was a
boon to the man who had back tax«s to pav. Property with consider-‘
able back taxes on it was saved ttf j
the owner instead of going under
the hammer when delinquent taxridden property was up for auction.

ami

They have never registered

2. They have moved from one
ward to another in the city and
have failed to have the city clerk

PAY-

;

You must registerif:—
• •

FUTURE
MENTS

Many delinquenttaxpayers in Ottawa Countv, in fact, in every
County in Michigan, remember tha]
tremendous saviags made by t
when they paid their delmq
taxes at the County Trees*
office at Grand Haven last
mcr before a stipulateddate. Ti

KEEP THIS IN MIND SAYS

1

Up

CAN SAVE THEMSELVES FROM
EIGHT TO THIRTY-SIX
HER CENT INTEREST

All eligiblevoters in Holland
are urged by Oscar Peterson,city
clerk, to be certain that they are
registeredand that the registration is in jrood standing. Due to
the law which requires that a voter, to remain in the registerfiles,
must vote at least once during a
two-year period endina on the
even years, many have been eliminated from the files and there

Military Bands Play Inspiring
Music Before SpeakersOrate

Can

Make Saving

Registrations

COLOR-

Those who felt that the opening
of U. S.-31A,which enters into the
city over Michigan Avenue would
be an ordinary affair, had another
guess coming, and it can be said
that the 4,000 who gathered where
the intersection of the new road begina, and goes on curving its way
to our neighbor Saugatuck, can
testifythat this gesture was not
only high class but unique and
pleasing to Holland folks, our
neighbors and the large number
from abroad.
The settingwas especially colorful, where Holland again capitalized on its windmills,wooden shoes,
dutch picket fence and those objects rather standard in a "dorp”
in the provinces of The Netherlands. A long lane on the newly
Mr. Immel is a jovial individual.
built highway was clearedand roped off in order that the activities He doesn’t look like a “war lord”
would not be hampered by crowd- at all. That genial face of his
ing. The multitude present, how- just radiates good cheer and that
ever, were very orderly and appeared happy because of this pleasing smile is infectious, becaure it took
set-up. It was an inspiringsight with the audience. What effect it had
when the two musical organizations is seen on the faces of Murray D.
Van Wagoner,standing below with
first the Willard G. Leenhouts post
Amercian Legion Band, with near- his hand on the chair also “Bill”
ly full membership present leading Connelly, Holland’s "greerter”in

Warned

Town Wbnel

Folks Really Lire

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 13, 1936,

And Successful
THE BACKGROUND

Holland, the

Here are but a few of the army trucks that came to Holland
from the Grand Haven carferricsladen with aoldiers. These are only
those from Wisconsin. From Ohio, Indiana and Illinois they came
over highways and by trains from the south but did not pass
through Holland altogether.There were 22,000 men in camps at East
•Saugatuck, New Richmond, Dunn ingville, Saugatuck and Allegan.
(More Cuts on Page 2)
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farm building!, grain and hay, except the
THIS LITTLE PIG WASNT
house, causing a loss of several Last year the state authorii
"PLOWED UNDER" thousand
dollars, covered by 12,- prevented property from being a
State police are endeavoring to 500.00 inaurance.
for delinquent taxes and this y „
the way up the lane, followed by
The fire was first discovered in taxpayers will be given time on
locate the owner of a live pig which
2.
They
have
moved,
but
tyave
the 131»t Field ArtilleryBand of
fell from a cattle truck on US-31 the blower to the *traw stack, the ten-year plan to escape the
notified the city clerk of their new
ALLEGAN COUNTY TROOPS
Jan esville, Wisconsin, with E. J.
north of Ferrysburg, yesterday a- probably caused by an overheated sale of property for back
address.
ARE TREKKING TOWARDS
Sartell,director.Their musical THANK YOU GENERAL IMMEL
Vol-Iodine Co.
bout 5 p. m., fracturing ite right bearing, aggravated by the ex- in the future. Last year Gov
You murf register before and in- hind leg. The animal, a lean sow, treme drouth and high atmos- Frank Fitzgerald and Audi
CAMP CUSTER
contributionsas they came down
cluding Saturday, Aug. 29 to vote
the new pavement with rythmic
was being taken south, apparently p h e r i c temperature.The fire General,John J. O'Hara anno
Another musical feature before
at the primaries,Sept. 15.
spread
The 24,000 soldiers who have been
step towards the improvised platonce the that the home would be pro
destined for the pork sausage -,pread
, rapidly
the road opening, was an hours’
ceasssasasaasesggsaesssa
here nearly a week have packed up
names were diicovered.
form with a Dutch background was
through the eaav payment plan,,;
concert given by Wisconsin’s 121st
their tents which were loaded on
an impressive sight, and the audimay be some disappointed voters A northboundmotoriet, seeing stantly (Can't read the writing) whereby a great deal of money can
Field Artillery band at Warm
trucks, bound for Camp Custer.
ence was noticeably affected.
Fortunately the cattle were out be saved by following the plan,
next fall when they attempt to the pig fall, turned around but
Friend Tavern. After the openThe first obstacle the leader of ing exercises, this same band gave From now on, and during the mimic NEW INVENTION DETERENT vote at the primary election on was unable to overtake the truck. in he pasture and the other farm and a great deal of time can be
war the boys in khaki will have to
TO HEAD AFFECTIONS
the band met was a fence leading
Sept. 15 or the general election, The animal was left in custody of animate were rescued before the given in which payments could be
a short concert in the lobby of sleep in "pup tents” on the hard
INCLUDING SINUS
to a dutch garden, but in reality
Nov. 3.
a farmer by state police, notified flames reached them, except one made. Governor Fitzgerald has athe Tavern and were treated with
ground, according to orders. SoldAND HAYFEVER
bull wnicn
uuu
which became
oecamc Dadly
badly burned gain decided to announce to the
it was no obstacleat all for there
by the motorist.
After
the
November
election
in
a spread after their program. It
iers from Wisconsin in charge of
and had to be dispatched.Several ?UnIic tJhalIth,B Plan "HI egain be
was a swing gate consistingof two
the even years the clerk is instrucwas through the efforts of Bill
hens, also about the yard, became followed this year, under what is
Brigadier-General Immell are be- Frank Duffy, R. A. Boersma and ted to cast out all names of voters M<M<<<<<<<<<444<4MO44<0H4<<<<<
tremendous wooden shoes, upon
Connelly of the Chamber of Comwhich was inscribed, "Welkom Te merce, that the program prepared ginning to realizethat war, even
Donald Leenhouts Constitute who have not cast a vote in two FARMER LOOSES CROP AND excited, came into contact with known as the Moore-HolbeckBill,
the flames and were destroyed.
though it is make-believe,has its
Holland.”As the drum major apyears.
with amendments. It is most imNewly Formed Company
for the occasionwas augmentedby
BARN AT ZUTPHEN
hardships.
portant that the taxpayers know
proached the wooden shoe portals
If
a
voter
has
not
voted
in
the
the band and the Wisconsin MiliStepping on the ground, baked to
Congressman, Carl E. Mapes and all the provisionsof the so-called
these swung open and the two
Michigan is a wonderful state, past two years but does vote at
Serious misfortune came to the
tary unit. Brigadier-General ImOrne Sluiter, clerk in the United Ten Year Installment Plan conthe consistencyof the concrete by
bands passed through in front of
it is the playgroundof America, the primary or general election family of Nicholas Meyer of Inmell of Madison, who has had headdays of blistering sunshine, shoulStates Federal Court, were in Hol- tained in this Bill, which provides
the speakers’stand. The local band
but those who live here the year this year, it will continue the per- dian Creek, near Zutphen when
quarters at the Tavern for the
dering heavy field packs for route around are often troubled with son as a registeredvoter for anland Tuesday, calling on friends. for the grouping of the 1932 and
gave two selectionsof excellent
past week up to today, made all
prior taxes under one total, and
marches and forced to be ever on sinus, hayfever, asthma and kin- other two years. Mr. Peterson exmusic and then departed for Kollen
this possible. The general was as
this total to be divided into ten
the alert for sudden forays by "enPark to give their usual hand condred ailments, troublesome defec- plained.
pleased to favor Holland as Hollastallments. The second installemy" forces,these troops of the
cert. The military band, however,
All those whose 21st birthdays,
land was grateful to receive his 32nd are finding the mimic war se- tions in the head and often danment is now due and should be paid
remained to give more music at
come
on
or
before
Sept.
15.
gerous.
To
combat
these
ailments,
Items T^a k
Fr
the
of
co-operation. The General is now rious.
before September let, next month.
intervals during the program, closa new remedy has been devised, are eligible to register at any
marching on to Camp Custer with
Interest of 1/3 of 1% per month
the battle now raging is broth- called Vol-Iodine Inhalant, and a Ume. Frequently young voters
ing with “Wien Neerlandsch Bloed”
Holland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
his men in mimic war-fare.
from September 1, 1935 is added on
er against brother,and they have company has been organized in have attempted to vote on election
and the National anthem, “The
Fifteen Years
the amount of the second installStar Spangled Banner.” The Field <H<<HHHHH<HHHHHHHHHH their killed and wounded, but re- this city called The Vol-Iodine days on which they attained their
only
P»id during August, 1936.
Artillery Band is with the Wiscon- THE KLOMPEN DANCING PRO- member all their casualties
majorities
and
then
were
greatly
------, Company, of Holland, to manufacnwiiiwt
Additional interestof 3/4 of 1%
•in troops who are here for the
disappointed when told they could
GRAM ON THE "OPEN ROAD" from the8 dead, and
fifty
years
ago
today
this of Holland, not vote because they were not
maneuversin Allegan County; and
light at the local resorts.
Cr I"0!#* ** tdded »tar SeptemDr. A. Leenhouts
wr 1, 1986.
restored to health by nightfall. To after some years of experimenting, registered.
It was through the courtesy of
% • j
At
a
meeting
of
the
Macatawa
The first installmentis due SepThe program of "klompen” danc- aid further in the recovery, they has developed this remedy, al
Brigadier-GeneralImmell of MadThere were more than 6000 regisThe Holland Sugar Co. and the
lub, held last Friday eve- St Louis Sugar Co. of Michigan tember 5, 1935 and interest is addison that this splendidbody of men, ing was greatly appreciated by the put a substantialamount of though he was too modest to tell tered voters in this city. After the Boat
together with severalother officers, visitors who had never witnessed a “chuck” under their belts before the News about it when inter- last election many were thrown ning in the office of Attorney John will unite under one head and there ed on the amount of installment
feature of that nature before. To they go to sleep.
aided in this celebration.
viewed. The company is now out through death, removal from C. Post, the constitutionof the are also plans of building another at the rate of 1/12 per cent per
While endeavoringto simulate manufacturing and marketingthis the city or failure to vote in a two- club was adopted and the following sugar company in Ohio. Note: For month from September 1. 1936 to
The Klompen dances with an ac- say they were delightedis putting
cordian orchestra put the finishing it mildly. It was also noticeable actual war conditions to a de- medicinal product that is develop- year period. Several have been officers were elected: President, many years the firm name was the date of payment, provided it is
touches to this pleasing program. that there were many childrenpre- gree, the 2nd army high command ing rapidlyin scope since some un- added again through registration. Charles L. Waring; vice president, Holland-St. Louis Sugar Co. and paid before the property is offered
The balance of the inA citizenmust be a residentof Attorney G. J. Diekema; secretary, a large plant in Decatur, Ind., was
Seats along the little white fence sent who never tire of this popu- has placed a number of definite usual results were obtained in
Prof. George P. Hummer; treas- added to this consolidationlater. stallmentsmay be paid at any time
provided a quiet resting place for lar tulip feature. An unexpected limitationson the realism which cases of hayfever, sinus trouble, the state six months and a resi“old man “Klomp”, “old man addition that waa indeed pleasing will be permitted when the "red” colds, and other respiratory dis- dent of the city 20 days before he urer, Jacob G. Van Putten; captain, The late Charles M. McLean of
tdded at the rat® ot
F. G. Churchill;commander, "Da- Holland was the manager of this 1/3 of K/r per
month from Sep“Boter”, “old man Vaudie”, Vance was when a little miss presented and "blue” forces have their orders. The experimentalstudy is eligible to registration.
ne”
Gilmore;
lieutenant,
William
Moving from one ward to antremendous enterprise.Rather in- tember 1, 1935 to date of payment, i
Mape and others, who in dutch herselfat the speakers’stand ask- theoretical clash in Allegan county. and research that followedhas
Only a limited amount of am- proven its value and it promises to other does not necessitatere-reg- H. Holly; ensign,Gerrard Ranters; terestingto note that three of our provided the respective install- 4s
garb sat in front of the village ing if she too could dance in wooden
and a board of managers consist- early superintendents of schools ments are paid before they come
peacefullysmoking, while the dow- shoes. She was all decked out in munition— and blanks at that— be a real boom to victims of that istration but the change of address
ing of the above named officers later became captains of industry. due September 1st of each year.
dy matrons, with voluminous skirts Dutch costume, including the shoes. have been issued the troops and the class of disordersof the nose, espe- is absolutely necessary, said City
and Pete Kane, A. Van Duren, Ro- George P. Hummer founded the
I here is no more pressing proplied their knitting needles.There Her name is Missi Marie Lierup of orders specify that no blank am- cially sinusitis, so prevelant in the Clerk. The new address must be
kus A. Ranters, William H. Rogers West MichiganFurniture Co. and blem before the various states than
filed
with
the
registration.
He
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
The
“7-up"
ormunition
will
be
fired
at
ranges
of
region of the Great Lakes.
in substance you have your dutch
and John C. Post. Work of raising he became nationallyknown. C. M. that of collecting delinquent taxes,
backgroundthat rounded out the chestra with accordian and string less than 100 yardaO
This preparation has been in urges that everyone affected by
instruments, directed by Bud Van
Among the other measurespre- actual use for at least four years this ruling contact the city hall, money for the building of a boat McLean graduated from Holland carried over from depressionyears.
road opening celebration.
house will be started immediately. school superintendencyto a nation- In some states the auothorities
Liere furnished the music. The oth- scribed for the safety of the troops and during that period its practi- before Aug. 29.
Note: This is the first effort made ally known head of a large sugar have thrown up their hands in deser dance teams from Holland did is that which prohibitsthe carry- cal value has been conclusively The vote this year, a presito establish a yacht club at our enterprise. F. I). Haddock, also a pair at the problem. In other states
In introducingMajor-General remarkably. Here they are:—
ing of bayonets. Unit commanders demonstratedin the hundreds of dential election, is expected to be
then "infant" resort. Strange to superintendent for a short time, various plans have been enacted
Immell, Mr. Connelly said, "Three
"Tulip Time in Holland" Betty are cautioned that no exercisewill cases where this treatment has very heavy. Every minute counts
young collegemen, toward the end Ten Have, Alice Mae Houtman, be carried to the point where the been tried out. The treatment is with the election officialsand time say, every man whose name ap- and principalhere for a longer pe- only to be extended or changed tima
pears has passed on except Rokus riod, became well known in Wisd time again. It remained for
of their college career, were dis- Vivian Tardiff,Athalie C. Roest.
participants will be endangered. easy. The little laboratory can be taken to establisha resident at a
Ranters, who lives in Kalamazoo.
cussing their life ambition.One of
“Two Little Girls in Blue”:- The speed of motorized equipment carried right on one’s person. It residenceother than is filed causes Mr. Waring was a telegraph oper- consin as a cheese manufacturer. Michigan to make real progress in
cleaning up this distrewingproAll three have passed on.
these men said, "My greatest am- Bonnie Lou Stratsma, Peggy Far- in the maneuver areas is restricted consists of a cartridge-lookingmuch loss of time, Mr. Peterson
ator at the C. & W.M. (now P .M.).
blem. Reports are that seventy
bition is to sometime stand in my ma.
and automobilescarrying news- cyclinder that opens up with a explained.
Mr. Churchill was the station masfront yard and teach my kid to
“Solof>: — Joan Gog^flm.
paper correspondents and staff combination.This is to prevent Registrationcan be done at any ter; G. J. Diekema is too well FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY mil ions of dollars in delinquent
real estate taxes were paid or rekick a football.” This man is with
• •
time during regular officehours up
“Tip-toe through the Tulips’’:— officers also are brought within the fluid substance from oozing out .
known and died six years ago in
Puritan
history conveys to us the vived in Michigan during last year's
us today and besides teaching his Betty Zyke, Wallace Bradley.
until
it
is
in
use;
and
the
moving
^
29
at
the
City
Hall.
New
represcribed speed limits.
the Netherlands as minister from
boy to kick a football, he is teachr
"In the good old summertime":—
During the simulated warfare, of the combinationto a certain sidents, minors who will attain their this country. George P. Hummer ironclad “blue laws” enforced by drive. Two hundred thousanddolthe descendantsof the Pilgrim lars was collected in Ottawa County
fng the commonwealth of Wiscon- Wilma Nysson, Betty Ten Have, the opposing armies are allowed to point brings about the opening of maiority and newly made citizens
was superintendent of schools here fathers in New England. One hard alone and nearly ae much’ in Allesin many things. He is Chairman Alice Mae Houtman. Mavis Riemer- capture prisoners,but never more the cap at the top of the cylinder. and those who have lost their regand later founded the West Michigan County under tha same plan.
of the Conservation Commission, sma Buena Homfeld.
than two men from a battalion After that all is easy since the end istration by failure to vote in the gan Furniture Co. Mr. Gilmore was and fast church precept was not
I his year’s drive will urge the
a sleep during religious service. A
past
are
urged
to
attend
to
the
Adjutant-General with a rank of
"Toe Dance" (Done in wooden for any one situation.These pris- of the cylinderwhich runs pointed
related to the Van Raalte family sleeper was scornfully rebuked, taxpayers who are on the "ten-year
Brigadier-Generalcommanding the shoes:— Vivian Tardiff.
oners are conducted to the rear for and rounding, is placed in a nos- matter early to save congestion and for a time was identified with
publicly.It is said that Dr. Van pIan.
their second pay.
Wisconsin National Guards.
"Dutch Dance”:— Betty Ten Have interrogation by intelligenceoffi- tril and the benefits are derived at the City Hall, or perhaps dis- the Ben Van Raalte Implements
Raalte, the founder of this city, on ments before September 1st in
• » •
appointment
at
the
primary
and
Buena Homfeld.
by
inhaling
the
fumes
into
the
recers but they will be allowed to
firm. William H. Holly was chief rare occasions awakened a sleeper order to keep their tax reesrds
The discourse of Brigadier-Genreturn to their commands not later spiratory canals. The fumes enter November election, when told by miller at the Waish-DeRoo Milling
in his flock “speaking right up in clear and avoid penalties.It will
an
official
that
he
is
ineligible.
every part of the head and brings
eral of the Wisconsin Troops stathan 9 p. m. each day.
Co., on River Ave. Some eight meeting” and often chiding him or a so persuade those not yet on the
NEWS LIKE AN OASIS
tioned in Allegan County follows:
The number of “casulties”dur- immediate relief. This inhalingdeyears ago he returned to Holland her after the meeting. During Hol- ten-year plan” te come under it
THIS DISTRICT GETS THREE after
“When Mr. Connelly, the secreing any given battle is likewise re- vice, in which the basic medication
an absence of some 30 years land’s colonial days the pioneers Finally, it will poiat out that due
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Rodstrom, BaINSTEAD
OF
TWO
BOATS
is
"Volatile
Iodine"
constitutes
all
tary of the Holland Associationof
stricted. A limited number of
and died at his home on West 10th were kept awake through another to improved conditions or distrihrain, Arabia write that they have
Commerce asked me to participate
troops will be considered "killed” that is required to bring help to
•St., recently. Peter Kane was a
unique method. The deacon, during bution of the soldiers’ bonus, many
not received letters from home for
Three speedy picket boats, to be
in the dedicatory excercises that
or “wounded" during the engage- sinus, hayfever and catarrh —
druggist at what is now the Model sendee, took up two collections, taxpayers are now in a poaitionto
brought from the Atlanticseaboard
accompany the formal opening of the last three months. Mrs. Rod- ments and will be evacuated to the troubled victims.
drug store. John C. Post was an one after the long prayer and one pay up their balances on the “tenThe preparation contains iodine, will augment equipment on Lake attorney, son of Holland’s first directly after the also long sermon.
United States Highway 31- A, I ac- strom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. rear to give stretcherbearers and
Michigan
and
other
waters
in
the
Oudemool
cannot
understand
why
o"”. as ^ savc themselves
cepted his request with a feeling
field hospital detachmentsexperi- made u p in such form
post master. He built the Post The collectionswere intended for ftr*rt
0 c to 36,r interest on future paynot as they write regularly every
5f genuine interest.
ence in handling such cases, but and mixed w'ith air and valuable jurisdiction of the 10th district of block on the northeast comer of two separate and distinctcauses.
r *
week.
the United States coast guard, 8th St. and River Ave. William H.
“As a citizen of Wisconsin, my
for the most part the number of oils, that it can be used freely
Anyway,
the
deacon—
armed
with
Elsewhere
in
this
issue
is
found
The Rodstroms receivethe Hol- casultiea will simply be designated vrithout any dangerousor harmful Commander Ward W. Bennett an- Rogers was editor of the Holland
interest in an event that marks ana long pole to which was attached a table of figures which shows acland City News however, without
City News. A Van Duren was a a plush sack, the opening being curately just what the saving.
other mile-stonein the progress of
by the proper umpire and noted effects.The action on the mem- nounced Wednesday.
exception. The News is like an
Six
men,
assigned
by
the
comshoe dealer and Gerrard and Rokus fastened around a small hoop
the wolverine state, is more than
down for considerationin the final brane is both soothing and curaoasis in a desert to the Bahrain
tive. Even the tenderest mem- mander, left last night for the east Ranters, with their father, were in
mS,? be “'1? hoJT the ,avin*s “r®
the interest to be expected from a
evaluation of the maneuver.
passed from pew to pew, sliding i
the ten-year paying
missionaries.
to return the boats to thte terri- the hardwarebusiness, then located
friendly neighboring commonwealth
So complete are the army’s in- branes that lie in the nose and tory.
the pole and sack the full length plan. This table will be found on
throat
are
immediately
relieved
in the Ranters block, the structure of each pew, in front of the noses
for, while Michigan and Wisconein
structionsfor the “duration of the
WELL KNOWN FORMER
Holland harbor is to get one of recently being remodeled into a
?8ction two’ lowing
are separated by the broad waters
war” that attenionis given to such and aided through these inhalaof the communicants. Thus the plainlylW°
on what
basis money can
tions.
these
boats
obtained
through
the
CITIZEN DIES matters as grass fires, damage U
beautiful building with an onyx members of the congregation and be saved by paying delinquenttaxof Lake Michigan, their people,
The iodine in the mixture is efforts of Congressman Mapes of front owned bv the Knoll Plumbing their offspringdeposited their
their lands, their hopes, and their
fences and other private property,
A. M. Ranters of San Diego, Caldestiny have been indissolubly
and protection of poultry, pigs, known to be an active disinfectantthis district. Elsewhere is found a Co. The writer remembers the “coppers." Whenever the deacon
ifornia, in a letter to Holland writes
and is thereforehelpful in check- detailed story relating to these Ranters yacht— a sailing craft. It noticed a sleeper “possum” or
joined by the joint sacrifice and acgarden and orchard produce.
ON A TRIP AROUND LAKE
complishmentof their soldier sons of the death of Mrs. D. KruidenCompany D, of Holland,was yes- ing germ growth and inflamation. "safety first” crafts. We are pleas- was named the “Tea Kettle" and otherwise he tilted the sack in unier of Des Moines, Iowa, who died
However,
in additionto this action, ed to note that one extra boat has at the top of the spar a miniature der the nose of the drowsy indiMICHIGAN
in the World War. The presence
terday having the first taste of war.
on the night of August 6. The funthe medication also stimulatesand been added since.
copper kettle of that type was fas- vidual who naturally straightened
of all elements of the Thirty SecCaptain Bremer went on reconnoitones up the mucous membrances
eral was held in that city on Augtened insteadof the usual ball. Un- out with a shudder and nervously
ond division from the states of Wister, undoubtedly looking for eneMr.
Fred Beeuwkes and
by improvingthe flow of normal cases where the same results have doubtedly the Ranters brothers be- fished in all pockets for the stray
ust 8. She suffereda heart attack
consin and Michigan here in this
mies, and the men stood ready to
Mr. and Mrs. E. Nyland of Holland
three days before her death and
mucous
which
is nature’s way of been attained. Another feature ing coppersmiths also put on a lit- collection penny. Seventy-fiveyears
area today prophecy that, no matgo on the march or into battle moare motoring around Lake Michitle advertising stunt.
did not survive.Three sons, a daulater there is a recurrent sleep gan and one of the show places
that has been noted is that the
ter what the future shall hold, the
mentarily. A^n the b^s broke
ghter, and several grandchildren camp, discarding their large tents
deterrent where a modem pastor
new discovery protectsone against
badger and wolverine will continue
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO revives the methods of our fore- to be eeen will be the Wi.con.in
were at her bedside when she passto cast their lots together.
for
thS,
.ut the usual head colds.
Dells and the Indian pageant which
ed away.
TODAY
bears and insists that his parish- has been added to this wonder in
The Vol-IodineComnany has
every sign as to where their origin‘This new highway is a visible
• • •
stances, more or less, and it is the
Mrs.
Kruidenier’s maiden name
ioners
remain
wakeful
while
he
is
named the following officers: Mr.
al camp stood. They also went into
wedge that Michigan, Illinois,and
Venetian evening on Macatawa discussingHoly Writ.This divine is scenic beauty.They will also trav- *
was Wilhelmlna Plugger, whose fa- hiding, so to speak, so that trucks normal mucous secretions that pro- J. Frank Duffy, of the Duffy Manu-[
Wisconsin with the common geogratect the underlying tissues from
bay brought thousands by boat, in- R«v; G. Fleming,popular pastor e,.,f° Brook". Minn., where they
ther was an early pioneerhere, confactoring Company, president; R.
or men could not be distinguished
phy, their industrialand agriculterurban and train. It also brought of the M.E. church of Holland. He will visit Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bouharmful effects.The reason for
ducting a flour and a saw mill on
A. Boersma, vice-president; and
by the air forces of the enemy.
ural oneness, their similiaritvin
these disorders in the respiratory
the usual gang of pickpockeU. Sev- has also inaugurated a very unique man, sister of Mrs. Beeuwkes.
the present site of the West MichiMr. Donald Leenhouts, secretary,
racial origin, aims and inspirations
Officers of the division, which ingan Furniture Co. The late Mrs. clude Holland, were called to the eynem, such as sinus, hayfever and manager. Headquarters eral reported losses on the steamer method to awaken the church sleepfor future developmentwill be
and others mentioned, is that the for the company are the Model Puritan, Holland interurban and ere who were overcome by the wily ATTEND G.O.P. BANGUET
George
P.
Hummer
was
a
sister
Fennvilleheadquarters,just before
found marching shoulder to shouland Mrs. Charles Kirchen of this the troops went into action, which eecretion, which should be normal, Drug block on River Ave. and 8th Pere Marquetterailroad, etc. John tricks of Morpheus. On the pulpit
AT ROWE
der to their ultimatedestiny.
Smith of Grand Rapids lost $25 alongside of the “Good Book'’ Mr.
s not functioning as it should. It
city is a niece. Mrs. Kruidenier had
Street.The marketing of this new
indudes the air forces and the art,
*The development of America and
on
a
crowded
car
as
it
left
Macais by reason of promoting these
lived in Californiafor a number of
Fleming has placed a bell with a
Among those who attended the
remedy has been taken on by the
illery.This mimic warfare is someof American lake states stands
years but illness brought her clos- thing new for the Holland boys but secretionsthat the Vol-Iodine In- local company and the campaign of tawa. H. Van Kampen of Holland rather sharp tinkle, and should he republicanbanquet at Hotel Rowe,
without parallel in human history.
halant produces relief and re- e’eneraldistributionthrough the reports he lost $18 and B. Vander spy some of his parishionersquiet- Grand Rapids last evening were:
Nowhere else in the world can one er to her children in Iowa. The apparently they are standing up covery.
Meulen was robbed of $4.60 coming ly nodding their heads entirely obKruidenien formerly lived in Pella, under it
John Gslien, John Dethmers, At
drug trade is being started. Up
And a great civilisation located in
The company has instances of to this timer it has been largely a to Holland from the park. W. H. uvioos to the dominie’s discourse, thur Van Duren, Charles Van T
It is found that their menu conintinent yet the enormous
Alexander
of
Grand
Forks,
N.
D.,
then Mr. Fleming’s hand descends en, Simion Henkle, William <
G. G. Groenewoud,Ottawa coun- «wts of: Fried liver and onions, stubborn hayfever cases, in which mail order proposition,aside from
I'atrides made by our people in the
while boarding the steamer Puri- on the tapper of the bell. Those den Berg. Jr., Ed Brot
ty school commissioner will return orown gravy, corn on the cob, the remedy has been used for two its use w in this community. The
past century are but faint prophesSaturday from Mt Pleasant where boiled potaoes, bread and butter, or three successive seasons. The company is now in a position, how- tan, was robbed of $61.00,while really “sawing wood, it is said, get Parsons, Don Zwemer,
ies of the material and spiritual
excursionistsarriving on the P. M. two bell taps. During these sultry Cate, of Holland;
tendency to recurring attacks has
he attended the annual state conever. to expand its efforts, and aclemonade and brown betty with
progress in store for the centurv in
lost $20.00 and 181.00 respective-days the tinkling of the small bell
William Hatton,
ference of county school commis- lemon cream sauce. Supper the almost disappeared, according to cording to report it promises to
which we live. Roads, communicaDonald Leenhouts, manager of the become a real live going concern ly. Note: Police nad a great deal is not uncommon in the Methodist de Water,
sioners which opened Wednesdaytions, and the deep sea waterway
““•jky consisted of sauer-kraut company. This proves that it is
of- trouble during these illuminaof Granil
A banquet Wednesday night mark- and wieners, buttered green beans,
in Holland, and what is more, it tion nights on Black lake. All re- church on West 10th St.
to the Atlantic will make the dream
not only alleviating to the user but
Born— To Mr. and Mrs. William
ed the opening of the four day prois the manufacturing of something
combination salad, steamed rice, curative as well. Officers of the
sort shores as far as Waukazoo . Brouwer, 41 East 14th St — a
un.
(Condoned on Pile 4)
bread and butter and eoffee.
company can also point to sjnus
our f,t of were massed with folks from home^ daughter, named Marjorie Gerfire destroyed all the
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Motorcade of Army Trucks Bound with Soldiers

for

Allegan

Gamps

mer dean of women of Hope college left Holland on Wedneeday
for her home in Belleville, N. V.
Prior to her departure, Mra. Durfee wag entertainedextensivelyby
her many friends.
Mr. and Mra. Franklin Cappon
and two children of Ann Arbor and
Mrs. John Maulbetsch,daughter,
Barbara and son Jack, of Huntington, West, Va., are visitingat
the home of Miss Lavina Cappon
and Mr. and Mrs. Marvin L. De
Vries at their home, on West 9th

MMMme
i

LOCAL INSTRUCTOR
TAKES

Misa Lavina Cappon, expert home
economics instructorin Die Junior
High School in this city, has just
returned from a ralroad trip of
more than 8,000 miles, when ahe
not only toured the western coast
but the Mid-western states, in other
words the “prairie states". Miss

iX

The Ladies Aid society of the
Ganges Methodist Episcopalchurch
will hold its August baked goods
sale from 2 to 5 o’clockon the

out the door,
the window."

church lawn. Friday afternoon.
Chief of Police Fred Bosma of
Zeeland returned to his home, 207
N. State St., Zeeland, Tuesday
morning,after being confined to
Blodgett Memorial hospital in
Grand Rapids,for two weeks where
he received treatment for a serious
wound receivedhere when he was
phot by two fugitive bandits in a
wild chase from Zeeland.The chief
said he would not return to duty
for another three weeks.

IS— Mexico City (all*. Mexico
becomes a Spanishprov-

*1^-,

NEWS

LONG TRIP

St.

*Whot irtdiu^ %oci
poverty coma m at
AUGUST

HURCH

C

ANOTHER

News

Church."

Prayer meeting on Thursday
night at 8 o’clock, studyingthe
book of Jude.

BIBLE WITNESS ASSEMBLY
FIRST

ORTHODOX BAPTIST
CHURCH

Dr. CHm. F. Field#, pastor.
Res. 328 River Ave. Phone 8923.
(Sunday services in Episcopalian
Cappon augments a summer pleas- Guild Hall, 60 W. 9th St)
9:00 A. M. — Bible School. Lesure trip with research work that
stands her in good stead, as this son. "Sowing and Reaping."Gal.
relates to the teaching of home ec- 6:--10.
10:00 A. M.— Preaching.Seronomics.
mon
subject, "Stewards of the GosLast year she made an extensive
trip through Alaska and the

7:80-- "Sham Battles in Western
Michigan; Sham Battles in the

pel."

ZEELAND
C. J. Tarvestad.

10:00— “What Makes A Home!"
Eph. 6:22-38.
Leo FrederickEby II, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Eby, 344 Washington Blv’d is another contender
in the tooth-cuttingcontest.He
11:30— Bible School.Classes for
all ages. Mr. Schut, Supt.
2:80 — School House Services.
7:30— Song Service. Gospel
Message, ‘ Who Are The Justified

6:80 P. M.-B.Y.P.U.service.
Ones!"
7 :30 P. M.— Gospel service. Sub7:30— Wed. Cottage meeting at
Pint airplane delivery of
ject of sermon,“A Sacred and Bufcle Sam’s northern possessions.Bethe Wells home on State St.
mail to iteamer at aea,
feted Preacher."
fore going to Alaska, she attended
7 :30— Saturday. Open
Air
1919.
9:30 P. M. — Street meeting at
a home economics convention held
Meetings at Zeeland and Hamilton.
Saugatuck.
at Seattle, Washington.This year
Napoleon Bonaparte,
WEDNESDAY
world congueror,born,
Miss Cappon not only visited Hol2:30 P. M.— Woman’s Prayer
1769.
lywood, and with friends saw a
Expires September 5, 1936
great deal of "movieland", the Circle at the parsonage, 328 River
IS-Fint bananas. 30 bunches,
Ave.
REGISTRATION OFFICE
movie stars, but also visited San
importedinto the United
Francisco, one of the most interStatev1804.
Holland Township
resting cities in the entire nation, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
17— Pint patent on a plant—
Services in Warm Friend Tavwhere the orient and Occidentmeet.
OTTAWA
COUNTY
NEWS
rose bush— framed by the
To the electors of the Township
The Chinese district of San Francis- ern.
United States, 1931.
10:30 a. m.— Sunday services. of Holland, notice is hereby given
Henry Weber, age 78, a director co is so replete with interestthat
8:00 p. m.— Wednesdayeven- that I will be in my office in Holof the Ottawa-AlleganFarmers’ it takes severaldays of visiting to
IS— Picard makes first stratoland Township, North and East of
ing
testimonialmeeting.
iphereflifht, 53.135 feet,
Fire Insurance Co., with home offi- get a real conceptionof the immen“Spirit" will be the subject of the new Grand Haven bridge at
19J2.
Thousands of these trucks are Haven over U.S.-31 through Hol- Brigadier-General Immel of Mad- ces in Zeeland, died Saturday at sity of the Chinese population
skimming over the highways and land to East Saugatuck. New Rich- ison, Wisconsin.Holland has seen his home in New Salem. He also there. Many of them are Ameri- the lesson-sermon in all Christian Holland,to review the registration
If— Gail Borden is first to patbyways. In Allegan this week at mond and Saugatuck. They arriv- considerableof soldiers and trucks wae a directorof the Jamestown can-born and are as well educated Science churches and societies books and to accept such names for
<r ent a condensed milk, ISSfr
registrationof persons who are
least 400 of them took the Wis- ed at the “county seat" by carferry the last week coming here to bring bank for 18 years and a trustee of and speak as fluently as do the throughoutthe world on Sunday,
qualifiedto vote in this township,
the New Salem St. Mary’s church White race. In San Fransico they August 9.
consin troop divisions from Grand from Milwaukee under command of back supplies.
o
in the primary election to be held
for 40 years. Surviving are the have a Chinese telephone exchange,
in the state and county on the 15th
IMMANUEL CHURCH
widow,
four daughters and five serving the orientals who speak no
WESTERN THEOLOGICAL
day of September, 1936. RegistraServices in the Armory.
sons. Services were held Monday other language.
THE FIRST TRANSPORT ARRIVES FOR ALLEGAN
SEMINARY
10:00 A. M.— Morning Worship. tion places will be as follows: At
at 9 a. m. at St. Mary’s church,
MANEUVERS
While in California, Miss Cappon
“The Hidden Path for The Chris- home, Augu#t 15, from 8 A. M. to
New
Salem.
Interment
in
St. was the guest of the Habermann
I
5 P. M.; at Bert Wiersma'sstore,
Mary’s
cemetery.
tian”
sisters at Glendale. These ladies
Mr. and Mrs. George Albers,
Recently in this publication,
Holland Township,in the West
11:30 P. M.— Sunday School.
Indicationsnow are that the an- were former teachers in our public
College Ave. are now at their cot! PresidentNettinga of Western
3:30 P. M.— Allegan Home and Limits of Zeeland, Saturday, Augtage at Idlewood where they will nual homecoming event, scheduled schools,and the late Rudolph H.
ust 21; again at my home on WedTheologicalSeminary made an apspend the remainderof the sum- for Aug. 19, will be postponed and Habermann, prominent citizen here Jail Services.
nesday, August 26. This is for the
6:30
P.
M.—
Young
People’s
mer. Guests at the Albers cottage held in conjunctionwith a Harvest who served as alderman and was
. peal to the public of Holland and
purpose of registeringnew voters
are
their children, Dr. and Mrs. F. festivalin September. The new a member of the board of public Service.
I vicinity to help raise money for the
7:30 P. M.— Evening Worship. who have gained the age of twentyF. Yonkman and children,Freddie school addition will be dedicated at works was their father. She also
j debt of some twenty odd thousand
“Profit or Loss for Eternity.” one and those men and women who
visitedFred F. Colby and family
and Gretchen, of Boston Mass. Dr. that time.
Thursday Evening. Prayer and have recentlymoved into the townat
Claremont,
California.
Mr.
Coldollars still outstanding lagainst
Yonkman is a member of the faculship. Names of qualified electors
FOR SALE— Eight Room House by. it will be remembered,war at Bible Study.
ty of Boston university.
the institution.
Saturday Night. Open Air Ser- may be left with me on any day
one time manager of the Macatawa
located
Near
Kollen
Park.
Mupt
Austin Kronemeyer has returned
Mr. Nettinga points out the great
he sold to close estate.A bargain. Park Company. His rise to affl- vices at Fennville and Saugatuck. up to and includingSaturday, Septo the home of his parents, Mr. and
tember 5, 1936, which is the last
uence is an interestingstory. He
benefit*that have been, that are
Mrs. Albert Kronemeyer, Central Sop Ben Wiersma, Administrator.
day.
CITY MISSION
264
W.
17th
3t 35 started with a pop-corn wagon on
Park, after spending the past two
and that will be derived from this
John Eilander,Holland Township
51-53 E. 8th St Interdenominathe dock of Ottawa Beach, and
months at the Y.M.C.A. camp at
institution.The material benewound up here by being a heavy tional—No memberehip.Telephone Clerk.
Barlow lake where he served as
fits from schools of learning of
stockholder in the Macatawa Park 3461— George Trotter, Supt.
counselor.
Saturday night — 8 o'clock. Open
Company, and became its head.
this nature are tremendous. The
John M. Timmer of Holland and
Air Service, Cor. 8th and college
Expires September 5, 1936
Now
he
is
“siting
pretty"
in
his
HOLLAND, MICH.
money spent by students and facAda F. Van Zee of Corisca, S. D.;
large orange ranch and makes Ave.
ulty and the materials required to
and John De Witt of Holland and
Sunday services — 1:30 Sunday
trips east with his family for a
REGISTRATION OFFICE
Anna M. Carini of West Olive, have
eonduct such a large undertaking
School.
vacation,annually.
applied for marriage licenses.
2:30 — Service of Song, Music and
nssume sizeable proportions over
Santa Barbara was another place
Park Township
Nearly 100 tourists from the
visitedby Miss Cappon. She also Message.
a year's time. What is more, the
6:30
—
Young
People’s
Hour.
Holland resort district on Lake
visited severalparti of the country
money derived for over 50 years
Michigan viewed scenes of the OrTo the electors of the Townthat have been blightedby drought 7:30— A short, sharp, hot weathWisconsin
guardsmen
marching
off
the
Grand
Trunk
carferry
has come largelyfrom abroad and
ient, particularlyChina, when the
and she stater that in some dis- er Evangelistic meeting. Special ship of Park, notice is hereby given
Rev. Harry Dykstra of Grand Ra- — continuous performances daily tricts conditionsare appalling. It Music. Real Song Service. George that I will be at my officeat Centhe proportion that Holland has “Madison" which transportedthem from Milwaukeeto Grand Haven.
Then by trucks to Holland and the Allegan camps.
pids showed slides at the recreatral Park to review the registration
however, gave her a chance to Trotter will speak.
given to its local academic institustarting2:30, prices change 5:30
Tuesday at 7:30— Prayer meet- books and to receive such names
tion hall on the grounds of the Hekbroaden her scope on economic contions by comparison have been raman summer home at Tennessee
MYSTERY SURROUNDS
for registrationof such persons
LANTING-E88EN BURG
ditions, which comes within range ing.
ther meagre.
Wednesday 7:30 — The Fellow- who are qualifiedto vote in this
KILLING OF TRUCKMAN Beach. The Rev. Mr. Dykstra and
of her vocation.Miss Cappon beMARRIAGE TAKES PLACE
Mrs. Dykstra and family were
township at the primary election
lieves that politicallythe great ship Club.
From the open letter by Mr. NetThe tragic accident which took guests at the summer home of Mr. Fri. Sat. Aug. 14-15
Friday 7:30— A Typical Mission to be held in this state and county
southwestlargely favors the cantinga, it is evident that $5,000 has
ige
the life of Frank Swanson, Route and Mrs. Jelle Hekman on Lake
on Tuesday, the 15th day of Sepdidacy of Alf Landon and Frank Service
?ht« of the Rev. and 1, Grand Haven township,when the
1 been given by an eastern man. Lanting, daughter
Remember— Aug. 22. “The Am- tember, 1936. I will be at my
Michigan. Mr. Dykstra is a miss- Robert Montgomery.Madge Evans Knox. Republican nominees for
Mrs. J. Lanting to Ted N. Essen- Sanitary Dairy Co. milk truck he
Now he gives $2,000 more as an
ionary to China, now on furlough.
home at Central Park on WednesPresident and Vice-presidentof the bassadors."
burg, son of Mr. and Mrs. Benja- was driving overturned on the
The Dosker cottage at Central Frank Morgan and Billie Burke
day, August 26. and also registraUnited States.
: beentive to others most vitally in. min Essenburg, wan solemnized.
highway connecting M-50 with the Park was the scene of a party
CALVARY CHURCH
tions will be taken at the home of
Miss Cappon left on Independ$ forested to clear the Seminaryof Friday evening at 8:30 o’clockin river road, designated as county
(Baptist)
Monday when Nick Dosker, Jr., enNick Stielstra, Lakewood Bouleence
Day
and
has
just returned,
the
Woman’s
Literary
club.
The
debt
highway 607, remains a myrtery tertained friends residing at the
vard,
August 26. This is for the
Services
held
in
the
Woman's
stating
that
it
was
a
delightful
double ring ceremony was /perresort. Those present beside the
purpose of registeringnew voters
The material benefits, while an formed by the bride’s father, who as to just what happened.
trip, with the exception of the Literary Club Auditorium.
Swanson was alone in the tru-’k. host wre Miss Alma Geerds. Miss
Henry 'Kik preaching during the who have gained the age of twentydrought region,but she is glad to
J easet do not begin to compare with is pastor of the Immanuel church
He had passed a car driven by Ixiuise. Van Dommelen and Bob
one and those men and women who
month
of August.
be
back
in
Michigan
and
her
beauof
this
city.
Approximately
100
Piccadilly
the tremendousinfluencefor good
Steva Botka, who stated to state Broekstra.
have recentlymoved into the town10:00
a.
m.—
"Have
You
Expertiful
native
city,
Holland.
police officers that he thought the
which ia made possible through guests were present.
The Verano. 92-foot cabin cruisienced The Answer In Your Heart! ship. Names of qualified electors
driver
ran
off
the
road
and
apThe bride was charmingly gownthis institution.
W<WW4<H<4ftlW4<W444<4<W (First Lord’s Day, second ques- may be left with me on any day up
er owned by Charles Davis of Chied in a wedding dress of white parently lost control of the truck. cago, left Jesiek's shipyards,Macato and including Saturday. Seption)"
Every year a sizeable class Is lace and satin, fashioned princess The accident occurred at about
The Ter Haar family reunion is
11:2 0— Bible School, using tember 5, which is the last day.
tawa after being in drvdook for
graduated and goes into the world style with long chantilly lace, 3:30 p. m. on the road opposit the
being held at Spring Grove, James- through the Bible method of Study.
A. Kronemeyer,Park Township
Mon. Tues. Wed. Aug. 17-18-19
William Schroederfarm. Mr. the greater part of a week. The patown, today.
to preach the gospel to congrega- pearls and orange blossoms. She
Clerk.
6:30 — B. Y. P. U.
latial yacht was damaged in northcarried a shower bouquet of white Schroeder heard the crash as he
ern waters while on a cruise and
tions dotting the entire nation.
roses and swainsonia.The maid of was working in a field nearby. He
Bing Crosby and Frances Farmer
Every summer and throughout the honor, Miss Betty Van Klink, wore said he heard a noise and saw the entered Holland harbor on its own
power
for repairs.
year the prospectiveministerswho an ankle length gown of peach car turn over twice before it
Superintendent
Mrs. C.
have not graduated are belling lace, and Miss Marian Lanting, rested on the highway.Swanson’s Mulder and family of Blissfield.
sister of the bride, was bridesmaid body was thrown on the highway
Bible truths to multitudes. In diswearing an ankle length pink and was badly mutilated. The Michigan, and Mrs. J. Vander West
tant lands and African jungles, a- chiffongown. They wore shoulder truck was practicallydemolished of Holland, spent the last week in
mong Orientalbandits,among Ind- bouquets. Little Margaset Van and the half load of merchandise a cottage on Lake Michigan. They
all had an enjoyable time.
on the
ia tribes and in benightedna- Houtum, cousin of the bride, in a was scattered far.
Besides the wrecked truck there
Reverend Eugene Flipse of Doudainty pink dress, was flower girl,
tions messengers of God preach
while Master Bobby Burrows, the was furtherloss of more than $100 glaston, New York will give a sterthe gospel to all creatures under groom’s nephew, was ring bearer. worth of ice cream carried in its eoptican lecture on his trip to The Tues. Aug. 18 is GUEST NIGHT—
the most trying circumstances, He wore a white satin suit. Mr. insulated body. The ice cream, Netherlands, in the Union Chape! Remain as OUR GUESTS to see
mixed with broken glass was scat- at Central Park on Fridav, Augprivations and hardships. These Jack Essenburg attended the
groom as best man and the ushers tered over the highway.
ust 21. The lecturewill begin at
Harold Lloyd in “THE MILKY
messengers walk daily with pestiTroopers Raymond Sweet and 8 o'clock P. M. Rev. Flipse ha* a
were Robert Lanting and Gordon
lence and often death. Brave bands Vanden Brink. Mr. Vanden Brink Warren Hornihrook investigated very fine collection of pictures. The
WAY"
of men and women are these, filled sang “When I Am With You” ac- the accident.They called Dr. W. public is cordially invited.
B. Bloemepdal, coroner, who prowith patienceand perseverance,for companied by his sister, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Ruiter
Thelma
Vanden
Brink. Following nounced death due to accident.
and two children. Donna and Joan,
their work calls for patience. ProThe
road
has
recently
been
The label “ANNIS
has for almost a half century symbolized
the exchange of vows, he sang "At
Thurs. Fri. Sat. Aug. 20-21-22
left, Monday for their home in
gress must be slow indeed in war Dawning” by Cadman. Miss Van- blacktopped and is in good condiI/Os Angeles, Calif. They visited
QUALITY,
in furs
torn nations such as China and den Brink played the Lohengrin tion. Marks where the car was three months at the H. J. De RuiWarner Haider and Myrna Loy
driven
indicate
that
the
driver
wedding march as. the bridal party
Japan.
ter home in Holland. They were
entered.Miss Ruth Bihler and Ro- was hardly on the shoulder when
All the eflorts ol Annis Furs and
What could be more trying than bert Lanting were master and mis- the accident occurred, it was re- accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Koopman, of Los Angelo®,
all the facilities of its entire esto endeavor to preach the gospel tress of ceremonies. Guests were ported by relatives of the deceased
who spent three months in Holto the children (of the jungles, served from a long table decor- who examined the place.
tablishment are devoted exclusiveland and visiting relatives in Ohio.
The funeral is being held today.
making them understandBible ated with flowers and candles. A
Miss Erma Lighthart.who spent
o
ly to the
large wedding cake occupyinga
the last few months in Los Angeles
truths which are difficultat times
conspicuous place in the center. RABBIT FANCIER FINDS USE
OF FURS.
returned to Holland Tuesdav. She
to be understanding^ abrorbed even The coulpe later left on a short
FOR WILD CARROT
is employed in Marshall, Mich.
by civilized America. Missionary wedding trip. They will make their
A superb display of Fur Coats
Mis?- Jean Beukema. of rural
W. A. Southworth, Benton Har- route No. 5 returned home after
work in India with its stations, un- home in Whitehall.
awaits
your inspection here durGuests from abroad were: Mr. bor rabbit fancier, has found a new taking a course in Madison, Wis.
touchables, clans and internal strife
and Mrs. G. J. Van Eyck and Miss use for the wild carrot which ining
this
sale.
Mr and Mrs. Bud Cook announce
where a nation reeks with fanatiLouise Can Eyck of Detroit; Mr. fests fields and roadsidesin souththe
birth
of
a
son
named,
George
cism, must be uphill work; even to and Mrs. H. Essenburg, Miss Flor- ern Michigan. The weed makes
Charmingly styled in the year's
B.. on July 28. Mrs. Cook was formbegin to make an impression in ence Essenburg and Bob Douma of excellentfeed for rabbits. He l»e- erly Miss Henrietta Streur.
latest
models.
Zeeland; Mr. and Mrs. J. Essen- lieves rabbit raisers can collect
a field of this nature must lx? tryMiss Ruth Boone, who underwent Matinees daily 2:30— evenings 7
burg of Indiana and the Rev. and wild carrot from nearby farms
ing indeed.
Mrs. T. Titcombe of Toronto. Cana- with advantage to both themselves an appendectomyat Holland hosand 9
We could go on indefinitely and da. Mrs. J. Schouwnaar,Mr. and and farm owners. Around Holland, pital has returned to her home at
$725(
43
West
19th
St.
apeak of the wonderful work that Mrs. M. Van Houtum, Mr. and Mrs. there are hundred’s of acres of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
A.
Selles
J. Veraprille, Mr. and Mrs. J. these wild carrots, so bring on
the faculty of the Western TheoPlatschose.Mr. and Mrs. R. Schow- your rabbits and feed them with spent a few days, in Chicago, this Fri. Sat. Aug. 11-15
ogical Seminary, guided by an able
unaar. John, Donald. Lavern and out cost. Farmers will he pleased week, where they attended a gift
show.
SEAL
president,is doing. It is a great MargaretVan Houtum, James and to get rid of the weed.
DOUBLE FEATURE
Miss Ruth Kolean, of East 18th
undertaking and the accomplish- Harriet Platschose.Helen Timmer,
St. is spending two weeks, in Grand
ments covering a period of more Joy Veraprilleand Mr. and Mrs. DRIVER IS FINED WHEN HIS Haven, visiting relatives.Robert Glenda Farrelland Norman Foater
William Stadt, all of Grand Rathan half a century stand as. monHORSES BEAT SPEED LAW
Kolean. of Grand Haven, is spendpids.
•
in "HIGH TENSION"
ing two weeks at the home of his
uments and to the credit of the
local seminary.
The final straw has been added uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. M. Fred Stone and Jean Parker in
SPEAKS AT OTTAWA YOUNG
$1A*750
here in the list of insults- suf- Kolean, East 18th St.
ince, 1521.
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15-

at that time gave an interesting
resume of her travels through Un-
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Jim

and

A

Rhythm

Range

Event—

Feature

AUGUST
SALE OF

FIR COATS

-

Smart Coats at Real Values
FURS”

HIGH

- --

EXPERT WORKMANSHIPand LATEST FASHION

MANUFACTURE

To Mary-With Love

COLONIAL
THEATRE

AUSTRALIAN
SEAL

AUSTRALIAN $CQ50
SWAGGER

NEW ZEELAND

BEAVER

DEMOCRAT MEET

fered by Old Dobbin in the wake
TWO HOLLAND WOMEN
of the motor age. He has been
More than 75 persons heard fined for exceeding a speed limit
ON CIRCUIT JURY
Harry Glass Jr., state representa- of eight miles an hour.
While flivvers breezed along at
Two women, Mrs. Anna Poppen tive, address a meeting of the
Ottawa county Young Democrats much above this speed and stateof Holland, fifth ward, and Mrs.
at the West Olive school last night. ly limousines “did" Main street
Hazel Allen of Holland, second
Dr. Gerritt Hines, candidate for in quicker time, Hugh Leonard,
word, were drawn for the Ottawa
congressman from the fifth district
county circuit court jury for the and candidates on the county tic- teamsterof Stevens Point, Wis.
term beginning Sept. 1. The jury ket also spoke. Ed. Broekcma was halted by officers,hailed into
court and fined $10 and costs for
ii to appear Sept. 8 with Judge served as chairman.
recklesr- driving. His steeds were
Fred T. Mile* presiding.
Mr. Glass defended the national timed by a motor cop at eight
Those from Grand Haven drawn
debt which the present adminis- miles plus. He was taken in on
for jury are R. W. Moll, John Mulder, William Fant, Peter DeBoe tration has incurred by saying, a "horse and buggv" day ordinance
and C. Vanden Boomgaard. John “This country was willing to go passed when the “iron horse" was
far into debt to fight the World not even thought of.
Linn wai drawn from Spring Lake,
War for the benefit of big money
William Gasow from Grand Haven
interests, but evidently it is not RETURN OF REPUBLICAN
township, Emra Fast from Robinwilling to fight a war for the averCONGRESSMAN URGED
eon, Nick Bosker from Allendale,
age man.”
Return of a Republican congressOscar Johnson from Crockery, L.
The speaker scored the Lemke «an. «n
district namely
J. Bolt from Chester and Gerrit
Mapes was urged by Dr. B.
Union party for “seeking a para
Pylman from Wright
The remainder of the list in- dise overnight instead of waiting H. Masselink in his address at the
cludes Adrian Heyboer of Tall- to reap the benefits of the Social Jamestown Old Settlers’ picnic.
The event wae attended by 4,000
madge, Ben Smit of Zeeland Security act."
persons.
The Democratic county conventownship, 'Albert DeWeerd, George
“If Roosevelt is electedwe need
lelegatos to
to the
Albers, Alex Bamum and Cor- tion to elect nine delegates
strong oppositionto check the
state
meeting
will
be
held
at
nelis Steketee and the two local
present tendency of hasty and illmentioned, all from Hol- courthouse, Sept 21, it was anconsidered legislation and if LanGeorge Den Herder of Zee- nounced by attorney Charles Misdon is elected he will need a workit G. Essenburgof Blen- ner, chairman of the Democratic
Schuitema of George- county committee. The state meet 'n8 majority to assure needed legislation and if the Union party is
Milton Maatman of will be held at Battle Creek, Sept. successful, we won’t need a Con26.
gress,"Dr. Maiaelink said.

rr

«t^,c

NEW ZEELAND
Beaver Swagger AVI

Gunnar Heimburger.architeet of "THE FARMER IN THE DELL"
Stockholm, Sweden, who with Mrs.
Heimburger hae been visiting at
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Nicodemus Bosch, in Holland, Mon. Tues. Aug. 17-18

apent last week in Chicago. This
week, Mr. Heimburger. is doing
George Raft and Dolores Costello
snecial research work in Boston,
New York and Washington.
Barrymore
The Junior Bovs society of the
Sixteenth Street Christian Reformed church will hold its annual outing Saturday. Swimming, baseball
and games will be the main events
of the day. Supner will be served
and a marshmallow roast is planned for the evening.
for the
The Indies’ Athleticclub of Holland held a family picnic at Tunnel Park. Tuesday evening. This
was the third picnic of the season'
and 24 were present.
Mrs. Dick Van Tatenhove. Mrs.
John Van Tatenhove, Gertrude Wabeke and Mrs. Harry Huntley were
guests for a few days of Capt.
Wed. Thurs. Aug. 19-20
*nd Mrs. Palmer, Lakeshore Drive,
Ludington.
Mi«s Marian Kurtz, Bettv Van- Randolph Scott and Frances Drake
den Berg. Anna
Gertrude

EEL GRAY LAPIN $7C00
only - - v

-

MOCHA LAPIN $7750

SWAGGER
w

house psrty,

in

at Cardeau Beach,

this week.

Mrs. WinnifredH. Durfee, for-

And Sudden Death

select

from

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY PLAN
You can bay these FUR

COATS

Make a payment
down of $10.00 and then pay the balance in monthly payments of
$10.00 and your coat

will

on onr Lay-Away plan.

be paid for by the time the cold weather seta

in.

THE FRENCTCLOAK STORE

SW

Vonker. Theresa Weller, Lillian
Klein. Wilms Vande Bonte and Helene Westenbroek are enjo^ng a

<11

Also many others to

Yours

Asking

$7250

STREET

EAST EIGHTH
Where Women Lore

30

to

Shopl

HOLLAND? MICH.

Where Yon Always Find Something New
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The Folkert familiesheld their in quantity and art bringing high 4ubj«cti “Dishonest Practices in gatuck. They were guest* of Mr.
Spring Grove, with about 250 in at- spending a few day* at tha home of
Bert Hartgerinkformer
reunion on Wednesday at the Alle- j prices. Early celery ia one of the Our Daily Life,” at the Christian and Mrs. Harry Bonselaar Friday
tendance. A program was given his uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mr*. teacher 81 rears ago at the
of the Overisel people at- gan County Park.
best crops ever produced in this Endeavormeeting of the First Re- evening.
and various sport* were enjoyed Herman Bartel*.
school called on friend
tended the Colonial Mission Fest
ds in thi* vie.
The Voorhorst reunion was held 1 vicinity. There is no longer a lack formed Church Sunday evening.
both in the afternoon and evening.
Mr. and Mr*. James Knoll and initjr last week.
of the Classis of Holland R. C. A. Thursday at Tunnel Park, Holland.
of employment and the difficulty
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Kuite,
GRAAF8CHAP
Officer* and committee member* family were supper guest# at the
This was held on Friday, August
r. and Mrs. Martin Diaper __
The Koops reunion was held at present is rather inabilityto Mr. and Mrs. Nick Burgraff,Boon7
for next year were chosen as fol- home of Mr. and Mrs. John Boone of Nordeloo* were the guests
7th, at Spring Grove, Jamestown. Thursday at Kollen Park, Holland.
secure enough help.
ton, New Jersey went on a trip
Mr. and Mr*. Henry Kooiker Sun- J
The afternoon addresses were givMis* Josephine Walter® who will low*; President, M. Van Loo of at Zeeland Tuesday evening.
Mrs. John Arink had charge of
Trafficthru town is extremely up north to Ellsworth for a few
Bert Van Der Zw*ag in on the day evening.
en by Rev. H. J. Veldman, D. D. the Prayer Meeting Sunday evenbe
a bride in Septemberwas guest Zeeland, Vice-president, A. De
heavy. Sunday traffic reminded days this week.
and Miss Marie Van Vuren, miss- ing. The topic was, “Prayer Heard
We were blessed with a lovely
of honor Thursday afternoon at a Borst of Grand Rapids; Secretary, sick list John H. Maat, local
folks of Tulip Time in Holland.
Joyce Nyenhuis, Evelyn Lampen
Mrs. H. Vande Bunte of Holland; school teacher is confined to his bed rain Sunday evening. It was
ionary at Dulce, New Mexico. Rev. and Answered."The meeting was
Several hundred army trucks be- and Margaret Lampen went to shower given by Mr*. Bouws and Treasurer, N. Nykamp of Zeeland; with illness.
dry that the pastures are bare.
Bernard Hakken, missionary to A- turned into a Prayer meeting for
sides many tourists and visitors John Sols’ in Benheime last Sat- Mrs. H. Schipperat the latter’*
rabia, and Rev. John R. Mulder of rain which is so greatlyneeded all
home.
Mis* Walters receivedmany program, George Kraght, Hilbert
to the camp south of town passed urday.
Western Theological Seminary ad- over this country.
useful gift*. Game* were plaved De Klein, and Bert Brummel;
thru town. War activities are eviMrs. J. Roggen and daughter,
dressed the group in the even’ng.
and prizes were awarded to Mrs. sports, Gerrit Plasisier, Len BrumRev. and Mrs. G. J. Vande Riet dent everywhere.
Margaret
were
guest?
of
Mrs.
mel and I^wrence Brummel.
Both sessions were very inspira- are spending the two weeks of their
The Independent* were defeated Johnson and daughter, Elaine at John Walter*, Mra. Mclva Walters
.....
tional and also well attended.
vacation in Cleve'and, Ohio and during the past week in two games the Lutheran Mis&ionary Society and to the guest of honor. A two
Noordeloo*
Rev. Cornelius Van Der Mel of Grand Rapids. Michigan.
course
lunch
was
served.
Those
and then came back to take an meeting in Allegan last Tuesday.
Mohawk, New York, led the Chrispresent were Mr*. Ben Walters,
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Nienh’i'e are easy victory.The first game was
Mrs. A. Vanden Berg i? seriousMr. and Mrs. John Wierda and
tian Endeavor of the Reformed enjoying a week’s trip to Niagara
Mrs. Steven Walters, Mrs. Albert
lost to the fast Burnips team by a ly ill at her home. Her daughter,
family who have resided here in
church, Tuesday evening. The sub- Falls and other places out Blast
score of 6 to 2. Wentzel for the Mrs. Minnie Ole, from Grand Ra- Walters, Mrs. Edward Garvolink,
iect under considerationwas “DisProf, and Mrs. Martin Albers locals and Moored for Burnips bat- pids is taking care of her at pre- Mrs. Melva Walters, Mrs. A! Wal- this community the past few
honest Practice in Daily Life.” and their two sons. Millard and
ters. Mrs. Cornelius Lokker, Mra. months have moved to Zeeland
tled on even terms until Wentzel sent.
Wallace Foikcrt rendered a vocal Gordon of Eldora, Iowa, are visiHenry Walters, Mr*. John Walters, where they are now residing.
lost control and gave four free
solo.
Farmers were grateful for the
Mrs. Arthur Walters, Miss Bessie
ting relatives and friends in Over- * asses, when the visitors drew aJAMESTOWN
Walters, Miss Ethel Lucas, the refreshing rain that fell Sunday
Mrs. Ed Dangremond of Hamil- isel and Holland.
ead with four runs. W. Kempker,
evening.
ONE POUND NET
ton and Mrs. Delia Sohurman of
Bruik and Callahan obtained the
Rev. A. Rynbrandt of Fulton, guest of honor and the hoatessea.
Student Brat of the Seminary
Detroit visited with their sister,
Mrs.
Oliver
Schrotenboer
and
son
HAMILTON
hits for the local boys.
Illinois conductedthe service on
Julia Maatman for a few days last
On Thursday evening Hamilton Sunday afternoon at the Reformed Eugene Allen, Miss Gertrude conducted the services at the local
week.
A light shower fell Sunday even- was defeated by the Army boys in church. Next Sunday the service Schrotenboer,all of Graafachap church Sunday while the pastor fillPopular Brand.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Dampen and ing. This is the first shower since an abbreviatedgame 8 to 1. There will be conducted by Rev. G. Tim- visited Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bonse- ed a classical supply.
The Young People’sOuting will
Fast Selling
daughter, Maggie, visited at Three July 7. Although it yielded insuf- was a large crowd in attendance, mer of Clymer, New York, a form- lanr and family in East Saugatuck
Monday evening.
he held this week ThursdayevenRivers last week.
ficient moisture to greatly benefit but the late arrival of the soldiers er pastor here.
Always Fresh
ing at Buchanan Beach.
the crops, everybody was happy. compelled a long wait and the few
The girl’s League for Service The annual homecoming of the Miss Beatrice Lemmen is employFOR SAL&— Used pianos. Several Crops are sufferingseverelyas the innings were played in semi-dark- will meet in the church parlors on Maplewood school,also known as
at only $25.00 — Meyer Music House, result of the continued drought. ness making plaving difficult,
the Graafachap school, will be held ed at the home of Mrs. R. Boersma
Friday evening.
of LawndaleCourt.
Holland,
Itc. Early potatoes, however, are fair
Tuesday evening the boys easily
LB!
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Huizengaand Wednesday,August 19, in the afMiss Helen Maatman and the
defeated the Bentheim aggregation children of Salem called on their ternoon and evening. A program
family
where
she
is
employed
have
by a 10 to 1 ^core. Wentzel limited father, Mr. Harry Kooiman on has bean arranged. All former pupils and teachers are invited to moved to Central Park where they
the visitors to 4 hit* and a lone Sunday.
have purchased a home.
run by splendid pitching.Gates
Miss Cecelia Lammers of Grand attend.
Two classesof the local church
Fineit Blend and
The Gleaners society meeting
was whacked for 14 hits several Rapids visited her mother, Mrs.
wap. held Wednesday August 12 at taught by Miss Grace Buizema and
of them being for extra bases. Cal- Henrietta Lammers on Sunday.
' C-TljOHAS STORES. INC.
Quality
Miss Janet Van Dyke enjoyed an
lahan led at the bat with two
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Van Haften Laketown Park.
outing
on
Saturday
afternoon
and
Miss Orma Schrotenboer,daughtriplesand a single.Ashley ob- who accompanied Mr. and Mrs. AlLmfam
evening at Buchanan Beach. Swimtained two doublesand a single.
bert De Weerd on a motor trip ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schroming
and
games
were
enjoyed
by
u*.
The various committees are busy through the western States have tenhoer of Graafschap, returned
Sunday after visitingrelativesin the group and was followed by a
making arrangementsfor the La- returned to their home here.
picnic supper and wiener roast.
bor Day celebration. A meeting of
Rev. A. Rynbrandt of Fulton, Spring Lake.
Those attending were Neline Mor0
all committees will be held during IllinoiB conductedthe service on
ren, Alma Kapenga, Julia Lemmen,
ZEELAND
the last week when reports will be Sunday afternoon at the Reformed
Beatrice Overway, Delia Bosch. Hegiven and final plans will be made. church. Next Sunday the services
line Bosch, Justin Maatman, Ward
Henry Klein passed away at his will be conducted by Rev. G. TimThirty members of the ladies
Old Favorite Blend
home Monday evening after an ill- mer of Cylmer, New York, a for- auxilary of the Zeeland American Van Dyke, Junior Maatman, RobA Sweet Drinking
ert Fopma, LawrenceLemmen. Janess of severalweeks. Funeral ser- mer pastor here.
Legion were guests Friday at the son Beider, Harold Kapenga,Sam
in
Vacuum
Packed Tin
vices were held Thurs.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Edema of
Santos Coffee
day aftrnoon at 1:15 o’clock at the Byron Center visited at the home summer home of Mr. and Mrs. E. Heslinga, Marvin Overway.
Mr. and Mrs. Manua I^aarman
home and 2 o'clock at the First Re- of their father, Mr. Peter Rooker M. Den Herder at Central Park.
formed church. Rev. J. A. Roggen on Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Den and children visited with Mr. and
officiated.Burial took place at the
Miss Cecelia Lammers of Grand Berg and family of Grand Rapids Mrs. Bernard Lemmen recently.
Mr. Henry Kuiper was notified
local cemetery.
Rapids visited her mother, Mrs. arrived at the Kronemeyer home
Mrs. A. Bottriff and Pauline Ba- Henrietta Lammers on Sunday.
on the lakefront at Central Park. that the ham and all contentswere
ker from Muskegon visited the
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Idema of The Rev. and Mrs. R. Van Den consumed by fire Monday on the
EvaporatedSunGeorge Jacobus home a few days Byron Center visitedat the home Berg and family of Zeeland spent farm of his daughter, Mrs. Nick
shine
Brand
Meyer at Zutphen. It caught fire
last week.
of their father, Mr. Peter Rooker Thursday with the Kronemeyers.
from
the
threshing
machine
that
Mrs. Joe Lugten, and Gilbert and on Monday evening.
Those attending the summer sesLois Lugten were at Ed Walters
Mr. Harry Kooiman is ill at his sion of the University of Michigan was operating there at the time.
Sunday night.
home.
are. Cecilia Ver Hage, Arloa Van The cattle were taken out but 30
Finest
ton of alfalfa and an automobile
Mrs. J. Mekkas, and Leona MekRev. and Mrs. A. Rynbrandtand Peursem, Malcolm Rogers, Elmer
Alaska
besides
other
things
in
the
barn
to $11. -your choice of
kas from Grandville were guests children of Fulton, Illinoisare vis- Boer. Henry Bosch, Preaton Tanis
and David Van Vliet. The summer were burned. Four fire departPink
of Mrs. Archambault Monday.
iting relativeshere.
ments answered and helped to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Nyenhuis The mission Fest of the local se.ssionwill close in two weeks.
group for
Henry Klein, 55, died Tuesday save the woods near by.
attended the OveriselSchool reun- Reformed churches was held at the
-o
ion where Mrs. Nyenhuis taught Jamestown spring grove here Fri- evening at his home, near HamilWith Every Living Room Suite Sold!
OLIVE CENTER
for several years.
day afternoonand evening. A very ton. He is survived by the widow,
Mrs. Henry Van Dornink «pent interesting program was rendered. a son, Donald of Holland; four
George Oppenhuizen, missionary
lyt week Thursday in Holland at
Mr. Harry Kooiman is ill at his (laughters, Mrs. Walter Monroe of
Chicago, Mrs. Arthur Grevengoed to New Mexico occupied the pulpit
Mrs. John Van Der Poel.
home.
of Holland, Mrs. Harold Rankens at the local church Sunday evening
Rev. Nick Burgraff, Boonton,
Misses Louise and Ruth SchulNew Jersey,preached in the Amer- meyer from Marshall are visiting of Holland and Mrs. Gerald Veen which was enjoyed by all. Mr. Opof Hamilton. Other survivors are penhuizenhas been a missionary
ican Church last Sunday.
with relatives here.
hi* father. Derk Klein of Hamil- there 12 years.
Rev. and Mrs. H. Potter, Mrs.
Farmers are busy threshing in
ton; two brothers.John and WilT. Verhulst, Mr. and Mrs. Top,
EAST SAUGATUCK
liam of Hamilton; and four sisters, thia vicinitythese davs although
Ball or Kerr
Holland and Rev. and Mrs. J. RogCerto
bottle
it is quite dry. The threshing is
gen enjoyed a beach supper with
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Nyland and Mrs. Gerald Beldhos of Grand RaJars
Sure Jell t pkga.
their children last Wednesday at family were the guests of Mr. and P'ds. Mrs. R. Dvkstra of Dorr, Mrs. still a fair crop.
Hattie Jacobsen, daughterof
Macatawa Park.
Mrs. Henry Velhoff and family in Gerrit Van Haaften of Holland
- 1
:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Jacobsen
was
Pints
doz.
f$C
qts.
jar
6f
€
and Mrs. E. Harmsen of Hamilton.
Mrs. E. Dangremond visited her East Saugatuck recently.
Funeral serviceswere held Thurs- presented with a fine new car by
f
pkgs.
sister. Julia Maatman in Overisel
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bultman and
Jar Caps Mason doz, 18c
her parents.
last Wednesday and Thursday.
daughter from Holland visited Mr. day at the home and at the First
................
Henry
Nykamp,
son
of
Mr.
and
Lux Soap 3 bars
Reformed
church
of
Hamilton.
The
Johnny Archambault returned and Mrs. Leonard Brink of East
Jar
doz. 4*
Rev. John Roggen officiated and I Mrs. Henry Redder who is working
home Saturday after being gone Saugatuckrecently.
burial was in Hamilton cemetery. Ann Arbor spent the week end
three weeks at the Kelloggs’camp.
The members of the T. S. P. held
Mrs. Gilbert Bussie, Mrs. Allan their monthly meeting at Felts'
The second annual Bouman- at the home of his parent*.
Grass caught fire near the home
Calahan, Mrs. Archambault and beach last week Wednesday. Mias Schermer reunion was held at
son, James spent last Wednesday in Ethel Ten Brink and Miss Margar- Fredericks’ Beach. Gamea were of William Ovens and 40 acres
of land were burned. Neighbors
Grand aRpids.
et Mursma were in charge of the p’ayed and prizes were awarded.
buildings
to prevent them from
82 West Eighth Street
Murleon Hargar returned to meeting. Games were played ami Arrangementsfor the reunion were
Holland, Michigan
were busy plowing around the
work after a few days stay in supper was served. Those present made by Frank Bowman, president; burning.
Traverse City where he was called were Miss Hilda Hovimr. Miss Anton Bouman, secretary; Arcnd
The 4-H club members and their
because of the death of his. brother. Henrietta Van Dis and Miss Jane Branderhorst, treasurer,and Mrs.
leader, Mrs. Harry Van Der Zwaag
Harry
Plaggemars,
chairman
of
Rev. and Mrs. Scherpenisse,mov- Klingenberg.
enjoyed a party at the local school
Besides This Marvelous Value, Note These
ed into the parsonage of the AmerMr. and Mrs. Joe Schipper and the sports committee. New Officers
Wednesday afternoon. A fine time
ican Reformed Church this week. family of Overisel were viaitors in are Bert Bouman, president;Leonwas enjoyed by all. Games wore
SPECIAL PRICES on These
ard
Terpstra,
secretary;
Andrew
East
Samratuck
Sunday.
The receptionand installation was
Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch and Schermer, treasurerand Misa Clara played and refreshments were
held this Thursday. A detailedaccount will be given next week.
daughter from Holland were the Bouman of Gaud Rapids, chairman served. Those present besides the
leader were: Joyce Poll, Hazel BakMr. and Mrs. Henry Van Dor- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van of the sports committee.
ker, Aleta Mae GroenewouldGoetnink were dinner guests of the Bert Dis. Sr. and family Sunday.
Manufacturedby
The Holstege faimily reunion was
Schemper, Janet Knoll, Loi*
The second annual Volkers- held at Lawrence Street City Park, he!
Van Der Poels in Holland ' last
Two Pieces — Kurley
Afl
Bakker, GertrudeTimmer, Jessie
Bekken family reunion was held in Zeeland Tuesday afternoon and
Sunday evening.
Poll, Lena Jacobsen and Clarabelle
Dollar Days ........................ $72.50 value
Mr. and Mrs. John Ten Brink Monday at Tunnel Park. Games evening.
program of music, Bartels.
and daughter Erbine from Kala- were played in the afternoon.Priz- speeches, readings and sports was
Herman Harsevoort is on
Two Pieces — Tapestry. New, modern de- (PTC A
mazoo were Sunday visitors at the es were awarded to Alvin Charter, enjoyed.The followingofficerswere theMrs.
sick list.
William Ten Brink home.
Jr., Alvin Busscher, Henrietta Volin charge, Henry Holstege of Borsign — Dollar Days ............$67.00 value
Elmer Hirders from Holland visRev. and Mrs. Tom Baker and kers, Henrv Roelofs, Mr. Gerrit culo, president; John Diekema,
ited a few days at the home of his
daughter,Mina from Edgerton, Van Dyke, Mrs. G. Van Dyke, Mrs. Vice-president;Dick Elzinga, secUriLITY
BROOM ......... 49c
Two Pieces — Genuine Curly
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. HarMinnesota,visited the Roggen fam- H. Busacher, Ben Lugers, John retary; and Carl Top, treasurer.
ry Schemper.
QUALITY
BROOM ....... 69c
Volkers, Harold J. Van Dkye. Mr.
ily Tuesday.
Dollar Days .............. easily worth
The followingofficers were elected,
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Banks called
Mrs. Dena Sehutmaatand fami- and Mrs. John Bouwman and Mr. Bert Schuitemaof Zeeland, presiPARLOR
BROOM,
No. 24, best grade _______ 95c
on their daughter, Dorothy at
ly from Holland visited relatives and Mrs. Henry Hilbrink.Follow- dent and Bert Schreur, vice-presTwo Pieces — New Fancy Stripe,
n<\
DUST MOP — No. 8, be*t grade ........ ..... 89c
Robinson. Dorothy has an infechere last week end.
ing the supper officerswere elected
ident. Mr. Elzinga and Mr. Top tion in her foot.
Mohair, Mohair-Frieze .......... $89
f
Edward Kolvoord from Chicago and a program was presented.
were re-elected secretaryand Mrs. Harm Kuite is confined to
is home for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Gogerty treasurer.
her home with illness . Mrs. LesMildred Lubbers spent the nast and family from Chicago spent one
The eleventh annual Brummel ter Veldheer is also on the sick list.
week in Holland at Anton Bou- week at Jefferey’s cottage in Sau- reunion was held in Jamestown,
Peter Hibma from Holland is
PHONE 3315— WE DELIVER
man’s.
i

Many
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Coffees

Thomas
Special

Mich.

17c

COFFEE

-

Mission Inn

20c

-

New

1

Golden Sun

Family Cup

An

15c

-SPECIALS-

Floor Lamps

Values

-

*1

-

25c

MILKH

20c

SALMON

12c

COCONUT

~v2Qc

CAKE FLOUR «?<25c
•

Mason

8ft

Rioso

Rubbers -

.

THOMAS STORES

C.

ROOM

LIVING

Brooms

SUITES

-

Michigan Institution for Blind

A

At Prices You Like to Pay!

Mohair

HOUSEHOLD
HOUSEHOLD

QA AA
$125 OJfaUU
Genuine
AA
value

LIONS CLUB--NIES

Don’t Miss These
Pieces —

9

B

Pieces —

............

$140

1

Mohair aa AA
$155 value Ov«UU

Ribbed Mohair and

Frieze (sample suite) ..........

aa

Two Pieces — Curly Mohair, large, roomy, 1 QA
modern, newest, snappiest design. |XM |||l
Dollar Days

YES,

......... : ..................

AND A FLOOR LAMP

$235 value

with any

the above on Dollar Days for only

*W#VV

of

1

..........

1

aa
v

Four-Piece Bedroom Suite, Bed, Vanity,
Bench, Chest, in bone ivory,
Vanity

Lamp

....$79

value

59.95

and Bedlamp, with purchase

of above suite for only

............................

HARDWARE

3

Ar AA
value 1 UDaUU

Very Newest Cover, Genuine

Mohair — Dollar Days

Two

Mops

Dust

Cover

yDZ.UU
A
vDD.UU

Two

t§0
80e

1.00

Marian Rogjt?n returned Saturday from a week’s campinc’ at Gov. Fitzgerald Center of campaign. The Michigan governor
tors that the callingof Governor
Macatawa Park with Mildred PotInterest When He Calls agreed to accept speaking engage- Frank Murphy from the Philipter, Cleo Top, Jeanne Potter, Euments on behalf of the national pines to carry Michigan for Roosenice Potter and ChristineVerhulst
on “Alf” Landon
from Holland.
ticket and the presidential nominee velt has intensified Republican deMr. and Mrs. George Nakken
declared he would visit Michigan termination to keep the state ReMichigan became more firmly
from Kalamazoo visited Mr. and
if his presence there was needed publican. Newspapermen from all
Mrs. Lou Vander Meer last week established in the political limeover the nation stationed at Tolight as a result of the visit of to offset the contemplated Michi- peka greeted Governor Fitzgerald
Wednesday.
Governor
Frank
D.
Fitzgerald
and
gan
tour
of
President
Roosevelt.
Mr. and Mrs. Rav Maatman enwhen he was escorted into GoverGovernor Landon showed himself nor Landon’sexecutive chambers.
tertained Mr. and Mrs.. C.errit Republican State Chairman HowSchurman, Detroit, and Julia Maat- ard C. Lawrence to Topeka where thoroughly informed on the Michi“So you’re the man who made
they lunched and conferred with gan politicalsituation. He was them call Murphy back from across
man from Overisel last Fridav.
Hilda Rankens, Helen Sale. Juel- GovernorAlf M. Landon. Landon particularlyinterestedin the “On- the ocean," their spokesman said
and Fitzgerald, two Republican to-Victory Movement” evolved by to the Michigangovernor.
la Brower, and Henrietta Brower
went Tuesday to Allegan County governors who withstood the Dem- Chairman Lawrence for the state
“Pm not sure that he will even
Park and are planning on camp- ocratic landslide of 1934, agreed campaign. Developments at Topeka he nominated," was Governor Fitz-

MODEL DRUG STORE
Your Walgreen System Store
West

35

to combine forces for the national demonstrated to the Michigan visi- gerald’sreply.
ing there a week.
Rev. George Dowstra,Hull, Iowa, preached in the First Reformed Church last Sunday while Rev.
J. A. Roggen filled a c’assical appointment in Dunningville.Mr. and

1

8th

Street

Holland

Listerine

Tooth Paste
1 Tooth Brush

Mrs. Dowstra and son, Howard
Chests of Drawers, Walnut finish
Dollar Days — each

..................................

8.75

were dinner guests of the Roggens.
Albertha Tuesink spoke on the

Both

Expires Aug. 29—16208

LAMP SPECIAL
YOU SAVE UP TO ONE

-

THIRD

!

One Group — values to $8.00
Dollar Days for only

........................

2.95

One Group — values to $11
Dollar Days for only

.......................

3.95

One Group— values to $15.00
Dollar Days for

only

.........................

We MUST Make Room

5.95

New Stock
and Are Closing Out These Lamps at
These RidiculouslyLow Prices

JAS. A.
The Old

for Our

BROUWER

CO.

Reliable Furniture Store

212-216 River

Avenue

Holland,

Michigan

in Travel Kit

only

STATE OF MICHIGAN
THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE

COUNTY OF OTTAWA
UAt a session of said Court, held

48c

1

Closing out

at the Probate Office k) the City of
Grand Haven in the said County, on
the 10th day of August, A. D. 1936.
Present, Hon. Cora VandeWater,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Egbert Maatman, Debased.
Florence Walters,having filed her
petition, praying that an instrument filed in said Court be admited to Probate as the last will
and testament of said deceased and
administrationof said estate be
granted to herself or some other
suitable person.
It i» Ordered, That the 15th day
of SeptemberA. D. 1936 at ten A.
M., at said Probate Office is hereby
appointed for hearing said petition.
It is Further Ordered, That publie notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order for
three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing,in the Holland
City News a newspaper printedand
circulatedIn said county.

.

A

CORA VAN DE

liiii
-^.0^
.

Judge of Probate.

Harriet Swart
Regiiter of Probate.

A Good
only

Wexford’s
Quality

Selection

let

10c

Cream

19c
Cigars

per qt.

Special*-

Havana Ribbons,
Chesterfields,Camels,
formerly 5c

Luckies, Old Golds

3for10c1.50bx,

2 pkgs. 25c

“You

WATER

true copy.

Try The Model’s

Bath Caps

Tha conference between Governor Landon and
Governor Fitzgerald at which the
greed to speak
*1
.nominee acre
in Michigan if needed.

get thebestat
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PASTOR GOES

it city. W# are hopeful that wa can
,ude that structureon our next
inch
and ___
with s wise regard for the safety grade separationprogram with the
of themselves and others, as be- grading of the beltline to US-31A
fits the use of the southern gate- at about the same time.
“The plan also proposes an east
way of a city of God fearing,law
abiding,neighbor loving people. It beltlinestarting at the propoeed
“and conis accepted with full recognition grade separationon M-40
and appreciationof the patient, necting at the north with M-21.

multitude of motorists by

The ‘Open Road’
Kct. Gerrit Rezelman of the
»rth Blendon Reformed Church Program Unique
congregation that
TO NEW YORK

to hia

he haa accepted the call extended
by the Reformed Church of
UHamaon, N. Y. He expects to
(Continued from Page 1)
ch hia farewell aermdns on
iay, August 23. Rev. Reielman
served the North Blendon of today the accomplishment of tomorrow.
lurch for almost four years.
In 1861, Lincoln waged an unFive steamboats were at the compromisingand successfulwar
eks on Bth St. when the Chicago to establish the principle that these
West Michigan excursion trains United States were bound together
led in with passengers to Mac- wth an insoluble bond.Sincethe acceptance of that proposition has
iwa.

And Successful

Yes

folks, on every item, a genuine saving!

1007c pure Icad-xinc house paint— save 60c a gal.
$2.50 a gal. in 5's
Porch and Floor enamel
quick drying — 7 colors — 79c qt; $2.69 gal.

Haw

oil

linseed

97c gal; turpentine 79c gal.

5 quart aluminum tea kettle
good weight; easy grip handle, special

$1.29

whom

will be used, will use it sanely,

tireless, persistentefforts of those

do the best w* can for tha baft
L. P. Scott, Mich. Senior Engininterests of tha state as a whole.
“It is in this spirit, Mr. Chair- eer. U. 8. Bureau of Public Roads.
Harry Coons, Deputy State Highman, that I take pleasure in dedicating this new highway, US-31A, way Commissionerand Chief Ento the people of Holland in par- gineer.
Martin J. Grace, Pres. Grace
ticular, and to the people of Ottawa and Allegan counties and the ConstructionCompany, which is
traveling public in general.Thank the contracting firm that built the

“This celebrationis deeply sig- you."

road.

see

A. F. Jaeger, Supt Grace ConDuring the evening,Wm. M. Con- structionCompany.
Carl Wilman, Construction Ennelly introducedeeveral of the imacknowledgementand appreciation fashioned traditionof celebrating portant men who had to do with gineer, State Highway Department.
R. A. Beers, DistrictEngineer,
of the obligation of this community the fine things that come our way. the financing,the designing and
State Highway Department.
to recognizeand praise in this con- They say the Dutch are a conser- constructionof this road.1
.These perL. L. Davis, Project Engineer,
nection, the official acts of the vative people but I’ll say one thing. sons introduced did not appear on
Highway Commissioner of this When an Irish chamber of com- the speaking program, but we feel State Highway Department.
Floyd Koontz, Secy. Contractors
state, who has demonstratedhis merce g1
geta behind them they seem that they should be presented to
impartial and non partisan inter- to go places with their celebrations. the audience."Mr. Connelly an- Assn.
“In this centennialyear of Mich- nounced their names as they were
est in the improvement of the HighJ. W. Hannen, Secy. Mich. Good
way system of the State of Mich- igan’s great history it is very flt- called. Each gave a few words of Roads Assn.
igan, and to whom public office is ting that we should set aside a few appreciationand congratulation.
P. Seeley, Right of Way Dept.
a public trust. The people of the minutes and celebratea symbol of
OS8S8SSi
City of Holland will not forget the progress such as this new highway.
timely recognitionof its transpor- The 8.5 miles of concrete pavement
.
tation needs and just deserts, which built on this relocationrepresents
this new highway represents.It is an investment of approximately
accepted with grateful recognition $265,000, an investment that was
Participants In the cernnonlea held In connectionwith the formal openof engineering skill and fidelityto made at no direct expense to the
ing of US31A at Holland arc shown above. Standing on tho speaker's obligationof contract,on the part taxpayersof Ottawa or Allegan
platform,erected at the Holland city limits where a large crowd of its builders, and with apprecia- counties.The Federal government
tion for and recognitionof the hon- met half the cost while the other
gathered for the program Tuenday evening arc WILLIAM M. CONesty, loyalty, and fidelity to the half was taken out of state highNELLY, director of the Holland Chamber of Commerce; MURRAY high traditions of American Labor, way funds.
I). VAN WAGONER, state highway commissioner; ELBERN PARon the part of the workers whose
“Of course as state highway comSONS, Holland city attorney, and BRIG. GEN. RALPH IMMELL of labors built it It is accepted for missioner I can place our value
the prerentand for the future, with upon this new improvementbut it
Wisconsin.The girls who presented several Dutch folk dances arc
shown seated before the stand. At the left Is a part of the Hist field gratification in the knowledge that, is for you who have used the old
long after these ceremonies are obsolete route so long and are
artillery hand that led the march from downtown Holland to the
forgotten,this highway will con- using the new to express the full
SINCERITY MICHIGAN MILLED
scene of the dedication ceremonies.
tinue to stand as a monument to valuation. No one can estimate ful14fc4k.
Barrel
Courtny Grind Ripidi Prat
that invinciblespirit of develop- ly, however, the tangible and inEight aarka
•act
ment and progress, so indespensi- tangible benefits this improvecome our greatestperiod in the de- son to those nations of the old b!e to the leadership of Michigan ment will mean to you and your
velopmentof national conscious-, world, now storming to war, to in the Union of the States.”
children.
FLOUR
ness and physicalunity. This per- impress upon them the homely
“I believe this improvement is
iod of physical and spiritualex- truth that man's welfare is served
expressive of our sympathetic unpansion is far from completion.On best when governmentsjoin hands
In introducing Murray D. Van
derstanding of your problemsnot
the frontierswithin our frontiers, and build— and served worst when, Wagoner, Mr. Connelly, the chairFLOUR
only here in Holland but all of
with
wings,
gas,
and
guns,
they
roads are still being built, streams
man said, “Deeds speak louder than
Ottawa County as well as Allegan
are beng bridged, and mountains take the field to destroy.
words. One of the best deeds done
$1.09
County. In the three years of my
“In congratulating those whose by the next speaker lies before us.
are being tunneled. The ring of the
FLOUR
administration we have launched
woodsman’saxe has given way to efforts have made this new avenue This splendid stretch of concrete
improvement totaling more than
the sound of the farmer’s mower. of transportationan actuality, may shortens the time and elimin$1,500,000in the two counties, vir$1.09
Cities, Towns, and Hamlets, having I not express the hope that it is ates traffic hazard? for the millions
tually all of which directlyaffect
BEST FLOUR
taken root, continue to develop and but one of many great public ser- who travel over it. It is customary
this progressive community.
prosper.
vices yet to be created; that the to dedicatehighways at a banquet
“I am happy to tell you tonight
"Thiis beautiful highway, stretch- joint effort of the federal govern- table where only a comparative few
LILY WHITE
J!, 23c
that we will try to correctanother
ing along the eastern shore of Lake ment, states, and countieswill con- people can be accommodated.HolFLOUR - COUNTRY CLUB
Michigan toward Chicago, will be tinue to develop these endlessbands land endeavors to be different. We bad situationin which you people
of enormous assistance to Michi- of cement and steel which bind the have taken this method of showing have the greatest amount of interest. I have promised your county
gan and to Wisconsin. It is a last- earth that is America.
our appreciation by inviting the
SPAUHETnOR NOODLES
Ph«
5c
ing tribute to the vision of those
“May the great nations of the public to these outdoor excercises. road commission that an effort will
be
made
to
eliminate
the
IH-mile
in whom their citizens place the re- world find in these splendid struc- I now present our honored guest,
roll along M-21 halfway between
COUNTRY CLUB
Large pkg.
sponsibility for the development of tures resultingfrom the concerted Murray I). Van Wagoner, Michi9c
governmentservices. It is a monu- action of all of our states, a sound gan State Highway Commissioner." Holland and Grand Rapids in the
so called Vriesland swamp and to
COUNTRY CLUB
ment to those who planned and la- precedentfor their future relations.
P^S*rid that section of its flood condibored to make this highway a real- Then will highways replace fortipublic spirited citizens,without

nificant to me, not only because it
whose efforts this road would never represent*a fine highway improvebe. And it is accepted with full ment but because it revives an old-

*4:
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KROGER STORES
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Cold pack canners —

7

qt. blue enameled

............................ 98c

special

special

12 quart dairy pail — well tinned —

35c

Johnson’s paste wax
39c

in bulk; bring your container—special

lb.

Coaster wagons — all steel— roller
bearing; artillary wheels special ..... $2.89

Eveready flashlight cells — 10c

value — special 7c

Vogelzang Hardware Co.
(Wash. Square Store Open Evenings)
Washington Square. Two stores. 76 East Eighth Street.
Holland, Mich.
It pays to get our prices.

Because

|

-

!

-

YONKERS

SPECIAL
Anybody can make

1

Wi£k!

tAid

Frcth Made

quantity ice

cream, but not everybody can make

let

Cream

Brick

quality ice cream, so when buying

be aure

it’s Yonkers. This ice

cream is

pore, and has no artificial

flavoriag. It is

19c qt.

YONKERS

made through years

of studying. Eat all you want;
it’s Yonker’s it

CANT

20 West

hurt you!

Mr. Van Wagoner graciouslyacknowledged the cordialinvitations
roads, open highways and open structiveprojects give way to ef- extended by the chairman of the
hearts are the symbolr of under- forts to create those things vital to day, and laughingly said, "Whenstanding, trust and common pur- the progress of a great people.
ever I come to Holland I have to
pose.
pay for something. This is the
»
w »
“High in the mountains of the
third time I have been here. On my
Mr. Connelly presented City AtAndes on the boundary that sepafirst visit when I came to consult
torney Elbern Parsons, who in the
rates the two great states of Aron roads, I hurried over, was arresabsence of Mayor Henry Geerlings,
gentine and Chile A monument
now vacationing in the east, ac- ted by one of your speed cops and
has been erectedwith the hope expaid a ten dollar fine. For my pains
cepted the new highway in the
pressed upon its polished surface,
you got the Hamilton-Allegan road
name
of the public and in behalf
that Chile and the Argentine shall
which we expect will be completed
remain perpetually at peace until of the City of •Holland.
next year. Then I was called here
* *
the mighty
hty peaks
peaks and magestic
on other road improvements, broke
The acceptance by City Attorney a spring negotiating one of your
ranges of these mountains shall
crumble to the level of the adja- Elbern Parsons in behalf of the city bad roads into your city and now
cient plain. There may be no such of Holland follows:
you have this wonderfulroad to
“In the absence of our genial and
reason for the dedication of this
Saugatuck. Bill Connelly here, has
great artery of travel between eloquent mayor, I speak for the been loading me up with wooden
Michigan and Wieconsin for we are city of Holland.
shoes and now I presume I’ll have
‘ That city accepts with grateful
destined by a community of purto fix up that “roller coaster"road
appreciation,
the
splendid
new
highpose and interest to be forever a
at Vriesland,now connecting Holway
which
ia
here
dedicated.
It
is
part of one nation.It will be dedland with Grand Rapids.
icated, however, as an object les- accepted in the hope that the great

8rh St.

Who

Of Special Interest to All
Suffer from

HAY FEVER
Those who are susceptible to Hsy Fever and its after
Asthma will be glad to learn that after three
years of laboratory study and clinical research a method
of InhalationTherapy has been perfected which can be
reliably depended upon for immediate relief. The base of
this treatment is volatile iodine, combined with other
soothing and antisepticagents, which serves to nourish
the mucous glands and to relieve the irritationof the
sensitivemembranes in the upper respiratorytract Besides giving the relief so much desired, its continued use
strengthens the entire mucosa and builds up a normal
condition which resists the poisonous pollen attacks.

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

effect of

An

attractive, safe, and convenient

inhalator makes applicationof the

‘IODINE THER-

treatment easy and pleasant with

APY’ is the title
of a most instruc-

no harmful reactions.
The treatment is known as VOLabsolutely

tive booklet on
all disorders of

lodine Inhalant, and can be pro-

the upper

cured from Model Drug Store under

piratory tract-

ASK .OK

res-

ask for free copy.

a money -back guarantee.

V O LlHHALAKT

AUTOMATIC WASHERS
IF you need a

WASHER,

Beef Roasts

14-16c

lb.

[Best Center Cuts]

Pork Shoulder Roasts c^rcut.i9c
Boiling

Beef

Hamburger

all beef

lb.

25c

gronod 2 lbs.

Corned Beef

9c

lb.

18c

Delicious Boneless Briskets

Salad Dressing

23c

qt.

Steak
Pork Loin Roasts

lb.

20c

lb.

22c

Fresh Dressed Chickens

lb.

22c

Beef Rolled Rib Roast

lb.

25c

Beef Pot Roasts

lb.

12c

Smoked Picnics

lb.

20c

Sirloin

Pork Chops

23c

Ih.

Bologna No. 1 grade

Pork Steak ....
Veal Chops ....
Beef Tongues
Pork Liver ....

20c

lb.

Summer Sausage

25c

lb.

Minced Ham

..............

18c

lb.

Mild Cheese

.................

15c

lb.

Oleo 2 lbs. for

.

......

15c

lb.

25c

lb.

AUTOMATIC

lb.

25c

................

Registration

$39*95
AND UP
Cash or Terma— $1

a

week up

Holland, Mich.

“/< Pays io Get
'

*•

m &.•

- -T*?

1

!

HI

--

76 East 8th St.

*,

General Primary Election— Tues-

8th

25c Carter’*Little Liver Pills

50c Nature’* Remedy Tablets
50c Midol Tablet*
100-5 Grain Aspirin Tablet*
100 Hinkle’* Pills
Waldorf Toilet Tiasue-3 rolls.
25c Sergeant’* Skip— Flea Soap..
60e CaliforniaSyrup of Fig*
15c Price’s Canning Compound
60c Shiftman’s Asthmador
60c Caldwell's Syrup of Pepsin
25c Blue
.
Corn Liquid
50c Phillip’s Mamin Tablets
11.00 Woodbury's Face Powder
Pt. Black Flag Liquid
.

.

is hereby given that

the undersignedCity Clerk,

during regular office hours, the

Holland

A

diamond ring,

three

Xt

$6.79

COLD MEDAL 3“'

Xl

$8.59

PILLSBURY’S

Xt

$8.59

87c

“Y-

PASTRY 5

CORN FLAKES
BRAN FLAKES
PEANUT BUTTER

OLEO

NUT

name of any legal voter in the City
of HolUnd NOT ALREADY REGISTERED. Citizens moving from

$25 to $300.
Autos — Livestock— Furniture.
Holland Loan Association,over
Ollies Sport Shop.

ATTENTION—Stock owners. Free
service riven on dead or disabled
horses and cows. Notifv us promnt-

Phone 9745.

KRAFTS PACKAGE
OLD ENGLISH AND SWISS 2

2
2

CHEESE

- ft lb. pkga.

19c

Ib.

25c
25c

lb*.
V4-ib.

35c

pkga.

37c

GRANULATED
BEET

SUGAR

10

lbs.

FRESH
BUTTER MICHIGAN
MAID 2
COUNTRY CLUB
DDE A n ™rIN OR SUCED ^
SANDWICH

HAMBURG OR WEINER BUNS

lb.

[j

f

IE.

fc

19c

aarh

dot dated

TEA ^

17c

pk, ,3.

DON DOC FOOD
OXYDOL OB
CMPSO AMERICAN
FAMILY FLAXES

p

^

v.neiu.

25c SIZE - SPECIAL

WESCO SPECIAL BLEND ICED

10c

loaf

ASSORTED

COFFEE

JEWEL

lb.

roU

pkg. 10c

ROLLS

BREAKFAST
LAYER CAKES

53c
73c

bulk

5c
Urp

19c

pk|.

One package of Avalon Jar Rings with the
purchase of 2 packages of Her Grace Frail

£ |

Pectin at regular price.

ALL THREE FOR ONLY 17c

Wesco Feeds

MASON OR KERR

Jars

QUARTS
Vi

5c

d!^ 5

Scratch Feed "Ei" $2.19

4oaea 65c

GALLONS ^

T8

STARTING AND GROWING

Mash

69c

JARS - QUARTS, dot. 79e
CIDER OR WHITE

Vinegar

1

Caps

iot-

1

9c

21c

Beans

9c

Kidney Beans 4 ““

DELUXE

Large No.

79c

COUNTRY CLUB MICHIGAN PACK

uB

-

LIBBY'S

Plums

81.19

COUNTRY CLUB MICHIGAN PACK

Pork &

AVONDALE MEDIUM

Salmon

$1.69

100-lb. bag

Shells

Oyster

25c

Helai, Gerber'*, Slohrl)'*, Gapp'*

Red

Feed

Dairy

20$ Dairy Feed

3

Baby Foods

$2.49

16* PROTEIN

«»«> »>«ik 9c

MASON OR KERR
Jar

$2.49

Chick Feed 1(^’ $2.59

KERR OR MASON

Wide Mouth

'^k

Egg Mash

89c

24 ean 15C

Pickling Spices biik 25c

GOOD QUALITY

^

No. 2
ran*

0

No. 2
ran*

Green Beans W
RED RIPE

Tomatoes

Feed and flour Pricet Subjactto Chang* Without Motic*

NEW POTATOES^ 45c
U. S. No. 1

WHITE COBBLERS

BANANAS

4

25c

ib.

GOLDEN YELLOW FRUIT

CALIFORNIA 8UNK1ST
SWEET AND JUICY

ORANGES
Fresh

ib 10c

LARGE RED MALAGA’S

Peas

”>•

10c

HOME CROWN - RED RIPE

43c Apples 6

GUARANTEED

FINE FOR

|k*- 19c

COOKING

VEAL
ROASTFED
SHOULDER
CHOICE

9c

1

"

12ftc Tomatoes

TENDER, SWEET. FULL PODS

EVERY MELON

do..

^

1

5c

CUTS - MILK

collect. HOL-

LAND RENDERING WORKS.

For Sale— Trained rabbit hounds.
one address to aodther within the Also collies, wire haired fox terCity must also apply for transfer riers, rat terriers,toy terriers,
hastens, chows and coon hound
of Registration.
nups and grown dogs. Henry Knoll.
Application for RegMration Route 1, six miles southwest of
3tp34
must be made personallyby appli-

Holland.

FOR SALE—

1927 Model T Coach
in good condition. Sale or trade
Saturday, August 29, 19S6, is the In towards Model A.
last day for receivingRegistrations
Inquire 24 E. 19th St.
for the Election on Sept. 15, 1936.
FOR SALE: — House located at
On the last day of Registration,195 East 10th street Conveniences.
vix. Aug. 29, 1936, the office will Priced at only $1,000.00.Will accept $500.00 in cash— remainder
remain open ontil.B o’clock P. M.
on mortgage at very reasonsble
Oscar Peterson* City Clerk. Interestrate.

cant

2
2 W

EMBASSY
BRAND

EATMORE BRAND

Watermelons «•*

QUICK CASH-Loans

I,

will

receive for Registrationat any time

Cut Rate Drug Store

Jay _

our Prices"

•

PECK'S

LOST:—

tuck, Michigan.

NOTICE

Corner River and

Vogelzang Hardware Co.
St.

$5.99

on

vern. Alfred Fairhead of Sauga-

day, Sept. 15, 1936.

quality, be*

sides-we can save you money.

me

remedyingthis situation, I told the
members that every effort would
be made to correct it

stones, near Central Avenue and
7th Street. Liberal reward to finder if returned to Warm Friend Ta-

Inc
Holland

7 West 8th Street

the highest

Washington Square and 18th

$5.49

CLUB

GRAPES

Notice

BUEHLER BROS.

unteered to cooperate with

15c lb.

22c

.

We

needed no reminder of
the hazardous condition of this
stretchof road but we haven’t had
the money to do this and other
work that has been needed badly.
When your county road commission
came to Lansing last week and vol-

tions.

“The county road commission not
only agreed to furnish the fill dirt
needed for this swampy section but
also the trucks to haul the dirt to
the location.With this generous
cooperation there was nothing left
to do but tell them as I tell you
now that we will apply to the
Works Progress Administrationfor
the fill project and attempt to include the surfacing as a revised
project on our current Federal Aid
program. The entire job is estimato cost about $190,000.
Mr. Van Wagoner’s remarks ted“Cooperation
of this type is apbrought a gale of laughter. Continpreciated by your state highway
uing in his talk he stated that he
commissioner. It is similar to the
had repeatedlycome to Holland on
cooperation we have receivedfrom
the invitation of the heads of the
Bill Connelly and the Holland
Chamber of Commerce, that he al- chamber of commerce.
ways enjoyed his visit here and es“No reference to this spirit is
pecially when the Tulip Festival
complete without a word of praise
was in progress.He asserted that for the senator from the Allegan
a pivotal city such as Holland i»,
districtin the legislature,Frank
in the heart of the resort dis- Mosier.You people who are present
trict on two fine bodies of water,
from Allegan ought to know, and
should be connected up with good
do know I am sure, that Senator
roads. Mr. Van Wagoner continMosier has refused to permit petty
ued in part as follows: “I am espolitics to interferewith his dupecially pleased to mingle with you
ties. He has been very fair to the
folks where I feel that I am one of
state highway department.
vou. To me it is “old-home week."
"Many people think of the state
I feel there is a common bond behighway department as having
tween us, since we can trace our thirty-fiveor thirty-sevenmillion
ancestry back to sturdy dutch
dollars a year to spend on new constock." (as. an aside we might menstruction. They realize that we take
tion that the Van Wagoner name
in that much money in gasoline and
surely has a Dutch smack.) Mr.
weight taxes and immediately reach
Van Wagoner continued. “You the conclusionthat we have a lot
highway minded people of Holland of money to spend on new roads.
will recall my visit last year with
“I only wish it were true. It
the Chamber of Commerce. At that
was almost true a number of years
time I outlined a master plan of ago but that was before the legisroad improvementin this vicinity.
lature began to return most of the
This plan of course did not conmoney to the counties. Today threetemplate that all the work be don*
fifths of all our revenues go back
over-night but I am happv to tell
to the counties. Ottawa County revou that we have gone a long way
ceived more than $273,000 last
toward our complete objective.
year and Allegan $244,000. And
“Probably the most vital nart what’s more you received it on
of that master plan brings us here time when the money was due.
tonight. I refer of course to the
“Of course we can take some of
oaving on US-31 A as a relocation the blame for this money leaving
between Holland and Saugatuck. our hands. Believing the motorist
That promise has been kept.
was entitledto tax relief, I rec“I also told you of our plan* to ommended a 36 per cent reduction
pave M-40 from Holland bv wav in the automobile weight tax to
of Hami'ton. The stretch to Hamil- the legislaturein 1934 and it was
ton has been completed and we are approved.But it took over $2,now working on a relocationas a 500,000 from our revenues to help
major operation at Dunningvilleto pay the counties for the computed
loss in revenues.
the south of Hamilton.
“Michigan now has more than
“A beltlineconnection between 9 000 miles of trunklinehighways.
US-31A and M-40 is also included The job of state highway commisas the third sten in this master sioner is a big one with big replan. Initial work on this bv-pass sponsibilities to all of the state. I
is the constructionof a grade sep- appreciate the seriousness of the
aration on M-40 southeast of the undertaking vet I am not disturbed
over the public’sreaction to the
»>»>»»»»»>»>>>»»>»>»»»»»> manner in which the trust has been
treated so long as we continue to
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ity rather than a distant hope of fications, travel substitutefor
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RHUBARB CAME TO U.
YEARS AGO

S. 150

Number

sia and some other parta of Eu-

rope. The first plantings were
brought to America about 150

Rhubarb once ffrew wild in Rus-

years ago.

BIG CLEARANCE

SAWMILL OPERATOR IS
INJURED BY BOARD

Holland Coast

Guard Station
Get Picket Boat

Birds

Bert Mocke, while working at
saw mill on Colonial Street,
Zeeland, last Thursday met with a
very painful accident,that might
have proved more serious.
While resawing a hoard, the
board became caught on the saw
and was flung hack at him, striking him in the face, badly cutting

all

SUMMER

TWO CRAFT WILL BE ASSIGNED BY CHICAGO
DIVISION. LETTER TO
MAPES STATES

FURNITURE
at

GREATLY REDUCED

'

PRICES!

De Vries & Dornbos Co.
The Home

40

44 East Eighth

ol

Good

St.

Furniture
Holland, Michigan

ing some upper teeth, the injury
requiring several stitchesto close
the wound.
Although very painful at first,
he is now recovering nicely.

Word that two 35-foot picket
boats, now stationed on the New
England coast are shortly to proceed to Grand Haven and Holland
for assignment,to r-uch stations as
Capt. Leroy Reinburg, commander
of the Chicago division, U. S. Coast
Guard, considershave been

FORMER HOLLAND
MAN ACCEPTS
MUSKEGON CHARGE

the

most urgent need for their services,
was received by Rep. Carl E. Mnpes
from R. R. Waesche,rear admiral,
U. S. Coast Guard commandant.
The rear admiral states that a
study has been made to determine
whether it might not be poswble
to transfer several picket boats to
the Lake Michigan region.
Picket boats are desired at certain Lake Michiganports because
their rapid cruising speed enables
them to get to the scene of accident more quickly than other
types of coast guard craft. Need
for them was recognized at the Ottawa county ports some time ago
and both Chambers of Commerce in
the two citiesgot busy rending letters urging their assignment at the
two stations.Other stations in the
districthave also supportedthe
move to secure picket boats.

tor.

It is expected he will be assum-

OUT ON THE FARM

Travelogue on

COLORED BOY DROWNS
AT SPRING LAKE

Interesting

The fi*.st drowning in Spring
Lake this season occurred when
Otha Yeager, 17, a colored boy
from Columbia, Mo., employed by
Dwight Sheldon,Columbia, lost his
life. Dwight Sheldon, jr., 15-yrold son of the Sheldons, made a

European

"As explained to you at the
time, the coast guard is without
funds to constructadditionalpicket boats. However we have made
a study of our resources with

LOANS
Do you wish
Do you wish

to

buy or build a home?
purchase a farm?

to

We have money
First

available for sound

Mortgage Loans!

FIRST
STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

I

feathered beach folk. Tneir Ml
prints may be found at the
edge, DuMond savs. These
nating tracks in the sand
where the spotted sandpiper,
ing plover, killdeer and great
heron have gleaned a hi
insectsat the edge of the
waters. When later you see]
birds themselves there is no
taking the long-necked
shanked great blue heron
heavy flight and wing spread]
about four feet.

ing his active duties here about
Sept. 1.
The new pastor has been spending his vacation with his parents,
near Holland, and also with Mrs.
Brower’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Hamelink,34 East 13th St.
Mrs. Brouwer before her marriage
was Miss Susanna Hamelink, pipe
organist la Trinity church. The
grandmother, Mrs. Peter Hamelink,
died during July. This week Rev.
and Mrs. Brower are expecting to
Gulls and Terns Pointed
visit in Muskegon for a day or so,
and part of this time will be a
The spotted sandpiper ia
fishing excursion to White lake and
the size of a robin and is Up
Lake Macatawa.
sandpiperwhose underparts(
For the last 2H years, Rev. covered with polks dots on a
Brower has been at Orange City, ground-color. His plaintive
Iowa, in charge of the American
weet” as he runs ahead of
Reformed church, which has ap- along the shore indicates hit _
proximately the same number of
ence. The killdeer is about
familiesas Unity church. Prior to
same size, and they often
that he was in Grand Rapids at
found in flocks of 12 to 80
Home Acres church for 7Vi years, the sand bars and at the
which the minister and his wife our ponds and streams st tl
built from a mission station into
of tne year.
an establishedcongregationas
DuMond calls attention to]
their first charge. Both Rev. and
gulls and terns which art
Mrs. Brower are graduatesof
found winging their way over]
Hope college, and he received his water, diving swiftly to pick uj
theological trainingat Western
shore minnows. The larger
Seminary, also at Holland from
with a snow-white body and
which he was graduatedin 1926. wing tips is usually the
The incoming pastor is widely gull. The small birds, with
known for his Sunday school work, pointed wings and slender
and young people’s work. He is a which usually point downi
columnistin two of the weekly
the terns. They are
publications of the Reformed
swallows in flight. If the
rhurch of America, writing “Let’s
white, with a black cap and a
Talk It Over,” timely topics for
tipped back bill, it is the
young people appearing in the tern. The black tern is
Sunday School Guide; and also identifled by its blsck body,
writing the Senior Christian Enbill snd medium-forkedtail,
deavor topic appearingIn the Insons who visit the Beaver Ii
elligencer-Leader,"
printed in Holwill see the larger snd leu
land.
They have one child, a daughter, mon Caspian tern.
Loons, which may be seen
nine years old.
The new pastor succeeds Rev. nearly every inland lake, are
Clarence P. Dame, who in June known. They are shy. expert
went to Grand Rapids as pastor of vers, checkerwi in black and

By Mrs. Mae

*.
I

<orip

*

an Drczer Bush
July 8, 1936

OTTAWA COUNTY SCOUTS
GET BID TO NETHERLANDS
A special invitation has been received by M. B. Russel O. county
scout executive, for the local council to take part in the world scout
jamboree

to be held in

The

Netherlands next year.
A letter received from the New
heroic attempt to save the drownYork headquarters stated that Ading boy as he fell into the water miral Rambonnet of Holland eai
near West Spring Lake from a cially urges that scouts of Incanoe which he was trying to pad- land, America, be given an especial
dle. Dwight jr., was swimming opportunityto attend.
The total United States reprenearby. As the canoe overturned
he went to the rescue of Otha and sentation will be limited to 500
succeeded in bringing him to the boys. The Ottawa council will meet
surface and got him over the end this month to consider the plans
of sending a Holland scout to the
of the overturned canoe.
jamboree.

HOUSE BURNS

VAN ZANTWICKS BACK FROM
NORTH WOODS

AT ZEELAND

Mr. and Mrs. Covert Van Zantwick veteran Grand Haven hunters
returned from Drummonds Islands,
where Mr. Van Zantwick spent the
greater part of his vacation fighting serious forest fires on the
island. He has a cabin which was Bethany Reformed church after best known for their
barely saved, as the fire crept up n reaching his farewell sermon at laughing call. Fisherman know ]
to within a few feet.
ings.
Unity, June 21, ending his six thrill of surnrising a blue-i
The island, 30 miles long and 18 years ministry In Muskegon.Prior teal, black duck or mallard
But I suppose the thing that has
her brood of ducklings that
moved and touched us most is the HOLLAND BUILDING PERMITS miles wide, is visited each fall by to that Rev. Dame was pastor of
many
deer hunters from this sec- Trinity Reformed church in Hol- ns lightly as ruddered corks
statue of Lincoln which stands outFOR JULY
HOLLIS BAKERS HAVE
tion and their interest in the fire, land and while there, Rev. and Mrs. the water. In some small
side the Abbey. That England
that has destroyed 5,000 acres, is Brower were members of his con- lined with heavily wooded
SPREAD FOR
William Selles, 212 W. 14th St.,
should have chosen our Lincoln to
keen. Mr. Van Zantwick with three gregation, and Mrs. Brower was they find the most beautiful:
36 GUESTS
stand facing the monument to her $200., Repairs; G. Schutton, 526
men
worked 24 hours one time to church organist for several years. America’swater birds— the
immortal, should make us very Central Ave., $500., Remodel;Wilsave the cabin. Mr. and Mrs. Van It was at this church that the mar- duck.
proud.
liam Timmer, W. 19th St., $2500.,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis S. Raker of
Zantwick go annually when the riage of Rev. and Mrs. Brower took
Watch for Bank Swallows
We have taken time too to walk' House; 3rd. Reformed Church, Pine deer season opens. Both are good place when Rev. Clarence P. Dame
Holland and Grand Rapids were
and
13th
St.,
$50..
Roof;
G.
Nyhof,
host and hostess to a party of 36 once more in Hyde Park. Great
At
the water’s edge, they]
shots.
officiated.
guests in the Club Gra-Jac Satur- reviewing stands have been erected 44 E. 17th St.. $100., Garage; Ed
see the slow-moving, prot
day evening. Hollis Baker. Jr., for July 16, when the new King, Van Harn, 162 W. 19th St., $50, NOTED BANDMASTER TO BE MARRIED AT MAPLE
colored American bittern
entertained with a spread for 16 with great pomp and pageantry, Remodel; Russell Essenburg,W.
frogs or spearing crayfish,
AVENUE
CHRISTIAN
AT
INTERLOCHEN,
TOGETH29th
St., $2150.. House and Garage;
guests on Wednesday evening.
will present new colors to the
catch a glimpse of the king rail
ER WITH GOVERNOR
REFORMED CHURCH it slinks along the reeds. To
Judge and Mrs. John McDonald Guards. But we really went to In-in Sweet, W. 20th St., $2960.,
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Edward see the crowds and hear the speak- House and Garage; Episcopal
the souawk of the green hei
Nowack of Lansing on Saturday ers. As you know, in Hyde Park, Church, 50 W. 9th St., $225., Roof;
The Maple Avenue ChristianRe- a familiarerv as is the chat
After entertainingthe American
Mrs.
Victoria
Gardella,
River
Ave.,
evening in the Gra-Jac, and Mr. anyone may speak on any subject.
Bandmasters’Association conven- formed church was the scene of a the noisy gallinuleand the
and Mrs. Charles Kirchen of Hol- So we passed from one group to $6500., Sen-ice Station; Ray Harri- tion and staging two performances pretty wedding Wednesday after- ling of the coot or crow
land entertained 17 guests at din- another. One talked on Socialism, pon, 677 Michigan, $1800., Service of Gounod’sopera, "Faust,"stu- noon at 4 o’clock when Miss Lena Overhead, the kingfisher sounds
ner there.
another on Communism,another Station;C. Vander Heuvel, 95 W. dents attending the National Music Klomparens,daughterof Mr. and friendlyrattle as he hasten*
on Personal Purity. Others talked 9th St,, $35., Remodel.
Camp at Interlochenare preparing Mrs. Henry Klomparens,became to burrow at the bend of
HUDSONVILLE
PLEADS against the Catholicsand some for
to welcome t w o distinguished the bride of Mr. Benjamin Jay stream with a minnow ft
HISTORIC S. S. HAWK IS
GUILTY ON ASSAULT COUNT the Church of Rome. There were
Dr. Walter Damrosch of Hoffman of this city. The Rev. caught.
MOORED AT HOLLAND guests,
If you should hapnen to
speeches on Athesism, Christian
New York and GovernorFrank D. Benjamin Hoffman, a relativeof
Francis Lethcho, Hudsonville. Science and the Salvation Army.
Fitzgerald,Sunday evening, Aug- the groom, performed the single upon a place where the river
The S. S. Hawk, historic ship ust 16. During the weekly broad- ring ceremony.Vows were spoken cut through a sand bank, be
was charged with a assault and It is an interestingstudy. One
battery before Justice Peter Ver- sees intense earnestness and sin- now serving as a Great Lakes cast from Interlochen Bowl, Dr. before a background of cut flowers to insnect it for the boles of
duin, Grand Haven. He pleaded cerity. Some speak to 3 or 4— training ship, is moored in Hol- Damrosch will conduct the Nation- in the presenceof 60 relatives. gregarious bank swallows,
guilty and was charged $21.90. fine others to 75 or 100 people. There land until Tuesday. The ship, re- al High School Orchestra and the Preceding the serviceMr. and Mrs. often drill their burrows by
and costs which was paid. Lethcho is perfect order but a great deal putedly built by the Duke of Con- 200-voiceMichigan All-StateChoir Jack Klomparensof Muskegon score. Families of them skim til
was arrested recently and charged of heckling which the English do naught. son of Queen Victoria, lat- in his latest composition, "An sang "I Love You Truly," by Carrie lessly over the water, gleaning
with assault with a deadly weapon. not seem to mind. They reply to er purchased by Mark Hanna, who Abraham Lincoln Song,’’ after Jacobs Bond. The wedding music sects from the nir. Sometimes
He demanded an examination a heckler in a placid fashion and sold it to the United States govern- Watl Whitman’spoem, "O Captain, was played by Miss Viola Baldwin. mav get a thrill of seeing a
ment for $1, convoyed Wisconsin
The bride looked charming in a eagle leisurely winging his way
which wak set for today. The
imperturbablyc on t i n u e their national guards to this area for My Captain."
charge was reduced and he admit- speech.
Although few orchestra conduc- gown fashioned of white laco over an eyrie in some far-off giant tl
army maneuvers.
land of ours, will note in this story
tors can look hack upon such a satin with train, princessstyle, with where hungry eaglets await
^ ou will be interested in hearing
another of the opportunitieswhich
crowded career of musical tri- Queen Ann collar, hairdress of coming.
The Rev. and Mrs. James Otti- umphs, Dr. Damrosch is perhaps orange blossoms, and was given
are lying all around them waiting that we again had tea on the terrace of the House of Commons.
poby and son. Collins, of Andarko, best known for his weekly educa- in marriage by her father. Her
only for an idea to seize them.
GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLL4
It is a thrillingexperience to Okla., are spending a vacation
tional radio concerts for school bouquet was of white roses and
sit and drink tea with the great here at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ___________ ______ B
ROAD STRETCH SEEN AS
40 TO SEEK PAPERS FOR
children. During the comparatively swainsonia. She was attended by
and near great of England saun- Bert \ande Water, East 13th st. (short period of six years since he her sister, Miss Mabel Klomparens,
CITIZENSHIP
WPA PROJECT
tering by for their inevitablecup Rev. Ottipobyis pastor of the 'has gone on the air, he has devel- who was gowned in printed tafof
^a.
Five
years
ago
we
had
feta
and
carried
a
bouquet
of
Methodist church at Anadarko.
Examiner Becker, of the Detroit
adult audience estimated
The Ottawa county road cor
office,will meet local citizens seek- the honor of taking our tea with
at ten million. His children’s
peas- ^,r- IL<?ui!! Hoffman of
Muskegon attended the groom a.s «ion todav had the assurance
ing their naturalizationpapers at Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Henderson.
certs last season were listened
a preliminary examinationMon- Alas, Arthur Henderson is no more I know the aristocratof England by an audience estimated at six l>eHt man. After the ceremony a Highway CommissionerMurrav
three-courKe wedding repast was Van Wagoner that an effort will 1
day. Aug. 17, County Clerk and the cause of Peace has lost would disclaim him for his more million.
to eliminate danf
William Wilds was notified today. a valiant fighter.
Musicians agree those programs served in the church parlors. Flowthan humble origin, and the Labor
Peace. What a lovely word and Party would eschew him for his alone have perceptibly raised the ers also were adornments on the humps nn M-2t about halfway
Andrew Jordan, assistant ditween Grand Rapids and Hoi
vision directorof the Detroit di- all Europe preparing for War! We desertion when he formed the musical taste of the country. "The tables. The bridal couple left on
"That is one of the most
vision wrote Mr. Wilds about the think of Peace as something quiet Coalition government.The fact re- great trouble has heretofore been a short wedding trip to Detroitand
graceful stretches of high!
Niagara
Falls.
They
will
he
at
examination.The hearing, con- and pacific. I fear the time has mains however, that the Labor that classical music has been rehome at 94 East 24th St., after Michigan." Van Wagoner
ducted by the immigration and come when all those who believe Party in England is formed of two garded as non-understandable
August 14. Mrs. Hoffman is em- after talking with membera of
naturalizationservice of the U. S. in and desire Peace must make a groups,the workers who have come by people who had never had the
Departmentof Labor, is expected crusade. Wasn’t is Shakespeare up through the ranks and the aris- opportunity of hearing it,” Dr. ployed at the People’sState Bank. county road commission of
Mr. Hoffman is a student at the county.
to be attended by about 40 persons, who said we must make a conquest tocrats(or intellectuals) who have Damrosch said recently."What is
The highway commissioner
happening
now
is that these very Western Theological Seminary.
one of the largest classes in years. of Peace?
voluntarilyjoined forces with the
— o
plained that the bumps in the
o
people turn on their radios and cut
I think you’ll want to hear about workers.
Alma and Magdalene Meeuwsen, covering a total of about one
in on some delightfullycharming
Four persons were injured last our receptionby Ramsey MacDonTo return to Mr. MacDonald,he
Marian Ypma and Nellie Schilstra, one-half miles of trunkline,
composition.
They
do
not
know
week in automobiles accidents in ald in the Privy Council which he welcomed us most cordially.He
Zeeland have returnedfrom Ot- caused by the muck undei
and near Holland. Hazel De Went. called the "Holy of Holies.”This told us Americans that we could what it is, and when it is finished
tawa Beach were they were camp- which is some places extend* to
17, of Jenison, was injured, last is a fine old room whose walks are not forever stay on our side of the they are surprised to learn from ing for a week.
depth of 35 feet in the Vric
Thursday,when a car driven by lined with books. The writingdesk Atlantic,that we were bound to- the announcer that it is by Beeth—
-oquicks and basin.
Arthur Maring, 18, of Hudsonville is laden with mementoesof by-gone gether by the same ideals and ob- oven or Mozart.” Governor Frank
Mrs.
Ary
De
Geus
and
children
Members of the OtUwa col
turned over in the loose gravel on dafs— Queen Ann’s silver inkstand, ligations,— bonds far stronger than D. Fitzgeraldwill speak during the
Sunday evening program on this and Mrs. Herman Kromedyk of road commission volunteer
the Ottawa Beach road. Misa De rare old silver candlesticks.As I alliances.
work
being
done
to
advance Zeeland and Mrs. Albert Ringe- supply truck and fill dirt for;
Went was taken to the Holland hos- looked about me, my mind tried to
Many celebratedmen have spok- youth along musical lines. The pro- wold and son of Holland were
improvement.Van Wagoner
pital where she was treated for summon up other days, and I grew en to us. The list reads like Enggram, it is expected, will attract guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nick De he would make immediate
body bruises and possibleinternal dizzy when I thought of the impor- land’s Who’s Who, G. D. H. Cole,
music lovers to Interlochen from Boer at their home in New Gron- cation for a WPA fill project’
injuries.Police reported that four tant decisions made within those the great English Economist, Visall parts of the country.
told the delegation he the _
girls were standing on the outside walls, and of men who had sat at count Halifax, better known as
o
the surfacing contract coul<D
and that as the car upset three that desk — Disraeli, Gladstone,and Lord Irwin, formerly Viceroy of
The Rev. Herman Janssen and included in a revised federal
The marriage of Ruth Elizabeth daughter of Saginaw, arrived in
girls jumped clear but Miss De a long line of illustrious dead. I India, the Earl of Lython, known
Went was pinned down by it Her- wonder whether they ever return to the world for his famous re- Johnson of Grand Rapids, daugh- Zeeland to visit Mrs. Janssen’s road program for this year.
man Johnson. 18. of 205 W. 14th to laugh at the world’s mad folk. port on Manchuria, Sir Arthur ter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. John- mother, Mrs. Della Plewes, and Employes of the road
were ordered to prepare
«t, riding a bicycle, collided with a
Ramsey MacDonald came to us Salter, the great authority on In- son, of Holland, and Arthur B. Mrs. L*na Janssen on North State of the highway departments
machine driven by William Berg- after a meeting of all the impor- ternationalaffairs, Mr. Morrison, Van Raalte, son of Mr. ad Mrs. Sr' ??v' ^anM€n *8 pastor of the
man, 24, of River Ave., sustained tant departments of state. The the Lord Mayor of London, and to P. Van Raalte of Holland took olace Washington Avenue Presbyterian Including state sponsorship
WPA projoctand
a cut on his ear and minor bruises. great leadersof the realm had met me the most important— Viscount Saturday afternoon, at 8 o’clock church in Saginaw,
'
Wagoner *aid he believed
at
the
home
of
the
bride’s
parents.
Walter Kruisenga, 45, of Holland to discuss the coronationplans for Cecil who inspiredthe great Peace
-owould cost approximately
rural route No.
and William next May. He looked rather tired Ballot in England last year. Pei^ She Rev. Nelson P. Van Raalte of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Deurgelo and 000.
Bennett of 189 E. 10th et were in- and far less vigorous than when hape I can write you about him lat- WyantsKill, N. Y., brother of the sons of Holland visited at Zeeland
Not only is the road
jured in an auto accident
________
___ ago.
^v. He er. He deserves an entire letter by bridegroomperformedthe service with their brother and sister, Mr. it was pointed out at
we last
saw ________
him five _years
using
the single ring ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. B. Wabeke, recently.
occurred at 18th st and Columbia is still a very handsome man, im- himself.
ference that
and Mrs. Johnson attended the couo—
Ave-, last Friday morning. Kruis- nuculately attired in a formal
each
I love you all and hope you all ple. Mr. and Mrs. Van Raalte are
j euga was the driver of one car and
The
Golden
Hour
society
of
Sixmorning *uit, silk hat, and walking are happy and well.
erd wt
on a northern trip. They will make
Harvey Bosch. 21. of Holland rural stick— -quite the aristocratOne
Lovingly, their home at 47 West 21st St Mr. teenth Street Christian Reformed
| route No. 3 was the other driver.
cannot imagine a member ef the
Mae Van Raalte is employed at the Hol- church will have their outing
20 instead of the time sch
? Damages to both cars was slight
Labor Party so dressed. Of coarse
To Be Continued
land Furnace Co.
Aug 13.

of

Should your present debt be refinanced?

*

view of determiningwhether it
London
might not be possible to transfer Dear Ones:—
several picket boat*, to the Lake
In one sense we have not seen
Michigan region where the need London at all this time. Our schedfor the service of such craft i« recule has been so filled with conferognized. As a result two 35-foot ences, there has been little time or
rveket boats now stationedon the energy left for sight seeing. We did
New England coast are shortly to spend part of an afternoon al
proceed under their own power to WestminsterAbbey, wanderinga
Grand Haven, Mich., for assign- Bout among England’s immortal
ment by the commander, Chicago dead. One always pauses in awe
division U. S. coast guard. Chi- and reverence before the tomb of MILK
cago. Ill, to such stations as he the Unknown Soldier. There are
considers have the most urgent always many beautiful wreathes
need for the service of this type
craft. Capt. Leroy Reinburg. the division commander, in
acquainted with the representations made for the assignment, of
picket boats to the Grand Haven
and Holland stationsand you may
he assured that in deciding upon
their allocationevery consideration will bo given by him to the
needs at those stations."

Birds occur in abundance
ever water is found. That ia
vacationistsin Michigan who
boat or fish, have such a
opportunity to observe the Sti
bmllife,Frank L. DuMond, pp
dent of the Michigan Audubon j
dety, says. Water birds which 1
most freouent are the gulla
terns, ducks and geese, herons]
plovers, and a number of
species includingthe “divers"

;

tions.

MORTGAGE

VACATIONISTSMAT
FEATHERED RIVALS
PLENTY Of THEM

Rev. Bert Brower, pastor of the "fishers."
When you walk in the
Orange City, Iowa, notified the our Great Lakes shorelines
congregation of Unity Reformed in the morning, you will
church, Muskegon,that he has ac- that there are other people .
cepted their call to become its pas- have preceded you. They are 1

Letter Received

and has receivedthe followingletter fropi Hie rear admiral:
“Reference is made to your telephonic converr-ation urging the
assignment of coast guard picket
boats to (he Grand Haven and Holland, Michigan, coast guard sta-

State

American Reformed church at

Congressman Mapes immediately contacted the U. S. Coast Guard

FIRST

On Shore of

his

his lower lip and tongue and break-

on

Abound

about the simple slab, but the simple spray of wild roses or humble
garden flowers touches my heart.
Of all England’s great, I believe
I like best to stand before her poets
and writers— Milton, Johns o,n
Browning, Tennyson. Hardy and
Kipling have joined the great host
since our last visit.

Fire of undetermined origin destroyed the milkhouse of William
Kaslander, R. F. D. 2, Zeeland, Saturday evening. The building was
not insured. The contents to the
value of $100 were burned and were
covered by insurance. The Drenthe
fire department saved nearby build-

]

MAN

(

BIG PAVILION
S

GATUCK

AU

con-

]

made

i

Dancing Every Night
AND HIS

RED HODGSON

ORCHESTRA
ORINGINATOR OP THE SONG SENSATION
“THE MUSIC GOES ROUND.”

SAT. AUG. 15— "DEVIL’S SQUADRON" -Richard
Dix— Karen Morley.

MON. AUG. 17 — LUCKY SPOT DANCE"COLLEEN” - Dick Powell-Ruby KeelerJack Oakie— Joan Blondell.
SUN. AUG. 1G— “A GENTLEMAN FROM LOUISIANA"— Chic Sale— Charlotte Henry,

TUBS. AUG. 18— "FACE IN
THE FOG” — June Collier

—Lloyd

Hughes — Peter B.

Kyne Story.
i

WED. AUG. 19-FARM AND
BARN PARTY - "WHITE
ANGEL"— Kay Francia,lan Hunter.

TIIJJ?5„AUG- 20 -bank
NIGHT— "COUNTRY BE.

YOND" by James Oliver
Curwood. —Rochelle Hudson with Paul Kelley.

FRI. AUG.

21

— "EX-MRS. BRADFORD"—Wm

Powell— Jean Arthur.

—

-

-

-

-

-

-

&
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a drunkard because he has

not
taken into count the harvest that
is to follow. No man ever chose
to be a debaucheddrunkard. He
simply began to sow drink m his
life and did not consider the harvest to follow. No prisoner behind
iron bars for twenty years or for
a life sentence, eves chose to plant
his life thus. The future depends
upon the present. What you sow
you shall reap, and thus your
future is easily foretold.

and are rapidly increasing as numerous as they were some half months. She Is now eixteen coffee and Ice cream furnished by
months old. However, Juanita the management.
and with excellentresults. They years ago.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Raare the best sort of “relief’.
Records of the secretaryor state’s Audrey Price of Nashville,Tenn.,
Stored supplies of batter are office show that their was an aver- seems to be the champion with 16 gains, 188 W. 13th, a son and to
very much less than at this time age of 4.3 persons candidates for teeth at the age of 12 months. Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Klingenlast year. Lam shipments are office to be filled next November. It is something to have your berg, 25 W. 19th st., a nine and
one half pound son named, John
r Michigan is said to have the best coming from Poland, I^itvia, Hol- This does not include candidates “eye teeth” cut at that age.
From 2 to 3 p. m. seems to be Anthony.
im crop in the country due to land, and Russia.
for county offices.There are 23
Miss Winifred M. Zwemer, recandidates for senator, governor, the popular time for grass fires
Hares of the crop in other
Some towns in Michigan are havthis summer. Of the 13 grass fires turned to Franklin, Tenn. ' Later
states. It is complained from Ohio ing serioustrouble from big flocks lieutenant-governor,congressman,
respondedto by Holland firemen visitingher mother, Mrs. A. K.
that drains have been made too of our newest foreign birds the and members of the legislature. In
during the month of July most of Zwemer, in Holland. Miss Zwemer
deep bo that the top soil has become starlings.There are some of them 1834 there were 217 such candithem occured between 2 and 3 after receiving her degree from
too dry for productionand growers about Allegan but not enough to dates and in 1932 there were 245
Smith College School for Social
p. m.
which
tops
the
record.
tre quitinR. They have come into make a disagreeable sensation.
The Rev. and Mrs. Howard Only slight improvementis noted Work spent two years in osychia,»outhem
them Michigan.
M
They are neither good looking nor
Schade of New York are in Hol- by hospital authorities in the condi- tric social work in Milwaukeeand
*ful, but like the sparrow they
Michigan mint growers have useful,
land
on their honeymoon accord- tion of Alma Nober, 12, of Holland from there was called to join the
penned an association for co-opera- will have to ben endured. It is to
ing
to
Miss Helene Van Kersen, rural route No. 6, who is suffer- staff of the Williamson County
tive sale of oil and advancing their be hoped that their numbers will
assistant
secretaryof the Re- ing from a critical injury sustain- Child GuidanceStudy. This is a
glenrts otherwise. Hundreds of decrease as those of the sparrows
formed church house. Mr. Schade ed, when she fell on a pitchfork, Rockefeller Foundation Research
ailar organizationsexist in the have done. Sparrows are not half
project, affiliated with the Vanformerly directed the Third Re- July 24.
derbilt University Medical school
formed church choir here as a stuMilton Van Putten, 14, son of and the TennesseePublic Health
dent at Hope college.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Van Putten of department.
The Rev. H. Colenbranderand 72 W. 18th at. sustained bruises The Rev. and Mrs. Albert H.
family of Orange City, la., are al- Saturday when the bicycle he was Selles returned here, Tuesday
so visiting in Holland. Other visit- riding collided with a car driven afternoon, from China. The Rev.
ors are the Rev. and Mrs. Gerrit by John Van Snyker of 25 Cherry Mr. Selles, a missionary to China,
Timmer of Clymer, N. Y., and the st. The accident happened on is on furlough for the period of
Rev. and Mrs. N. E. Hroekstra of River ave. between 18th and 19th one year. He will be engaged in
state

LOCAL NEWS

That the harvest Is sure for
individualsand nations is a fact.
Babylon forsook God and sowed
paganism. Babylon fell that was
ner harvest. Greece, with all her
intellectual glory, denied God,

[
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CandidateJIor
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Register of Deeds
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sowed skepticism.Greece was

CLEAN LINEN-CLEAN

WALLS-

CLEAN LUNGS
and a

CLEAN NEIGHBORHOOD
You Will Have These Advantages

if

You Burn

GENUINE HOLLAND
GAS HOUSE COKE
There

is

NO SOOT!
and

Made

no

5

Fed Boven of Kalamazoo were

Stocks
Shares

in

It had generally been accepted
that she would make an efficient

It is

JOHN GALIEN
Second Floor

Bank Bldg.
Holland, Michigan
First State

Your Valuables?
mil

if out lon<j

you'd 7

tletj tenuzin

Danger to the things you cherish and value
takes many forms. Safety takes but one form,
which is a shield against them all — a safe
of Fire’s reach . . . Secure from loss
.

. .

Veiled from peering

Safeguarded against theft and bur. .

Behind massive steel doors and
.

. .

Protectedby

modem

genious mechanical devices

II

.

.

and

in-

Under

.

lock and key in your own private box.

Don’t take needless chances with
the things you cannot afford to

lose.

Put them now in a safe deposit box

Peter A.Lievense

and out of danger.

SHERIFF

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK

OF OTTAWA COUNTY

Holland, Michigan

Member Federal Reserve System
Primaries Sept. 15, 1936

AND PRIOR UNPAID TAXES

most important for you

know

to

the provisions

of the “TEN

YEAR INSTALLMENT PLAN”

(Moore-HolbeckBill with amendments), which provides for the grouping
der one

total,

and this

total to

of 1932 and prior taxes un-

be divided into ten equal installments.

SECOND INSTALLMENT-NOW DUE
1936. INTEREST of 1-3 of 1% PER MONTH from SEPSECOND INSTALLMENT if paid during AUGUST
3-4 of 1% PER MONTH is added after SEPTEMBER 1, 1936.

Should be paid before SEPTEMBER 1,

TEMBER
1936.

1,

1935

is

added on the amount of the

ADDITIONAL INTEREST

Was due

of

CHART

SEPTEMBER

added on

1,

1935,

and INTEREST

amount of the installment at the
pet. PER MONTH from SEPTEM-

the

1, 1935 to date of payment, provided it

showing interestrate on 1932 and prior taxes,

if installmentsare paid before due dat«k

NOTE

—

For purposes of

as the basis in

figuring

is

InUrMt on
PtrtlMi
rnjmomt from
•f
Principal

Balance of Installments
May
at

be paid at

the rate of

INTEREST added
pet PER MONTH from

any time with
1-3 of 1

SEPTEMBER 1935 to date of payment, provided the RESPECTIVE installmentsare paid before
they become due SEPTEMBER 1st of each year.
1,

Sincerely Yours,

John

H.

Den Herder,

payment* and

charges.

Y«tr

judge, and her performance has in
in the upper peninsula at which no way disappointedthose who had
time he was a member of Gov. faith m her qualifications. Besides
Frank D. Fitzgerald’s official [being honest, energetic and faithentourage while the latter was ful to her trust, she was backed
touring that portion of the state in up by several years of experience
the interest of his gubernatorial as register in the probate office,
through which she became concampaign.
A veteran Republican,Lieut. Gov. versant with every detail of the reRead has served his home district quirementsof her present office.
and the state as a whole over a She has made good and the voters
long period of years. He was a will express their appreciationat
member of the legislaturein 1915, the polfs when the elections arrive.
She is a native of this county
16, 17, 18, 10, 20 and at the opening of the 1919 sessionwas elected and is so well known that she needs
speaker of the house of representa- no introduction.We just want to
tives. He was elected to the office remind you that she is soliciting
of lieutenantgovernor in Novem- your support and if her friends
ber, 1920, re-electedNovember 7, will come out to vote there will be
1922, and again elected November no questionabout her election when
the time comes to vote.
6, 1934.

an —

illustraton

original total tax of $100.00 has been used

paid before property is offeredfor sale.

YOUR COAL DEALER

3734-FUEL & FEED-109 River Avenue

pur-

Call or Write

First Installment

MICHIGAN
Gas & Electric Co.

Phone

who want to

office

thick walls

Bonds

1932

BER

COOK COMPANY

real estate

Taxpayers Attention!

the

office of judge of probate very efficiently and is entitled to re-election
next November as well as the nomination in the Septemberprimaries.

3138

G.

our

appli-

chase desirable farms.

Local Corpo-

rate of 1-12

FOR NEXT WINTER!

us.

many

in

is

NOW-

have

cants at

HE]

glary .

rations Bought and Sold

save $1.00 per ton

BUY YOUR COAL

m,’

We

Republican Candidate for

one.
filled

farm with

ISP

Ottawa Investment Corp.

in Holland by Holland Labor!

DEPENDABLE FUELS

If you have, list you

eyes

est would not he one with more
foolish or insane than men and
women sowing certain kinds of
conduct without taking into consideration the harvest such sowing will produce. The drunkard is

charge of sports. A hall game was
Lieut. Gov. Thomas Read of the feature of the day. A basket
Shelby, who has formally announc- picnic was served with lemonade,
ed his candidacy for the Republican
re-nomination,stated today that he
will carry on an intensive camJUDGE C. VANDE WATER MON
paign throughout the state. While
DAY ANNOUNCES HER CANRead expects to spend considerable
DIDACY FOR OFFICE
time in Wayne county, his planned
itinerary will take him to every
(Zeeland Record)
section of Michigan, he said.
Hon. Cora Vande Water, Ottawa
The lieutenant governor opened
his campaign with a speaking tour county's present judge of probate,
I this week announcedher candidacy
I for renomination to the office she
now holds which, we believe, meets
with the hearty approval of everyMiss Vande Water has

a

Farm For Sale?

Out

or wheat without expecting a harv-

Van

NOMINATION SEPT.

I5f 1936

Have You

through carelessness

Langevelde, daughter made their home in Holland, for
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Lan- the past 25 years.
Phone 4234
About 350 employees of the Taygevelde, 51 East 21st st., cut her
16th tooth at the age of 15 and a lor Produce Co. enjoyed a picnic Peoples Bank Bldg, Holland,Mich
at Tunnel Park. Battle Creek.
Kalamazoo,Sturgis, Jackson and
Holland were represented among
LIEUT. GOV. READ ASKS
those present. Harold Taylor and
Elaine

September

Primfcries

deposit box in this bank.

The expectation of a harvest is
the controllingfactor compelling
men and women to sow. The farmer who would be sowing his corn

CLEAN-DRY-FULL WEIGHT

or

Ottawa County

value.

SMELL! no SMOKE!

PHONE

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

]nT^

C

mit have been applied for at the
city clerk's office. Both of the
building permits are for service
stations. Mrs. Victoria Gardella
Mr. and Mrs. Ardale Ferguson, signed the application for a new
of Kalamazoo,announcethe birth 26 x 64 station at a cost of $6500
of a nine pound daughter bom last
at River Ave. Ray Harrison will
Monday morning. She has been build a service station at 677 Michnamed Judith Kaye. Mrs. Fergu- igan ave. at a cost of $1,800 and
son was the former Miss Hazel the building will be 26 x 36. C.
Lokker of Holland. The baby is Vander Heuvel will remodel a
the fourth great grandchild of Mr. garage at 95 W. Ninth St.
and Mrs. C. J. Smith of Holland.
Sunday marked the 30th wedThe tooth cutting contestamong
babies startedwhen the picture of ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Peter J. Knapp of 214 W. 13th
Helen Maloney of Boston was pubSt. They celebrated the event by
lished with the statement that she
was 16 months old and had 16 spending the day with their daughteeth. Since then various cases ter in Kalamazoo. Mr. and Mrs.
epor
have been reported
in Grand Rap- Knapp were married in Amsterids. Holland’scontender Joyce dam, The Netherlands, hut have

MILES

A.

Candidate for Republican Nomination for

Marriage licenses were issued a *?od, ?PJ.S
good harvest, or the field is
Wednesday by the county clerk to:
covered with a variety of worthJoe Wiersma, 30 Holland and Mary
Ann Boes, 23, Zeeland; Henry A. less weeds. So a life is either sowVan Kampen, 23, Holland, and ing good seed and is growing a
crop for a good harvest or hurtMildred Louise Boere, 19, Holland.
Two building permits totaling ful, worthless weeds are growing
up which promise no harvest of
$8,300 and one $35 remodeling per-

VERY LITTLE ASH!

Buy during August and

NELSON

ger, who is the brother of Mure- light and power dam going, the
at the risk of his life, rushes
lon Harger, of Hamilton, died, last next thing they intend to do is to
through fire and smoke, saves the
week Thursday, in the Oceana put in a boulevard lightingsystem
boy thus sowing an act of mercy
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
county hospital at Hart from in- on the principalstreets and possiand kindness. That boy was John
August 16, 1936
juries sustainedthe previous Tues- bly some residentstreets. Good for
Wesley, the founder of the MethoSowing and Reaping
day, when his motorized handcar Allegan,no city is dressed up withdist church. What a harvest for
Galatians 6:1-10
was struck by an auto at a cross- out the boulevard lights. A town
the humble preacherwho sowed
Henry Geerlings
ing near Hart. Sumving are the without them is like a shirt withthe truth and reaped the harvest
widow, three small children and out a collar.
<<4<<<<<4<<<<<<<4<4<4<44<4444<44<411
in Spurgeon, or the unnamed neighhis brother. Harger was well
bor who sowed an act of kindness
Mrs. Gertrude Dubbink, 188 W.
Life is a seed time. Every life
known in railroad circles in Hol- 15th St. has as her guest, her son
and mercy and reaped a harvest in
has a field of opportunity in which
land.
Wesley!
Ted Dubbink of Norfolk, Vu.
to sow some kind of seed. The
There are two principalkinds of
About 300 attended the Sixth
Mrs. C. Woldring of route 6, is harvest, of course, depends upon
Reformed church annual Sunday recoveringat Holland hospital the kind or quality of seed sown. seed to sow. There are those who
sow to the flesh. That does not
school picnic at Tunnel Park. after a serious major operation.
If we would have a good harvest
necessarily mean simply to take
William Jekel and committeeconMrs. Joe Boos of Zeeland, who in the future of this life, or the care of the body. The body should
ducted sports for the primary and
was
injured in an automobile acci- end of this life, it is necessary to he taken care of. It is the temple
intermediate departments.Sports
sow good seed. Nature is so confor the adult departmentswen- dent on Decoration Day and who structed by its creatorthat if good
has
been
in Butterworthhospital
held in the evening of Thursday
since that time, returned to the or valuable seed is not sown weeds
following a basket supper, served
grow without planting. You never
at 6 o’clock. Louis Dalman is home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs. saw a field lying barren. Either a
superintendentof the Sunday J. Timmer, on West Cherry Street. farmer has planted good seed and
Progress of recovering is slow.

RE-

DO YOU LIKE-

A

-

-

Now
We

God’s word. They are the men and have done all we can.” The next
women who live Christian lives. day the patient died. Waited too
The sower may have to be long! A person may wait in sin
patient and wait a while for the and rebellion against God and die
harvest. The fanner must sow be- in sin by waiting too long. Those
fore he reaps, but the harvest will who are trying to live a Christian
surely come.
distinguished life may be discouraged because
surgeon operating before his class, they cannot see the fruit of their
said to the class after the opera- labor. Sow the seed and wait for
tion was over, “Our operation is a the harvest.

Paterson, N. J. The latter art- sts.
giving addresses to various misstaying at Central Park and have
Miss Gertrude Ortman student sion festivals in the mid-west and
as their guests Mr. and Mrs. Ten nurse at Butterworthhospital is in the local vicinity. ThursdayeveMoor of The Netherlands.
spending her three week’s vacation, ning he gave an address at the
Prospect Park grove. At the presA steady gain in the industrial in Holland, with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. John Voss of West ent time the Selles’ are making eighty years and today she is
activityin Holland has created a
housing problem here according to 17th st. and Miss Delia Smidderks their home with Mr. and Mrs. reaping the result of her sowing
W. M. Connelly, director of the and Mr. and Mrs. William Schultz William Selles, 110 East 15th st. in many ways.
Chamber of Commerce. Seeking a of Zeeland returned home Friday Peter A. Selles, local jeweler,alWhat is true nationally, of
solution to this housing shortage night from their trip to California. so is a brother of the missionary. course, is true individually.Adam
o
Mr. Donnelly wrote to Raymond They visited the ranch of Mr.
sowed the seed of disobedience to
NEW GRONINGEN
Foley, state Federal Housing Ad- Smidderks, brother of Mrs. Voss
God in Eden, and reaped a harvest
and
Miss
Smidderks,
and
each
ministration director, requesting
of expulsion. Cain sowed the seed
that an F. H. A. representativeIk- brought along a box of oranges and
Mrs. John Van Voorst is con- of violating the law of God and
sent here to confer in the matter. a hag of walnuts.
fined to her home because of ill- reaped exile and shame. David
In his letter to Mr. Foley, Mr. ConMr. and Mrs. Tom Malewitz and ness. She is being cared for by sowed the seed of uncleanness and
nelly pointed out that men had not son Tommy Jr., are visitingMrs. her sister-in-law,Mrs. Maggie reaped temporaryexpulsion from
Brandt of Holland.
been back to work long enough to Malewitis’ parents in Reed City.
his throne. Eli sowed faithlessness
Evelyn Vanden Beldt of Zee- in his relation to God and reaped
accumulateseavings sufficient to
Funeral services were held, Monmake down payments on purchas- day afternoon, for Mrs. May Ing- land spent a few days with rela- a harvest of a faithless family and
ing homes, and in many instances ham, at the Nibbelink Notier Fu- tives, Mr. and Mrs. P. Nykamp. ruin to himself.
Misses Genevieve De Jongh and
their wages are not enough to en- neral chapel and burial was in PilA boy, fifteen years of age,
able them to pay a rental sufficient grim Home cemetery. Mrs. Ing- Harriet Kragt with several girl walking through the country,drops
to attract people with capital,to ham, 67, died, Friday night, at her friends of Zeeland and vicinity into a little chapel to protecthimbuild small homes, for rental pur- home, 189 East Sixth st. She was spent last week resorting at Ot- self againsta snow storm. The humposes. F. H. A. officials here on a member of Star of Bethlehem tawa Beach.
ble country preacher was preachMrs. John De Jongh with rela- ing the simple truth of God, sowprevious visits have rated Holland Chapter,No. 40, O. E. S. Surhigh, according to F. H. A. stand- viving are three sons, Walter Guy tives from Holland motored to ing the seed of God’s word. The
ards, Mr. Connelly said.
Ingham of Grand Rapids, Herbert Cutlerville recently.
hoy was convertedand became
Berdette and Sally, daughters of Charles Spurgeon, one of the
Funeral sendees were held, last O. of Greenville and Lawrence S.
Saturday afternoon at drawn near of Philadelphia;a daughter, Miss Comic Riemersma of North Hol- world’s greatestpreachers.A humTraverse City for Ulna Harger, 30, Marian Ingham at home, and five land spent a few days last week ble preacher’smanse is on fire. All
at the home of their grandparents,
of Grand Rapids, roadmasteron grandchildren.
members of the house have escaped
the Pere Marquette railroad.HarNow that Allegan has its own Mr. and Mrs. B. Riemersma.
save one lad. A faithful neighbor,

school. Transportationwas in
charge of John Van Voorst and
Mr. Rrandt distributedlemonade.
Misses Joan Borgards and Josephine Leenhouts have returned to
Holland after attending the Universityat Boulder, Colo. They returned by wa
ay of Salt Lake City,
Yellowstone Park and the Black
Hills. Misses Martha Vickers and
Minnie Woodhouse of Kalamazoo
accompaniedthem.

Ben H.

a

overthrown-that was her harvest.
The Jews rejected the Son of God.
They have reaped rejection,for
they have been rejected for centuries throughoutthe world, and
there is no nation they can call
their own. Our forefathersin this
country sowed human slavery. The
harvest was that practicallyevery
family in both North and South had
some one killed or maimed. One
century ago French spent millions
of dollars sowing infidel literature.
The harvest was thirteen revolutions which took place within

Frank

BOTTJE

of the Spirit. But It means to sow success, but there are certain
the seed that satisfies a temporal things we must take into account.
passion or desire. The other kind Six years ago correct living would
Is to sow to the Spirit Those who have prevented this disease. Two
thus sow entertain good thoughts, years ago a slight operationwould
speak clean, wholesome words, in- nave guaranteed
cure.
dulge in practicesin keeping with nature will have the last word.

10%
19361 10%
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OTTAWA W. C. T. U. TO
HOLD MEET AT BERLIN

and elocution under the direction Lester DePree will begin the camWANTED
Expires August 18
of Mrs. Miriam Lyttle. Misa Rose paign Aug. 8.
LOUIS PADNOS
ORDER
OF PUBLICATION
LASTING AB THE STABS!
Marod is in charge of a recreation- Mias Mary Wichera on Maple Wants to Rny all Kinda of Scrap
Mr. and Mra. B. N. Toier of
Plana were made recently by al program in Grand Haven, while St. entertainedthe Friendahip club Matedal, Old Iron, Radlatora,Old
Tunnel Park, near Holland, is a
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Imperial Valley,Calif., and daughter Arnes of Brea, Calif., are via- popular picnic,grounds. Sometimes members of the board of control Henry Noble directs play activities at a supper on the lawn, Friday BattoHea and other Junk. Beat Tha CircuitCourt for the County
iting Mr. and Mrs. John Van Zan- there are as many as 8 or 10 pic- of the Ottawa county W. C. T. U. at Virginia Park.
of Ottawa in Chancery
evening. Games were played dur- market price; also feed and an gar
to hold their one-day convention in
ten, 149 East 15th street. They will nics a day. Here are a few:
ing the evening. The guests inJacob DeWltt, plaintiff
The annual VanBronkhorstre- the Baptht church in Marne on FARM LABOR PARTY
visit their daughter and sister,
Holland
cuded Mrs. Johannes De Pree, Mrs. 190VEast8th
VB.
from
Phone 2905
Mrs. T. P. McClellan in Oregon on union is being held at Tunnel Park Aug. 27. Representatives
HOLDS CONVENTION
M. Lookers, Miss Hattie Rookus,
Elon Galusha, Rufus N. Severance,
Coopersville,
Grand
Haven,
Ferrystheir return trip which will be by today. The VanBronkhorstfamily
AT GRAND HAVEN Miss Anne Huizenga, Miss JoseFrank Severance, Chase Severence,
way of northern Michigan.
were early residents of Forest burg, Spring Lake and Holland
phine Vryling, Mrs. Mamie WichJohn W. Hopkins, Millard Durham,
were present.
Grove
vicinity.
TYLER VAN LANDEGEND Henry Vanderlinden,George E.
Plans to establish a fund for the
The Ottawa county convention ers, Mra. Bernard Poest, Mrs. F.
The Bos family reunion was held
purchase of an oxygen tent for the
of the Farm Labor party was held Hobeke and Mrs. George De Joage. Mill aupplies,electric pumps, Hubbard, and their wives whose
ZEELAND
LADY
ACC
BITS
NEW
The Rev. J. Van Peursen will plumbing and heating; tin and names are unknown or their unbaby incubator,were made at the at Tunnel Park Saturday. Officers
at the court house, Grand Haven,
POSITION
special summer meeting of the elected were: President, Gerrit YnSaturday night, with 71 voting del- enjoy a vacation during 'the month sheet metol work.
known helm, devises,legatees and
Junior Welfare League, which was tema of Zeeland; vice-president,
egates from all parts of the coun- of August, The Rev. Johann Mul- 49 W. 8th 8L, HOLLAND, MICH assign*, Defendants.
Mrs.
J.
Ossewaarde
of
Zeeland
held at the home of the president, Abel De Kliene of Forest Grove;
ty present. A partial county ticket der of New York will supply his
Phone 8204
At a sessionof said court held at
Mrs. John K. Winter, on Lawn- secretary-treasurer,Mrs. Henry has accepted a position at Elm was nominated with Claude Van pulpit at the morning service and
the Court House in the City of
Crest, Grand Rapids, a religious
dale court, recently. The pro- Kiel of Hudsonville.
the
Rev.
Meulenberg
of
Holland
Dyke of Allendale for state senaGrand Haven, in said County of
Expires Aug. 22—16039
posed tent is part of the special
The VanDyke family reunion was institution, which serves as a home tor, Ottawa county laboritestak- In the afternoon.
Ottawa on the 6th day of July, A.
r girls. The institution is sponSTATE OF MICHIGAN
equipment deeigned to fit the incu- held recently at Tunnel park. The
Nick Nykamp and Arie Hop,
ing the lead in the district. MayD. 1986.
•ed by the Grand Rapids churches
bator which was included in the officerselected were: President, Otnard Mohr, supervisor from Zee- trustees of School DistrictNo. 4, THE PROBATE COURT FOR
welfare schedule of the League last to Lenning of Grand Rapids; secre- —the adult Bible classes of the
Present: Hon. Fred T. Miles, Moat beautiful tribute to out dewhose
terms
expired, were re-electTHE
COUNTY
OF
OTTAWA
land township, was nominatedfor
parted la the offeringtiiat expects
winter when the need for the incu- tary, Clayton VanDyke of Zeeland; churches assumingthe support.
ed for three year terms at the anCircuit Judge.
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
Mrs. Ossewaarde will be super- state representative. The other nual school meeting. The meeting
bator was made apparent. The committee on arrangements, Dr. J.
_______
at the Probate Office in the City
On reading and filing the
Bill no reward save its own evidence
nominations
were:
sheriff, Harry
oxygen tent now at the hospital Wiggers and B. Timmer of Grand visor, and is already on duty.
was in charge of Nick Nykamp, of Grand Haven in the said Coun- of Complaint in said cause and the of lasting wor^h. Whether simple
Raines, Nunica; county clerk, Mrs.
—
o
can be used for adults only.
moderator.It was decided to have ty, on the 25th day of July, A. D. Affldaviit of Gerrit W. Kooyers
Rapids.
Ida Van Zoeren, Vriesland;county
or Imposing in character,memorial
It is said that it requires as much
nine months school for the ensuing 1936.
Prof. E. G. Winter, Albert Van 44444444444444H4444<MIM<H<HW
attached thereto, from which it
treasurer,
Carl
Veenstra,
Vriesland
bodily energy for a buck deer to
problems at yonrs become ears
year.
Zoeren, Dr. 0. Vander Velde and
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE satisfactorily appears to the court
register of deeds, Lyman Brown,
converted to the New Deal party
rom the day you consultns.
Henry Maentx, Holland members by AAA is a very small part of oroduce a set of horns as for a Coopersville; 'circuit court commisthat the defendants above named,
WATER,
Judge
of
Probate.
loe to produce a fawn.
of the executive board of the Ottaor
their
unknown
heirs,
devises,
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
the total number. Some of them
sioner,Eugene Ten Brink.
Expires Aug. 22—14334
va County Council and other board
legatees and assigns, are proper
Mary Brouwrm, Deceased.
were Democratsanyhow.— Allegan
The meeting Saturday night was
STATE OF MICHIGAN
MONUMENT WORKS
nembers, William Hatton, Paul Gazette.
TEAM PULLING WILL BE
It appearingto the court that and necessary parties defendant in
presided over by D. Hovey, Grand
The
Probate
Court
for
the
Johnson and H. H. Nygren of
the above entitled cause, and;
the
time
for
presentation
of
claims
FEATURED
AT
FAIR
County
of
Ottawa.
Block
north and half block
Rapids.
The
county
officers
seMr. and Mrs. Allyn Streur and
Grand Haven, Jacob Braak, presiIt further appearing that after
At
a session of said Court, held against said estate should he limlected were Eugene Ten Brink, Alchildren,
who
have
been
spending
west
of
Warm Frlsnd Tavsm
dent; John Wagner and Dave Kline
ited, and that a time and place be diligentsearch and inquiry it can
Once more patrons of the Alle- endale township, chairman;Carl at the Probate Office in the City of appointed to receive, examine and not be ascertained,and it is not
of Spring Lake, I^e Lily and Carl the past month in Holland and
Grand Haven in the said Countv.
PHONE 4284
Bigler of Coopersville,visitedthe Zeeland with their parents, Mr. gan County fair, held September Hutchins, Crockery township, viceand Mrs. Ed Streur and Mr. and 22 to 26, inclusive, will witness a chairman; Cornelius VerWy, Grand on the 28th day of July, A. D. adjust all claims and demands known whether or not said defendScout camp near Newago, recently.
18 W. 17th St., Holland
against said deceased by and be- ants are living or dead, or where
1936,
Mrs. Henry Huxtable, and other feature that has proved to one of Haven, secretary.
Fifty-five Scouts from Troop
Present. Hon. Cora VandeWater, fore said court:
any of them may reside if living,
relatives, returned to their home the most popular of the fair, when
The
county
committee
was
seNo. 31 of Marne are enrolled
It is Ordered, That creditorsof and, if dead, whether they have
in San Diego, Calif. —Zeeland Re- the finest horses in the county will lected as follows: Eugene Ten Judge of Probate.
at the camp for the current period.
In the Matter of the Estate of said deceased are required to pre- personal representativesor heirs
cord.
Brink.
Allendale;
Ixmis
Wells.
compete in team pulling contests
Mr. Russel said 20 souvenir neckExpiree Aug. 16—16153
Jan Bull, Deceased.
sent their claims to said court at living or where they or some of
Mrs. Grace Pels, former teacher One contest is scheduled for Wed- Talmadge; Herman Berg, Grand
erchiefs receivedin Holland will be
Thus.
H.
Marailje having filed •aid Probate Office on or before them may reside, and further that
STATE OF MICHIGAN
mailed out to boys who registered in the Christian School, who is nesday afternoon when the light Haven township; Henry Timmer- in said Court his final administhe 25th day of November A. D. the present whereabouts of said De- THE PROBATE COURT FOR
man,
Georgetown;
Dr.
Van
Zoeren,
division
will
appear,
and
the
heavy
leaving
for
China
the
end
of
this
for the Scout Jamboree in Washtration account, and his petition 1936, at ten o'clock in the fore- fendants are unknown, and that the
THE CQUNTY OF OTTAWA
ington in 1935. The jamboree was month to teach in a mission school classes of animals will appear Sat- Vriesland.
praying for the allowance thereof noon, said time and place being names of the persons who are inAt a session of Mid Court, keld at
This committee together with the
called off because of an infantile there, was the guest of honor at urday afternoon.
and fur the assignmentand dis- hereby appointed for the examin- cluded therein without beinir nam- the Probate Office in the City of
Thousands of people have wit- Kent county committee will meet
paralysis scare at the capital and a farewell beach party held at
tribution of the residue of said ation and adjustment of all claims ed, but who are embraced therein Grand Haven ki the said County,
the registration money refunded. Boerana’s cottage, Friday even- nessed the contests since their in- Saturday noon to discuss candi- estate.
and demands aginst said deceased. under the title of unknown heirs, on the 22nd day of July, A.D. 1986.
>An insurance claim for $304,806.52 ing. The Ladies Mission society troductionhere two years ago and dates and business preceding the
It is ordered, That the 25th day
It is Further Ordered, That devises, legatees and assigns, can 1936.
by the Scout organization in con- of Prospect Park Christian Re- the interestshown has been very fifth district convention which will
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
of August A. I). 1936, at ten o’- public
.................
notice thereof he given by not he ascertained after diligent
nection with the cancellingof the formed church of which Mrs. Pels gratifying.
be held at the Labor Temple on
Judge of Probate.
clock in the forenoon,at said Pro- pubiicationof a copy of this order- search and inquiry:
celebrationhas been paid in full, has been presidentfor three years,
Ernest Clair, who has been in Ottawa street, Grand Rapids, SatIn the Matter of the Estate of
bate Office, be and is hereby ap- for three successive weeks prevOs motion of Gerrit W. Kooyers,
Mr. Russel said. The jamboree sponsored the affair. Mrs. J. Van charge of this event for the past urday afternoon.
Minnie De Vries, Deceased.
pointed for examining and a'low- ious to said day of hearing, in the Attorney for Plaintiff, it is ordernext veer is scheduled for June 30 Dyke and Mrs. J. Bouwman were two years, will supervisethis year's
It appearingto the court that
ing said account and hearing said Holland City N ews, a newspaper ed that said defendants and their
to July 9.
in charge of sports and Mrs. J. Ver contests and entries should be made
OTTAWA COUNTY NEWS
the time for presentationef claims
prj
printed
and
circulated
in
said
eoununknown
heirs,
devisees,
legatees
In the three years that AAA was Schure, Mrs. H. Hul&t, Mrs. J. Van with him. Mr. Clair predicts a
It is Further Ordered. That pub- ty.
and assigns, cause their appear- against said estate iBould be limin operation Allegan county farm- Huis and Mrs. H. Morren were in larger and better event than ever
ited, and that a time and place be
There are about seven hundred lie notice thereof be given by pubance to be entered m this cause
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
ers received $182,487.27for wheat, charge of refreshments.During before.
and fifty women of the rtato, eight- lication of a copy of this order for
appointed to receive, examine and
within
throe
months
from
the
date
Judge
of
Probate,
Detailed
information
concerning
com, hogs and sugar beets which the supper hour, Mrs. Pels was
adjust all claims sad demand*
een of whom were from Ottawa three
mree successiveweeks previous to
to *
of
this
order,
and
in
default
therethey did not produce; and they will presentedwith h beautiful gift this contest car be obtained from County who attended Farm Week said day of hearing, in the Ho'land
against said deceased by and before
,
that said bill of Complaint be
have to pay in federal taxes a very from the group. The evening was him.
said court:
at East Lansing during the past City tiews a newspaper
J i
*P
.
taken as confessed by the said d».
Register of Probate.
large portion of that fine sum. It spent in playing games for which
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
week. A great deal of inspiration and circulatedin said country.
fendanls,their unknown heirs, decan not be all saddled off upon the prizes were awarded to Mrs. E. CATCHES BIGGEST FISH
sarid deceased sre required to preCORA VAN DE WATER
as well as information and enjoyvisees, legatees and assigns.
other fellow.The number of farm- Meiste, Mrs. A. Vander Ploeg and
sent their claims to Mid court at
IN SPRING LAKE ment was receivedby each one preJudge of Probate
Expire* Aug. 22—16211
It is further ordered that within said Probate Office on or before ths
ers in Allegan county who were Mrs. D. Van Loo.
ment This if. the eleventhyear that A true copy:
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
twenty days plaintiff cause a copy 25th day of November A. D. 1916.
A large black bass, 22 inches M S.C. has invited the farm women Harriet Swart,
THE PROBATE COURT FOR of thi* onler to be puBlished in the at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
Register of Probate.
long and weighing exactly five of the state to spend a week on the
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA Holland City News, a newspaper time and place beinji hereby apounds, was caught yesterday campus and to take advantage of
At a session of said Court, held printed, publishedand circulatedin pointed for the examination and
iy Albert Dahlman, age 14, of the opportunities offered at that
at the Probate Office in the City said County, such publicationto be adjustmentof all claims and deSpring Lake in Beaubien’s bay. time. Those who attended from
Expires Aug. 22 — 16173
of Grand Haven
in the said County, continued therein once in each week mands against said deceased.
Lee Tunney, off whose proper- Ottawa County were Mrs. Freeman
STATE OF
......... 7
It is Further Ordered, That pubty the fish was caught, reported Barney, Mrs. C. George, Mr* O. THE PROBATE COURT FOR on the 2,th day of July A. D. 1936. for six weeks in succession.
FRED T. MILES,
lic notiee thereof De given bv pabTHE COUNTY OF
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE
the catch. It is the bigger* bass Larson, Mrs. E. Warber and Mrs.
Circuit Judge.
litation of a copy of this order for
At a session of said Court, held WATER, Judge of Probate,
seen caught in that lake any one F. Pytlinski of Grand Haven townthree successiveweeks previous to
knows of, up to this time. The boy ship, Mrs. J. Cobrun, Mrs. B. Par- at the Probate Office in the City In the Matter of the Estate of Counter signed:
William Wilds
said day of hearing, in the Holalso caught a large fish last week, rish. Mrs. A. Irish and Miss E. Gray of Grand Haven in the said Countv. John M. Vander Meulen, Deceased.
Clerk of CircuitCourt.
land City News, a newspaper prihtIt appearingto the court that
weighing just short of five pounds. of Coopersville,Mrs. E. Ellis and on the 28th day of July, A. D.
ed and circulatedin said county.
the time for presentationof claims Clerk of Circuit Court:
R. Dickerson of Tallmadge town- 1936.
CORA VANDE WATER
Take notice, that this suit, in
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE against said estate should be limWEIGHING MILK IS
ship, Mr*. E. P. Avery of Marne.
Judge of Probato
ited, and that a time and place be which the foregoing order was duly
CUTTING FEED COST Mrs. A. Pyle, Mrs. J. Kemme and WATER, Judge of Probate.
A true copy:
In the Matter of he Estate of appointed to receive, examine and made, involves and is brought to
Mrs. W. Wierenea of Zeeland and
Harriet Swart
adjust all claims and demands qiriettitle to the following describIncrease in the practiceof Mrs. Grace Vaderkolk, county home
Jennie Oostema, Deceased.
Register of Probate.
weighing milk at milking time in- demonstration agent.
It appearingto the court that against said deceased by and be- ed piece or parcel of land situated
and being in the Township of Aldicates that dairymenin Michigan
the time for presentationof claims fore said court:
Mrs. William Havedink, 53, died
lendale.County of Ottawa, State
are recognizing the importonce of
against said estate should be limIt is Ordered, That creditorsof
Sunday night at her home in North ited, and that a time and place be
Expires Aug. 15—15682
Michigan, described as follows
feeding a cow according to prosaid
deceased
are
required
to
preBlendon following an extended illORDER FOR PUBLICATIONappointed to receive, examine and sent their claims to said court at to- wit:
duction. This is the deduction of
Those surviving are the hus- adjast all claims and demands
FINAL ADMINISTRATION
The West fractional half (W.
E. C. Scheidenhelm,extension ness.
said Probate Office on or before
band, 10 sons and daughters, GilACCOUNT
frl.1^) of the Southwest fraction,
dairyman at Michigan State Col- lis of Iowa, James of Georgetown, against said deceased by and be- the 2nd day of December, A. D.
........ STATE OF MICHIGAN _______
fore said court:
al
quarter
(S.W.
frl.^)
and
the
lege.
Mrs. Bernard Avink of Beaverdam, It is Ordered, That creditorsof 1936, at ten o'clock in the foreSoutheastquartor (SE-'/S) of The Probate Court for the County
‘‘Feed prices are moving up alnoon, said time and place being
and Harold, Henrietta,Irene, Walthe Southwest fractionalauartor
of Ottawa
most daily and the careful feeder ter. Henry. Evelyn and Geneva, all said deceased are required to pre- hereby appointed for the examinsent their claims to said court at
(S.W. frl.14) of Section ThirtyAt a session of said Court, held
will be well repaid for extra efat home; four brothers,John, Ben, said Probate Office on or before ation and adjustment of all claims
forts in watching production and
and demands against said deceas- one (31, Township Seven (7) at the Probate Office in the City of
Herman and Gerrit Tucker, all of the
North of Ranee Fourteen (14) Grand Haven in said County, on
feed rations,” advises Mr. Scheided.
East Saugatuck, and two sisters.
West of the Michigan Meridian, the 21*t day of July A. D. 1936.
enhelm. Reports indicate that the Mrs. J. Lankheet of Overisel and 2nd Day of December. A. I). 1936,
It is Further Ordered, That
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
Present: Hon. Cora V»n De
subject, however, to all legal
1,200 herds on test in the state in
Mrs. H. Lummen of Graafschap. time and place being hereby ap- public notice thereof be given by
highways, and containingone Water, Judge of Probate.
June maintainedon average of Funeral services were held Wedpublication
of
a
copy
of
tin*
order
In the Matter of the Estate of
hundred, Thirty-three (133) ac30.5 pounds per cow for the nesday at the home and in North pointed for the examination and
adjustment of all claims and de- for three successive weeks prevres, be the same more or less, Gerritje Vliem, Deceased.
month, even though culling out of Blendon Christian Reformed
ious
to
said
day
of
hearing,
in
the
mands against said deceased.
Thos. II. Marailje having filed
according to Government Survey.
inferior producer*had been re- church. The Rev. T. Yff of Grand
It is Further Ordered, That Holland City News, a newspaper
in said Court his final adminisGERRIT W. KOOYER.S,
duced 21.2 per cent from the pre- Rapids, former pastor in North
public notice thereof be given by printed and circulated in said
Attorney for plaintiff
tration account, and his petition
People who have tasted PATRICK HENRY
vious month. One third of the cows Blendon, officiated and burial was
publicationof a copy of this order county.
culled in June were unprofitable in Blendon cemetery.
Business address: 31 W. 8th St. praying for the allowance thereof
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
are not asking “when real beer is coming
for three successive weeks prevproducers.
and for assignmentand distribuHolland, Michigan.
Judge of Probate,
ioas to said day of hearing, in the
Lick”! They know the time has come
6w, tion of the residue of said estate.
"Alfalfa and sudan grass pastrue copy:
' Holland City News, a newspaper
tures are proving themselves this
It is Ordered, That the 26th day
ZEELAND
when they can get a fully-aged,fine, hopHarriet Swart,
pristed and circulated in said counExpires Aug. 20
summer,” says Mr. Scheidenhelm.
of August A.D. 1936, at ten o'Register
of
Probate.
ty.
flavored brew that rivals the best of the
"Dairymen find that these two
clock in the forenoon, at said ProOfficers are to make arrest* of
MORTGAGE SALE
CORA VAN DE WATER,
crops
are
the
best
safeguard
, , • hate Office, be and is hereby apall
persons
living
in
this
vicinity
beers that were sold 25 years ago.
Judge of Probate.
against a marked drop in the milk that have not met the local brake A true copy:
allowExpires Oct. 3
conditions of a certain mortgage
PATRICK HENRY is mellow-it’sbrewed
flow during the hot and dry safety test. The arrests will begin
ing *aid account and hearing said
Harriet Swart,
signed
and
executed
by
John
MORTGAGE
SALE
month*. Many dairymen reported Aug. 8. Chief Fred Bosma issued
petition;
from the fipest malt, hops and spring water
Register of Probate.
Moeke and Anna Moeke, his wife,
their cows increased in milk pro- this order July 27. the day before
It is Further Ordered, That pubDefault having been made in
and then naturally aged. Call your dealer
duction after they were turned he was critically injured in a gun
the conditions of a certain mortgage
into a sudan grass pasture.
for a case today— or go to the tavern disbattle with thugs. Assistant Chief
dated the 3rd of November, 1922,
Expires Aug. 22—16247
"Weeds in the pasture can be
three successiveweeks previous to
executed by Charles Ter Beek and 1932, which said mortgage
STATE OF MICHIGAN
playing the sign—
killed easily by cutting them in
THE
PROBATE
COURT
FOR Iza D. Ter Beek, his wife, as recorded in the office of the RegisExpires Aug. 29
‘Ttwspaje? priSSd
the bloom stage. Annuals which
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA mortgagors, to the First State Bank ter LOf Deeds for^OttawaCounty, amf cireuTitedin saifeounty
MORTGAGE SALE
depend upon reseeding themselves
At a session of said Court, held of Holland Michigan, a corpora- Michigan, on the 9th day of April,
Default having been made in the
should be so treated.Weeds cut
CORA VANDE WATER
at the Probato Office in the City Hon, as mortgagee, and whkh said 1932, in Liber 137 of Mortgages
conditions
of
a
certain
mortgage
Judge of Probate.
pasture feed productionand
of Grand Haven in said County, on mortgage was recorded in the of- on page 343, which mortgage was
A true copy.
spread to adjaoerttfields where signed and executedby William on the 31st day of July, A. D., fice of the Register of Deeds of
subsequently assigned to the PeoK.
Bareman
and
Nellie
Bareman,
Harriet Swart
they are a pest in cultivatedand
1936.
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the ples State Bank, a corporation,of
his wife, to Willem Van Slooten, on
Registei of Probate.
cut crops.
Present: Hon. Cora Van De Wa- 2nd day of December, 1922, in Liber Holland, Michigan, on which mort
the 26th day of July, A. D. 1911,
ter, Judge of Probate.
135 of Mortgages, on Page 156; and gage there is claimed to he due
Expires Aug. 15—16162
Distributed By
“HIKING" NOW BY W. I*. A. which said mortgage was recorded In the Matter of the Estate of which said mortgagewas assigned
at the timo of this notice for prinin the office of the Register of
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Bouwke Wyma, Deceased.
on the 20th day of January, 1936, cipal and interest the sum of Four
Boys and girls between the age Deeds for Ottawa County, Michigan
Fanny Wyma, having filed her by the First State Bank of Hol- Hundred Nineteen and 45/100 The Probate Court for the
of 10 and 12 who have not already on the 7th day of September, A. petition,praying that an instruCounty of Ottawa.
joined one of the daily hiking D. ISffl in Liber 104 of Mortgages ment filed in said Coort be admit- land, Michigan, to William West- ($419.45) dollars and an attorney
At a session of said Court, held
veer,
R.
A.
Hoek
and
Edward
Gar.
fee as provided in said mortgage,
groups sponsored under the WPA on page 194, which mortgage was ted in Probate as the last will and
at the Probate Office in tKb city ot
county
recreational program are subsequentlyassigned to Mrs. testament of said deceased and velink, Trustees of the Segregated and no suit or proceedings at law
Phone
Holland, Michigan
Grand Haven in the said Cqunty,
urged to be on hand Tuesday or Cornelia Van Slooten,said assign- that administrationof said es- Assets of the First State Bank having been institutedto recover
on the 21st day of July, A. D.,
Friday morning for outings with ment being recorded in said Regis- tate be granted to herself or some of Holland Michigan; and whereby the moneys secured by said mort- 1936.
the power of sale containedin gage,
ter of Deed’s office in liber 97 of
Jack Peterson, Naturalist
other suitable person.
Present, Hon. Cora Van De
said mortgage has become operaNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN Water
Interested youngsters should Mortgages on page 408 on the 29th
It is ordered. That the 25th day
Judge of Probate.
tive,
and
no
suit
or
proceeding
at
meet Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. or Fri- day of December, A. D. 1919, on of August A. D. 1936 at ten A. M.,
that by virtue of the power of sale
In the matter of the estate of
law
having
been
instituted
to
redays at 10:30 a. m. at Montello which mortgaga there is claimed at said Probate Office is hereby
contained in said mortgage and the
Richard Kramer, Deceased.
Park at the S.S. South American to be due at the time of this notice appointedfor hearing said peti- cover the debt secured by said statute in such case made and promortgage, or any part thereof, vided, on Monday, the 24th day of
It appearing to the court that
dock, according to C. Van Dom- for principaland interestthe sum tion.
and there is claimed to be due August, A. D. 1936, at 1 o’clock in the time for presentationof claims
melen, county recreationalsuper- of Twelve Hundred Thirty -two and
It is Fu^her Ordered, That pubvisor. Nature hikes are conducted no/100 ($1232.00) dollars and an lic notice thereof be given by pub- on the date hereof for principal, the afternoon, Eastern Standard against said estate should be limdaily by Mr. Peterson,he said, but atorney fee as providedin said lication of a copy of this order, for interestand attorney fee provided Time, the undersigned will, at the ited, and that a time and place be
groups on days other than Tues- mortgage, and no suit or proceed- three successiveweeks previous to in said mortgage the sum of $1710.- North front door of the Court appointed to receive, examine and
adjust all claims and demands
days and Fridays are already as ings at law having been instituted said dav of hearing,in the Holland 79;
House in the City of Grand Haven,
against said deceased by and belarge as can be handled. The trips to recover the moneys secured by Citv News, a newspaper printed
NOW THEREFORE, notice is Michigan, sell at public auction to fore
savings
said court.
will he continued throughoutthe said mortgage,
ana circulated in said county.
hereby given that pursuant to tho the highest bidder the premises defAisjoon
It is ordered, that creditorsof
summer until school starts, he NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
CORA VAN DE WATER, statute and said power of sale in scribed in said mortgagefor a sum
said deceased are required to presaid.
that by virtue of tke power of sale
Judge of Probate. said mortgage contained, for the sufficient to pay the principal and
sent their claims to said court at
contained
in
said
mortgage
and
the
A true copy.
Hikes vary in length of time and
purpose of satisfyingthe sum due interest, together witn all interest
said Probate Office on or before the
distance, but generally last well statute in such case made and proHARRIET SWART,
on said mortgage,the costs and and legal costs and charges; the 25th day of November. A.D. 1936
Register of Probate
into the afternoon,Mr. Van Dom- vided, on Tuesday,September8th,
charges of said sale, and any taxes premisesbeing described as fol*t tell o’clock in the forenoon at
melen said. Mr. Peterson, who 1936, at 1 o’clockin the afternoon,
and insurance premiums paid by lows
said Probate Office, said time and
Expires Aug. 22—14807
was at one time associated with Eastern Standard Time, the underCommencing at a point on the
the mortgagee before the date of
place being hereby appointed for
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
signed
will,
at
the
north
front
door
the Getz farm *00, describes the
south boundary line of Washingsale, the said mortgage will be
of tiie Court House in the City of The Probate Court for the County foreclosedby sale of the premises to
ways of wild life to the hikers.
ton Street, Zeeland,Michigan, the examinationand adjustment
From Naturalist Peterson they Grand Haven, Michigan, sell at of Ottawa
two hundred fifty-two (252) feet of all claims and demands against
the highest bidder at public auctAt a session of said Court, held
learn such things as the only poi- public auction to the highest bidder
West from the East line of the said deceased.
ion or vendue on the 9th day of
It is Further Ordered, That pubsonous snake native to Michigan the premises describedin said mort- at the Probate Office in the City of October,1936, at two o'cock in
West one-half (W%) of the East
is the Msssasauga rattler;the gage for a sum sufficientto pay the Grand Haven in said County, on the afternoon of said day at the
one-half (E1^) of the Southeast lic notice thereof be given by pubMichigan hog nose or blow adder principal and interest, together the 29th day of July A. D. 1936. north front door of the court house
quarter (SEK) of Section thir- lication of a copy of this order, for
Present, Hon. Cora Van De
is harmlessand a great help to with all interest and legal costs
teen (13) Township five (5) three successiveweeks previoas to
in the city of Grand Haven, OttaMounlbins or seashore, home or away
the farmer as are all harmless and charges; the premisesbeing Water, Judge of Probate.
North of range fifteen (15) West
wa
County,
Michigan,
that
being
In the Matter of the Estate of
and being five hundred twenty
snskes; (the tspeed (otf Aimericat) described as follows:
the
place
of
holding
the
Circuit
— where will your vacation find you?
Gerrit Bronkhorst, Deceased.
...... ..... ty.
Commencingat a point thirty
(520) feet (more or less) North
snakes does not exceed three miles
Clarence A. Lokker having filed Court for the said County of OttaVANDE WATER,
(30) feet North and ton rods (10)
of
the
South
line
of
said
Section;
an
hour; polar cubs are without
wa, said premises beinj described
savings account here can be your
Judge of Probate.
and sixteen (16) feet East of in said Court his final administra- as follows:
running thence South 6ne hunhair when born and weigh about
tion account,and his petition prayA true copy.
the
Southwest
corner
of
the
dred fifty-six (156) feet more or
12 ounces; ostrich chicks grow at
Ihe
following
described
land
and
passport to enjoyment.
Harriet Swart
Southeast quarter of the South- ing for the allowance and for the
less to the North boundary line
the rate of 12 inches a month for
assignment
»ituatod in
in the
the Township
mt and distribution ol
of the premises, situated
Register of Probate.
west
quarter
of
Section
eighteen
of
the
Grand
Rapids,
Holland
and
the
first
five
or
six
months;
the
A small amount starts your account
residueof said
Holland, County of Ottawa, and
(18)Townfive (6)North of Range
Chicago Railroad Company Right
deer sheds his horns every year,
It is Ordered, That the 1st day of
of Mich.IW v,z:
__ ___ t. . . A WV 4 AM A .
. f .
1 iJVflpAM
aA al. ^ eight
of Way; thence West one hunbut all the pronghorn antelopes fourteen (14) West, thence Nsrth September
A.D. 1936, at ten o’clock (8) Lugera Addition to the City
two
hundred
(200)
feet,
thence
dred twenty-five(125) feet;
carry their horns through life.
of
Holland,
according
to
the
recordJl
JBL
Bye, Ear. Nose and Throat
West eleven and one-half (HMi) in the forenoon, at said Probateed map of said
thence North to the South line
The nature hikea comprise only
Office, be and is hereby appointed "f
Addition,on record
Specialist
of WashingtonStreet and thence
one phase of the WPA recreational feet; thence South two hundred
for examining and allowing said
0“c* of the Register of
(Over Model Drug Store)
East
to
the
place
of
beginning.
(200)
feet,
and
thence
East
to
program for Ottawa county. In
account and hearing said
Ottawa Cotgity.
Office Hours: t-7 a.
2-5 d. m.
the place <rf beginning,in the city
Also described on Roosenraad’s
Holland an active program of athIt is Further Ordered, That
WjT
W*
1936.
of Zeeland, Ottawa County, lie notice thereof be given by pub- WILLIAM WESTVEER
Supervisor'sPlat three (3) of the
letics and playgroundactivities i*
Michigan,
City of Zeeland, Michigan, as Let
being directed by Leon Moody. Dick
lication of a copy of this order, K. A. HOEK ,
twenty-five(85), situate and beBoonstra with Effle Kamps, Mike Dated: This 10th day of June, A. for three succeeaive weeks pre- EDWARD GARVELINK,

TUNNEL
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PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Member

Federal Depoeit Inturance Corporation

mm*

-ir'i'vv

D. 1986.
Korstanje and William Stoal are at
PETER SCHIPPER,
the head of an active Zeeland reExecutor of the Estate
creationalprogram which includes
of Mn. Cornelia Van Slooten
handicraft,artcraft and leather
work, a softball league, volleyball, Lokker A Den Herder,
Attorneys for Executor
horseshoes, and other activities.
Business Address:
In Ferrysburgthe recreational
Holland, Michigan.
program takes the form of special
12W.
worn in dramatics, music, speech

ing in the City of Zeeland, Ot«
vioua to said day of hearing,in the Trustees of the Segregated Astowa County, Michigan.
-. w,
<* U J/M jsvHolland City News,
a newspaper
wto of the First State Bank of
printedand sirculated in said coun Holland, Michigan, Assigneesof . Dated: This 25th day of May
A. D. 1936.
ty.
— ee.

..

WATER
of
A^Tney.

CORA VAN DE
J»dg.

A

true copy.
Harriet Swart
Register of Probate.

f

A,

CROSS A TEN OATH,

I

. _

Address:
Hoflan Michigan.
Holland,

of

PEOPLES STATE BANK,

Assignee.
Lokker A Den Herder
Attorneys for Assig
Business Address:
Holland, Michigan.

DYKSTRA
Ambulance Service
39 East fth Si.

Holland, Michigan
-
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ferred said the project would proPaul Nettinga, son of the Rev. last Friday afternoon, for a pervide worn
viae
work lor
for 40
45 boys in Ottawa and Mrs. Silbe Nettinga of 188 W. manent exhibition of authentic
The Rev. and Mrs. Selles are county for a period of nine months. 11th St, is rapidly gaining promi- Holland antiques which will be an
The definite date for starting the nence as a tenor. He appears reg- attraction for next year’s tulip fessent to China by two local Chrisproject has not been determined. ularly in a number of musical pro- tival. Details of its establishment
tian Reformed churches, Central
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Slagh, gram broadcasts in Chicago. Mr. and location were not determined
fourteenth Street
Avenue and Fourteenth
of Mona Lake, who were return- Nettinga attended the Holland at the meeting, according to Mrs.
churches.
ing from a visit in Holland, Sun- schools and was graduatedfrom J. E. Telling.
Mrs. F. Zeeh and daughter, Miss day, were seriouslyinjured in an Hope college in 1930. He received
Samuel A. Haight, 64, died SunDorothy Zeeh, who made a tour in auto accident near Mona Lake his voice training at the American
day at his home, 317 West 14th
the New England states and visi- where their car was hit from the Conservatory of Music in Chicago
St., after a lingering illness. Futed Miss Margaret Zeek in New rear by another machine. Mr. with Karleton Hackett. Mr. Netneral serviceswere held on
ted Miss Margaret Zeeh in New Slagh sustaineda dislocated shoul- tinga first sang on the air with a
Wednesday at the home and in the
York City have returned to their der and four broken ribs, while
First Methodistchurch with Dr.
Mrs.
Slagh
is
suffering
from
inC. A. Brown of the N. Y. A.
Thomas G. R. Brownlow officiatheadquartersin Grand Rapids juries to her hip and knee and
ing. Burial was in Pilgrim Home
made arrangements in Holland, bruises about the face. The 5 quartette at the Fourth Presbyte- cemetery. Surviving are the widow,
Tuesday, for the early start of the months old daughter Carol Joyce rian church in Chicago and is also three sons, Willis A., Ira
a E., and
city’s N. Y. A. tulip lane, park and although thrown out of the car a member of the Lawson Y.M.C.A. Russell S., all of Holland; one
was
unhurt.
Mr.
Slagh
is
the
son
chorus.
cemetery project.Jacob Barendse,
manager of the local N. R. S. of Mrs. Bert Slagh College ave., Plans were made at a meeting
of the Tulip Time Committee, held
„an(lphji(IlJL
office,with whom Mr. Brown con- Holland.
and five grandchildren.

EXPERT

LOCAL NEWS

.

About 1,600 people, including
company employes,heads of the

mm
swmk
ML TH6 WfiK
But That’s No Reason

Why Your Wife

Should Be a Kitchen

departments, the office force and
their families of the Holland Furnace company were present at the
annual picnic, held Saturday*at
Tunnel Park. Activities started
with two soft ball games in the
morning, the second one being
played by the office girls. The
greased pig contest was an interesting part of the morning program. A basket dinner was served
at noon and additional refreshments, consisting of ice cream,
drinks, peanuts and crackerjack
were served by the company. Mrs.
Kolia was presented with a large
basket of flowers from the Relief
society. After a few short talks a
special act was given in the aftern o o
by "Happy Harrison’s
Troupe," which includedtrick dogs,
ponies, monkeys and a buckin’

n

Drudge

, •'*

mule named "Dynamite."Two

A

MEN OF HOLLAND

SPECIAL MESSAGE TO THE

tugs-of-war were featured in the
afternoon and prizes were awarded
winners in several contests in the

— why

do you let
in super-heated

of Holland

women

and toil
kitchensthese hot summer days?
the

wilt

Is

it

because you haven't investigated electric
cooking? Why are you so content to
"make the old range do"? Is it because
you are not aware oi the cheapness and
economies of electric cooking?
be

Let's

fair, and face

some

facts. It isn't

the cooking of family meals that
object to;
that's

—

it's

women

the cooking in a kitchen

unbearably hot

It's

the wilting and

perspiring,the fatigue and drudgery, that

women want

relief from.

WOMEN

GIVE THE

DO

LET THEM

A BREAK

THEIR

COOK-

ING ELECTRICALLY IN

the cleanest fuel on earth.

None

of the heat is wasted — the
kitchen stays as cool as any
other room in the home. There
is no soot to blacken the walls
and ceiling — nor to dirty the
bottoms of pots and pans. No
flame to foul the air.

Give your wife an

—

Range

give her

Electric

a

Cool

Clean. Fresh Kitchen in which
to work. Do that and You'll
also give the whole family
healthier and more appetizing
meals. Do it now — and profit
from the savings! There's no
better way to economize than
to have your cooking done with
Holland'scheap electricity.

A

COOL KITCHEN
Your mother and all the women before her
had to cook in super-heatedkitchens
but that's hardly a good reason for letting
your wife do the same. Not when an
Electric Range makes that unnecessary.

and

with a dinner at the Old Rail Inn
in Saugatuckfor her sister Miss
Martha Slowinske who will become
the bride of Louis Japinga on
August 26. The affair was a
kitchenand laundry shower for the
bride-to-be.The high score priie
in bridge was awarded to Mrs.
Herman Harms. Guests were Miss
Slowinske, Mrs. Harms, Mrs. Vernon Klomparens, Mrs. John Eaton,
Mrs. Harold Tanis, Mrs. J. E.
Cook, Mrs. Harold Japinga, Mrs.
Japinga, Mies Evelyn Huizenga,
, Miss Gladys Van Anroy and
Miss Fraena Douwstra. Miss Slowinske was honored at a party
given, last Wednesday, by Miss
Helen Jean Pelgrim and Mrs. Vernon Klomparens. A two course
supper was served in the cottage
and an evening of birdge followed.
Mrs. John Eaton was awarded the
prize for high score. Miss Slowinske receivedlovely personal gifts
from the guests. Those attending
included, Mesdames Eaton, Mary
Van Weelden, Dick Japinga, Her- landscape pdans drawn.
man Harms, John Van Putten, J.
Those interested should get in
E. Cook, the Misses Mary Van touch with the County Agricultural
Domelen, Ann Jackson, Jean Her- Agent, A. D. Morley, Allegan,
man, Evelyn Huizenga, Doris Jap- Michigan,who will furnish the
inga, Fruena Douwstra, the guest necessary instructionfor enrolling
of honor and the hostesses.
in this extension project.
All applicationswith photos of
Mrs. E. Bowes and Mrs. H.
Schipperwere hostessesat a shower the area to be landscaped should
given for Miss Josephine Walters be in the County Agent’s Office bewho will be a bride in September. fore September 15 in order that
The party was held at the home Mr. Gregg’s winter schedule can
of Mrs. Schipper and the bride-to- be made up.
A. D. Morley
be received many useful gifts,
County Agricultural Agent
Games were played and prizes

lof Telgenhof, Mr. and Mra. Charles Telgenhof and children. Mr. and

day.

•"lss

You — a man — surely know that electric
cooking is done without a flame, and with

A SNAP TO DO

IT

ELECTRICALLY

ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATES
OF HOLLAND

BROUWER CO. KNOLL PLBG. & HEATING
FOUW ELECTRIC CO. THE JOHN GOOD CO.
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE MASS FURNITURE CO.
WHITE BROS. ELEC. CO. DE VRIES & DORNBOS
JAS. A.

DE

In Cooperation W’ith the Board of Public Works

<

qsaatity.

Boot and yoeng ehtekonoaro again

rood valuta. Mora quality lamb

lore

expensive tkan last yoar.

Higher sricet are baing aakod for
dairy product!, eggs, grain food* and
canned vegetables as a direct result of
boat aad dreaght
Hare are three menus planned for
differentbudget lovola.

Lew Cest Dinner
Pan-hrelled Bound Steak
Maahed Poteteoa Sliced Tomateea
Breed end Butter
Chocolate Pia
Tee er
Milk

Coffee

Medium Cost Dinner
Chicken fricassee with Dumplings
Croon Peas
Bread aad Butter
Jallied
Cup Cakee
Tea or
Milk

Poteteoa

Coffee

A reunion of the Telgenhof
family was held, last week Wednesday, at Veurink’s grove. The reunion was also in honor of Mrs.
Roclof Telgenhof, who celebrated
her 85th birthday anniversary.Contests and games were enjoyed and
a basket supper was served. The
following were present: Mrs. Roe-

MILD

MELLOW

Red

lb.

Circle Coffee

on lOyear plan

BrCfld

C*

and Bert

Brummel;
Miss Bessie Wyma, daughter of
sports, Gerrit Plasisier, Len Brum- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wyma, of So roar work here.
mel and I>awrence Brummel.
Holland, and John Elferdink son of
A meeting of the League for Mrs. Clara Elferdink of Holland
Service union board of Holland were united in marriage, Saturday
classis of the Reformed church was morning, at the home of the Rev.
held last Friday evening, at the Joseph Vander Kieft, uncle of the
home of Miss Adrianne Steketee, bride, at Dutton, Mich. The bride
We have a modern
president of the union. Twenty was attired in an ankle-length
three representations were pre- gown of pale rose silk lace with
sent from Overisel, North Holland. white accessoriesand carried a
Jamestown, First and Second Re- corsage of roses and swainsona.
formed churches of Zeeland. Trin- The couple was attended by Miss
ity, Bethel and Third and Fourth Winifred Wyma, sister of the bride, Cripples oi all makes cured— by
Reformed churches of Holland.The and Lee Koopman. A receptionfor guaranteed Vulcanizing. Factory
Woman’s Missionary union of the members of the immediate famiHolland clasris extended.A spec- lies was held at the home of the methods, factory materials.

you must make

2nd

payment by Sept
“V

A FEW DAYS remain
1 in which you can make the
second payment on your
taxes on the 10-year plan without

I

NLY

penalty.

1

save intereston future installments ranging from 8% to 36%.
See your county treasurerim-

mediately. Avoid last minute
crowds. Pay now and save.

Keep your tax record clear.
All over the state of Michigan
alert tax-payers are meeting this

important obligation. Having
placed their taxes for 1932 and
prior years on this convenient
plan they will take no chance on
losing the fullest benefits accruing to them under it.
Don't fall behind.

Make

your
second payment promptly. Or,
better still, pay up the entire
unpaid portion of these taxes and

Note:
There

is Still Time to

for 1912

put Taxes

and Prior Years on 10-Year

Plan!
A NY tax-payer can come under the
A * provi.ionaof tha 10-year plan by
nuking the firat two payments to-

gether with interest of 4%, and a
mall extra charge on the firat installment. Your county treasurerwill b«
glad to txplain how you can kaap
yonr tax racord dear. Sea him Immediately.

<%y Order

of

Augmented

Administrative Jloard
of State

of fMichigafi

$1.00

„„

Reformed church of Zeeland De- Hope college and is employed at
the Montgomery- Ward store here.
Mr. Elferdinkis night clerk for the
Holland Railway Express company.
The couple is on a wedding trip
in the north and will visit the
straits and the Wisconsin Dells.
They will make their home at 342
River Ave.
Norman Ter Beek, George Manting and Bob and Fred Meppelink
of America with officer in New returned, last Saturday, from a
York city.Arrangements were made
week’s camping trip.
to hold another meeting of the unMr. and Mrs. George Mooi enion board in February. Miss Steketertained Tuesday night with a dintee presided over the meeting which
ner party at their summer home
was followed by a social hour and
on Lake Michigan. The following
refreshments.
were present: Mr. and Mrs. C.
Thomas Bmnick, 40, of Chicago Kleis, Mr. and Mrs. S. Karsten,
was treated at Holland hospital Mr. and Mrs. J. Zuidema, Mr. and
Wednesday morning for facial Mrs. George Schuilingand Mr. and
bruises sustained in an automobile Mrs. John Muller.
accident two miles south of here
Mrs J. Costing and Mrs. M. Ball
on the new Saugatuckroad. Herwere guests of honor at a birthbert De Kline, 27, of Hudsonville
day party at the George Mooi cotwas also treated at the hospital
tage at Eagle Crest Thursday.
for injuries received Tuesday, in
Both commemorated the event on
an automobile accident. He is rethe same day. Guests beside the
ported to have lost control of his
hostess, Mrs. George Mooi, were
car on the new Saugatuck road. He
Mrs. Dick Costing, Mrs. S. De
has been released from the hospiKoeyer, Mrs. C. Batdorf.

Estimates Free

of this city, are on an eastern trip

Sunday.

this week.

2

Bargains

in

GOOD

^

gal.

USED TIRES

COOPERSVILLE

19c

Pt-

Grape Juice

10c

bottle

Hershey’s Chocolate

?
*

WOCOt

o
Xfc cans 25c

Baker’s or
Hershey’s

tt-lb

Electric

Nut

,b-

Ib.

Meats

each

500

Soap

Tex

29c

io

2

Jars ^
Jar

25c

pkg.

w*Pl:”.,.or

Pk**-

25c

qta.
do*.

65c

p,l*•

10c

pkg.

19c

pkg.

19c

bottle

21c

cans

15c

55c
3

Jar Rubbers

Mason

10c

7-ox.

Silver Dust

Mason

39c

pkg.

Bulbs

Kirk's Flake

25c

bars

Our Own Tea

Tops

Wax

Certo

2

Wyandotte Cleanser

can

Sunbrite Cleanser
Apricots

5c

1-ox.

1

21c

pkg.
bottla

A-l Sauce

25c

2-lb.

Prunes

19c

pkg.
can

Daily Dog Food

Sardines

Blu*

3

p*'~

5c

25c

CBna
16-ox.

Corned Beef Hash
3
2

Baby Foods
College Inn Soups

1

Karo

Syrup

A
Mushrooms

Campbell's

Cooking

8I“ Ub*‘

15c

cana

25c

cans

21c

can

15c

can

15c

IH-lb.
can

10c

4-ox.

Jacob’s
Button.

3

Soups cu*«

OH

can

23c

c*ns

25c

ft

"Zir
Strictly

Hamburg

Fresh

Ground

Bacon tv

Sliced

can

No. 2

Pineapple
A

2

lt.

23c

25c
19c

c'"°

Beef Roast

14c

ib.

/

Prest-o-lite Batteries

$3.95

BARNS BURNED ON

10c

White Sliced

Fruit Cocktail

Sliced Luncheon

tal.

The Rev. John H. Warnshuis, D.
D. and wife, Dr. Lillian Warnshuis
and two daughters, Joan and Lois
of Staten Island, N. Y. are visiting
Dr. Warnshuia’mother and sister,
Mrs. Anna C. Warnshuis and Miss
HenriettaWarnshuis in Holland.
Dr. Warnshuis,one of the leading
clergymen in his denomination, is
pastor of the Brighton Heights Reformed church. Mrs. Warnshuis, a
practisingphysician, is a member
of the staff of the Bellevue hospital in New York city. Their daughter Joan is a student at Vassar
college and Lois ip a student at
Curtia high school. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Warnshuis have been missionaries in India for a number of
years. Dr. Warnshuiswill conduct
servicesat Third Reformed church

23c

Bulk Vinegar

V V
\
v \

votions at the evening servicewill
be in charge of the League union.
It was decided to hold the annual
League banquet in the spring instead of in the fall and Mrs. R.
J. Vanden Berg of Zeeland offered
Second Reformed church as the
meeting place. It was voted to
send |35 to the Young Woman’s department of the Reformed church

tin
2-lb.
loaf

Bokar Coffee

ial

are

21c

Ib.

the Blue Ridge mountains. They

invitation to attend the Mission bride’s parents,following the cereconference of the Reformedchurch mony. Mrs. Elferdink was graduto be held October 9 in the Second ated from Holland nigh school and

Meat

-

lb.

15c

up

FARM

Fire of undetermined origin late
Monday razed two Urge barns and
several buildingson the old Shex*
man farm, 2 miles north of Coopersville. The contentaof the bams,
including a large ouantity of hay,
grain, tools, three horses and several pigs, were also destroyed,

o
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Caudie and
children of Grand Rapids and Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Van Eclc of HolUnd
visitedMr. and Mrs. Bert Moeke
Zeeland recently.

Complete line

Holland Vulcanizing

of

Chicago Branded Beef,

Fresh Dressed Poultry, Fresh Lake

Michigan Fish, Veal and Spring

Company

Lamb

Phone 3926

Quick Rond Service

180 River

Avenue

i>

availablaat slightly
y aasier
aaala pricei.
Vaal, freak pork aad tmokod meat* aro
kigk tkougk tmokod moats hart a
strong snmmsr appeal regardless of
price. Fisk ia both losa plentiful and

casion.

TIRE HOSPITAL

your back taxes

peart

ere the oataUndinf frnlta tkia
week thouah applta, plumi and frapee
pUntifoland reaaonable. Grapefndt ia now cominf to markot in fair

Beef

Yes!

If

A

Coffee

Miss Eleanor Wierda, whose mar- j will make their home in Norfolk,
riage to John Vande Water will Va. The bride is a graduateof
take place in the near future, was Barryton high school and of the
guest of honor at a miscellaneous| University of Michigan and for
shower Friday evening given bv the past several years has been
Mrs. Clifton Dalman and Mrs. T. ; teaching in the Battle Creek public
Than Smooth
Hoeksema at the Dalman home at schools. The bridegroom after
Old Tiroil
243 East 13th St. The guests in- graduatingfrom H ol 1 a n d high
•
• Tests oq slippery
eluded Miss Wierda, Mrs. M. Vande school attended Hope college and
Water. Mrs. Bill Vande Water, the University of Michigan. He
pavement ehow
• \ •
Mrs. Fred Kraai, Mrs. B. Dokter, is now employed as chemical enthat new Goodyear
Mrs. S. Scheerhom,Mrs. E. Scheer- gineer in the Norfolk branch of
All- Weatherse top
hom, Mrs. M. Palmer, Mrs. J. Sag- the Monsanto Chemical company.
can 77% quicker
gers, Mrs. B. Vande Water. Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Ten Have was hostthan smooth, old
L. B. Dalman, Mrs. A. De Haan, ess at a surprise personal shower,
Mrs. J. Ottipoby, Mrs. G. Wierda, Thursday evening, at her home on
tine and quicker
Mrs. Bernie Vande Water. Mrs. West 18th St., given in honor of
J than any other
Teno Vande Water and the her niece, Miss Eleanor Wierda.
hostesses.
Games were played and prizes All-Weather no unnecessary
About 250 attended the annual were presented to various winners.
chances on slipBrummel reunion held, last Thurs- A two course lunch was served in
pery fell and winday in Jamestown, Spring Grove. the dining room which was decter roads pot an
A program and sports were en- orated in pink and green. The
joyed both afternoon and evening. centerpiece was a wedding cake
safe-grippingnew
Officers and committee members topped with a tiny bride and groom.
Goodyears now!
for next year were chosen as fol- The guests were Mrs. Peter WinMost slsea still
lows: president, M. Van Loo of strom, Mrs. William Winstrom,
priced lower than
Zeeland; vice-president, A. De Mrs. Oscar Winstrom,Mrs. Albert
last faO.
Borst of Grand Rapids; secretary, Winstrom, Mrs. Russel De Jong,
Mrs. H. Vande Bunte of Holland; Mrs. James Helder, Mrs. Jack Van
treasurer,N. Nykamp of Zeeland; Hoff, Mrs. Walter Winstrom,Mrs.
program, George Kraght, Hilbert Sipp Houtman and Miss Wierda. Cipcrt Tire Moaatteil We deaa itaa.

Klein

ANN PAQB

Fruits

Scout Council to participatein the , hostesses.
World Scout jamboree to be held1 The marriage of Miss Helen
July 29 to Aug. 13. The invitation Lamos, daughter of Mrs. Frank
especiallyurges that Holland, in ! Wilson, and Ted Dubbink,son of
America, be given an opportunity Mrs. Gertrude Dukkink of Holland
to be represented.The matter will took place at noon Saturday at
be brought before the county ex- the home of the bride’s mother in
ecutive hoard and the local com- Barrytown, Mich. The Rev. Dr. A.
mittee in an effort to work out Pieters, an uncle of the groom persome plan whereby a Holland Scout formed the ceremony in the premight be sent to the jamboree as sence of the immediate relatives
the official representativeof Hol- of the bride and groom. Miss Ruth
land scouts in America. Mr. Russel Lamos, sister of the bride, acted
said: "Preceding the jamboree in as bridesmaid.Mr. Dubbink was
old Holland in July there will be a attended by his brother-in-law,E.
national jamboree in Washington A. Wolter of Ann Arbor. Immedin June of next year. Many scouts iately following the ceremony a
of this area signed for the 1935 wedding breakfast was served at
national jamboree which was call- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mak
ed off due to an outbreakof in- Lamos. Mr. and Mrs. Dubbink
fantile paralysis in the capital left for a wedding trip through

De

By

’OffACBKS, eantalonpesand

Indians of the southwestern section
of United States, and the Rev. Albert Selles,missionary to China.
The evening program will feature
try Special Dinner
an illustrated lecture on the work
Cantaloupe
carried on in the various missionBrowned Potatoes
ary fields. A combined chorus of Boast
Cauliflower with Umon Butter
the three Zeeland churches and the
Jemate and Cucumber Salad
Holland Christian Hijjh school band
Bella aad Batter
will furnish the music for the ocPoach Bavarian

SAFER
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SUNDAY D1NNEI

ZEELAND

1

city.”

—

Mary

MAN

Kooye
Mrs. Bert Van Ommen and children
Oklahoma have been visitingMr. Mr. and Mrs. James Vereeke, Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Carter and Mr. and Mrs. Dick EUinga and chiland Mrs. Irving Miller, all of dren, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Van OmFennville. Mrs. Carter is Mr. men and son, Mr. and Mra. Gerald
Kooyer’s sister, and Mr. Miller is Van Ommen and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Kooyer’s brother.Mrs. Kooy- Mrs. Ben De Witt and children, all
ers was formerly Ida Miller. Mr of Zeeland, Mrs. Henrietta Cory
Kooyers also visited the editor of and children 6f Hudsonville; Mr.
the News. He has been in the “oil and Mrs. F. Van Wieren and son
district” for more than 20 years,
of Waukasoo; Mr. and Mrs. B. Gais an expert in that field. He is
lentine and daughter; Mr. and Mrs.
the son of the late John A. KooyCornelius Smite, Mrs. Sena Rumers, Holland’s first park superinmelt of Holland; Mr. and Mrs. H.
tendent. Fred, with his brother
Telgenhof and sons of Drenthe; Mr.
“Bill,” were chartermembers of the
Holland Martial Band, organized and Mrs. Marinus Van Houten and
50 years ago. They were "top son, Mr. and Mrs. A. Nelson and
daughterof Muskegon; Mr. and
notch” fife players.
Mrs. Vern Cook and children of
o
St. Louis, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. E.
LANDSCAPING ALLEGAN
Reed and children,Mr. and Mrs.
COUNTY FARMS
George Telgenhof and children of
Mr. O. I. Gregg, Landscape Spe- Grand Rapids.
cialist from Michigan State ColThe annual mission fest of the
lege will he in Allegan County,
Christian Reformed churches of
Tuesday, September 15, to make
the final arrangementsfor land- Zeeland will be held this Friday at
scape planning meetings to be held Zeeland City park. An afternoon
during the winter months of 1936- and evening program is planned,
37. This service is made available includingtalks by the Rev. Harry
through the Extension Department Dykstra, missionary to China, Gerto all farm people wishing to have rit Oppenhuizen, missionary to the

were awarded to Mrs. Melva
evening. Henry Streur, Mrs. John Walter, and the
Boersma, purchasing agent for the guest of honor. A two course
company, was in charge of the lunch was served. The guests
sports and he also was general were Mrs. Ben Walters, Mrs. Alspokesmanfor the
bert Walters. Mrs. Steven WnlHolland, over the sea, is to be ters^r8. Melva Streur, Mrs Edhost next year to Bov Scouts of ^rd GarvelinkMrs. A Walters,
the world. M. P. Russel, county ex- Mre.Comehus Lokker Mrs. Henry
ecutive,announcedlast week that ''alters. Mrs. John Waltere, Mrs.
a special invitationhad been ^ , Arthur \V alters, Mim Bessie Walceived by the Ottawa County Boy ^ers’
Lucas and the
afternoon

You Men

Last Friday evening, Mrs.

Van Weelden entertained12 guests
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OOI) STORES

USTEN TO COFFEE TIME WITH KATE SMITH BAND
Every Tuesday and Thursday, 6.30 P. M, Station

Mr. and Mrs. George Schuiling,
All Prices Pina

3%

Sales

Tax

We Caak

WBBM

WPA

Checks

